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Leading and managing to achieve results

“The new leadership will not be provided by a ‘take charge’ elite but 
will emerge from the capacity that lies within each and every person. 
It will be a leadership that does not presume to have all the answers, 
but one that seeks to empower others.”

—annabel beerel
leadership through str ategic planning

W hen you lead you take a stand to create a better future. Your actions 

demonstrate what you care about, who you are, and what you are 

committed to accomplishing. You need to be clear about what is 

important to you—what you are willing to risk to achieve lasting results.

Th e fi rst question to answer is: What really matters to you? What do you 

want to create—for yourself, your family, community, organization, and coun-

try? As you imagine a better future, and begin to communicate that vision to 

others, you take the fi rst step in a leadership journey.

To lead is to step forward, to move into oft en uncharted territory, and to 

take risks. Th ere are no road maps for this journey, but there are tried and 

true values and practices that can guide you along the way. And while the 

path is challenging, there are many deep rewards and joys in creating a better 

future with others.

Th is chapter off ers a starting point for becoming a manager who leads. 

Whether you are a senior manager or someone new to the management ranks, 

this chapter will provide you with an overview of the basics you will need for 

your journey by discussing the:

■ mindset and values of someone who leads;

■ leading and managing practices that produce results;

■ leadership competencies that empower and inspire others to reach 

their potential and make an impact on health.

1
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Looking at your mindset and values

“If you look to lead, invest at least 40 percent of your time managing your 
ethics, character, principles, purpose, motivation, and conduct.”

—dee hock
in waldrop, “dee hock on management”

It takes dedication to a vision, and organization of motivated people, to 

achieve the results you envision for your community. It depends much less on 

authority than on a commitment to creating the future you dream of.

To get a better picture of what leadership is, think of a leader you respect 

and know personally, someone who inspires you. Th e person may be a par-

ent, teacher, political fi gure, religious leader, supervisor, or friend. What kind 

of person is she? How does she see the world, and what does she value? How 

does this leader treat other people?

People are drawn to leaders because of who they are and the way they relate 

to others. Th ey help people to think bigger than they may have before. Th ey 

encourage individuals to take on challenges that they may not have previously 

thought they could, and they support people in their eff orts to forge ahead.

To explore your thoughts and generate discussion about leading, you can use the 
exercise “Understanding Leading and Managing Practices” in the handbook toolkit.

shift your mindset

To become a manager who leads, you need to gradually shift  your mindset 

toward seeing yourself as someone who mobilizes and empowers others to 

create the future. To shift  your mindset, it is critical to know your values, 

because they will infl uence the kind of future you can create and will guide 

and sustain you on your journey.

A mindset is a habitual way of interpreting and responding to situations. 

People’s assumptions and beliefs about the world aff ect their actions. To take 

a stand and face a challenge, you may need to change how you see a situation, 

what you focus on and value, and then what you do.

How you think about the world determines how you act in it. If you believe 

deeply that people have something to contribute, then the tools and tech-

niques in this book will help you encourage participation and shared learn-

ing. It is your belief in the value of others’ contributions and participation that 

matters most; the tools and techniques build on and support this belief and 

your eff ort to produce better results.

With a shift  in mindset, these tools and techniques can be applied with 

great results—motivating groups to think bigger than they have before, 

Leaders are 
committed 
to realizing 
a vision

Examine your 
beliefs and 
assumptions
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encouraging them to take on challenges they might not previously have felt 

could be overcome, and thinking and working creatively together to achieve 

new goals. We call these shift s in mindset leader shift s. Th ese leader shift s are 

fundamental to eff ective leadership (see Table 1).

Each of the fi ve leader shift s represents a series of changes in perspective 

that occur when you deepen your understanding of yourself, others, and the 

environment. Th ese shift s help you to gradually move from:

■ work based on the heroic actions that you take alone, to collabora-

tive actions that build on the strength of groups to produce sustain-

able results;

■ a state of despair or cynicism, where you see insurmountable prob-

lems and obstacles, to a place of hope and dreams, where you see 

possibilities to make things better;

■ a tendency to blame others for problems or failures, instead of taking 

initiative, owning challenges, and working together to do something 

about them;

■ frantic days fi lled with unrelated activities carried out for their own 

sake, to purposeful work directed toward achieving results that matter;

■ preoccupation with yourself and ways to satisfy your needs, to a 

place where you can generously and compassionately serve a greater 

good and inspire others to do the same.

Th ese shift s are not easy to make or sustain, because your own needs, hab-

its, and worries can interfere at any time. But when you are mindful of these 

shift s, you can correct yourself when you notice that you are becoming busy 

but unproductive, or being drawn into a state of despair. You can stop your-

self when you feel the urge to blame someone else, or when your own needs 

overshadow your concern for the greater good. When you have allies who are 

also making these shift s, they can remind you when you slip.

t a b l e  1  Leader shifts

Shift perspective from . . . . . . to . . .

individual heroics collaborative actions

despair and cynicism hope and possibility

blaming others for problems taking responsibility for challenges

scattered, disconnected activities purposeful, interconnected actions

self-absorption generosity and concern for the common good

Moving 
toward a more 
collaborative 
way of working
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reflect on personal values

Personal values anchor your leadership. When you examine your values, you 

realize they guide your choices about how you serve your staff , clients, and 

partners. When you know what your values are, you can communicate them 

to others, and refer to them when you have to make diffi  cult choices.

Your values infl uence how you lead. Th ere is a strong ethical component 

to positive leadership that is absent from negative leadership. You can sus-

tain yourself as a leader through concern for the common good, for example, 

whereas negative leadership draws on people’s fears. It uses reward and pun-

ishment, and depends on including some people and excluding others.

Managers who demonstrate positive values gain the respect of their staff . 

You become credible to others when you match positive words with positive 

actions. You can more easily attract others to your dreams for the future if 

your actions fi t with personal qualities that are universally valued:

Integrity and commitment. People respect leaders for their ethics and 

personal commitment. When you are honest and ethical, you are credible to 

others who value integrity. If you strongly believe in serving a greater good, 

you can avoid the temptations that oft en come with power. And when you 

dedicate yourself to achieving a goal, you attract others with similar com-

mitment to work with you in creating a better future. For instance, when top 

leaders support national HIV/AIDS campaigns—as President Yoweri Musev-

eni of Uganda did in 1990—others will follow their example.

Respect and trust. Respecting others means being willing to listen to their 

points of view and their needs. Respect builds trust over time, and trust is 

the foundation for developing productive relationships. When you lead, you 

nurture respectful work relationships with your subordinates, colleagues, 

and superiors. You create new connections to broaden your own network and 

mend existing relations that are problematic.

Courage to take calculated risks. One job of leaders is to set an example 

for taking calculated risks that do not endanger the organization, its mission, 

or individuals. People who lead do not give up if they fall down. Th ey get up, 

dust themselves off , and fi nd the courage to re-engage. In their persistence, 

they never lose sight of the positive future they are trying to create. When you 

create networks of trusting relationships, you fi nd support and courage to 

take necessary chances, make tough decisions, and face criticism or personal 

failure. By example, you encourage others to take risks as well.

Openness to learning. Good leaders are open to learning and inspire oth-

ers to do the same. When you have an open mind, you are eager for knowl-

edge and information. You recognize new opportunities and fi nd ways to deal 

with obstacles. You initiate approaches to learning with others. Th is openness 

to learning prepares you for ever-changing realities.

Positive 
leadership 
brings 
credibility 
and respect

Perserverance 
is essential—
never give up
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Your eff orts to be a leader will require ongoing self-development over a 

lifetime. Yet the mindset and values you cultivate will sustain all you do to 

lead others. You can lead and manage better when you understand the power 

of good leadership and management.

Refl ections on leadership values

The following refl ections on key attributes of managers who lead are drawn 
from participants in MSH’s leadership development programs and other 
discussions with managers of health programs in various countries around 
the world.

Integrity and commitment. “First, I have to be honest with the institution. I 
have to be very good, know all my limits, the abuses of authority.… It’s also 
important to value what you have around you. The wealth you have around 
you is like gold, and it can be lost if you don’t know how to handle it.”

“Positive leadership…becomes negative when one lacks ethics and 
integrity. When leaders engage in nepotism, develop confl icting interests in 
management, procedures, and procurement systems, and practice unequal 
treatment of team members, this becomes negative leadership even when 
the other things are being done right.”

Respect and trust. “I have learned to be a little warmer…. I have learned to 
be respectful. There’s a very popular saying that goes ‘Respect and you’ll be 
respected.’... It has served me well in all I’ve done.”

“I believe that adopting an attitude of openness and listening to others’ 
points of view, while demonstrating a high level of professionalism, 
ultimately promote faith and trust in the service one provides, as well as in 
the professional herself.”

Courage to take risks. “He helps them to push the envelope…not exactly 
according to the rules, but not wrong.… He understands where the line is 
and where it’s stepping over that line. He encourages them to put one foot 
over, maybe two.…”

Continuous learning. “She recognizes that she doesn’t know it all, and often 
looks for information and advice.”

“He is always fi nding out by chatting with people, informally networking, 
fi guring out what’s going on, calling people into the offi ce, chatting with 
people one on one or in groups.”
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Applying leading and managing practices

“Leadership is different than management. . . . [They] are two distinctive 
and complementary systems of action. Each has its own function and 
characteristic activities. Both are necessary for success in an increasingly 
complex and volatile . . . environment.”

—john kotter
“what leaders really do”

When you lead and manage well, you can achieve the healthy communities 

you dream of. What is the diff erence between leading and managing? When 

you manage well, you ensure that processes and procedures, staff , and other 

resources are used in an effi  cient and eff ective manner. Managing develops 

reliable operations that serve staff  in their eff orts to reach goals. As a result, 

your organization can consistently perform what it is trying to do.

When you lead well, you enable others to face challenges to creating the 

future that you all envision. You help them to overcome obstacles that stand 

in the way of desired results and encourage them to adapt to changing condi-

tions. Leading is particularly important in times of crises, since it empowers 

and aligns people to move forward despite setbacks.

To improve your abilities to lead, as well as manage for results, you need 

to:

■ empower yourself and others to face challenges;

■ link leading and managing to positive outcomes;

■ strengthen your leading and managing practices;

■ become skilled in using the leading and managing practices in 

Figure 1 and integrating them into your daily work.

Leading and managing contribute different things

Leading means enabling others to face challenges and achieve results under 
complex conditions.

Managing means organizing the internal parts of the organization 
to implement systems and coordinate resources to produce reliable 
performance.
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empower yourself and others

Building healthy communities calls for involving others: your staff , depart-

ment, organization, and community and organizational partners. You can 

empower yourself and others to address many diff erent kinds of challenges, 

including organizational, group, and personal obstacles. For example, you 

and your staff  may need to improve services despite decreased donor fund-

ing, or increase clinic visits in the face of shortages and persistent rumors 

that keep patients away. You may need to get support from a supervisor who 

seems unapproachable. When you accept a challenge and inspire others to 

work on it with you, you all take responsibility for addressing it.

Th rough good leadership, you can fi nd ways to release people’s energy to 

reach results. When people get in touch with their aspirations, they fi nd this 

source of energy. You can help them connect the hopes they hold for their 

families and communities with their work and the goals of the organization. 

When you inspire staff  and partners to see how they contribute to a greater 

good, they will value their roles, fi nd strength to overcome obstacles, and 

break through longstanding barriers to reach desired outcomes.

 A clinic nurse who participated in a leadership program in Egypt had a 
dream that all of the women in her village had access to family planning. She 
cared deeply about this. She rallied her colleagues around this vision, and 
together, they were able to expand the quality and quantity of their family 
planning services.

Chapter 2 discusses how you can work with your team to create such a 

vision, face a challenge, and make a plan to achieve results.

link leading and managing to positive outcomes

You can start all your leadership and management activities with “the end in 

mind,” that is, with results that justify your organization’s existence (Covey 

2004). No matter whether you are the Minister of Health or the manager 

of a rural health post, your job is to improve the health of the people your 

organization serves. If your country’s national health strategy outlines strate-

gic health priorities, you should link your vision to these strategic priorities. 

When you connect everything you do to these priorities, you don’t waste time 

on activities that divert energy from end results. Th e Leading and Managing 

for Results Model shows the link between the leading and managing prac-

tices and improved health outcomes.

Leading and managing practices. Managers who lead well use all the lead-

ing and managing practices listed in Figure 1. Applying these eight practices 

consistently leads to strong organizational capacity, better health services and, 

Nurturing 
people’s 
dreams draws 
out their energy

Connect your 
activities to 
health priorities
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ultimately, lasting improvements in people’s health. For a detailed descrip-

tion of the leading and managing practices, see the Leading and Managing 

Framework (Figure 2).

In the center of the fi gure, three circles represent the core components of 

strong and well-functioning organizations. If you examine successful public 

health interventions and programs, you will fi nd that the organizations have 

paid attention to the importance of having a positive work climate, sound 

management systems that were used consistently, and the ability to respond 

to change.

Results. Building an organization’s capacity to address challenges contrib-

utes to achieving results—better services that enhance health outcomes. For 

example, a manager runs maternal health and family planning clinics. Infant 

mortality is high, and malaria is a major problem in her area. When you 

think about this situation, ask yourself:

■ What are some health outcomes the work group or organization 

could infl uence? Examples include: infant mortality due to malaria 

is decreased, or all women who want no more children or want to 

space their children’s births have access to and use high-quality fam-

ily planning services. With some consultation, the manager deter-

mines that in her situation, she needs to focus on preventing infant 

deaths from malaria.

■ What services could this team set up or improve that would contrib-

ute to this outcome? Th e manager and her team decide to provide 

vouchers that mothers can redeem at retail stores for insecticide-

f i g u r e  1  Leading and Managing for Results Model

managing

improved
work

climate

improved
management

systems

improved
services

improved
health
outcomes

scan

focus

align/
mobilize

inspire

plan

organize

implement

monitor and
evaluate

Results

Leading and managing practices

leading

improved
capacity

to respond
to change

When applied consistently, good leading and managing practices strengthen organizational 
capacity and result in higher-quality services and sustained improvements in health.  Fr
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treated bed nets at a discounted price. Insecticide-treated nets can 

repel and kill mosquitoes.

■ What changes in organizational capacity would lead to the selected 

outcome? Th e manager would have to amend her management 

system so that staff  can provide the bed net vouchers to all pregnant 

women and mothers. Aft er training her staff  to inform clients about 

the advantages of using the nets and the need to replace the nets 

every six months, she would check to be sure that the management 

system can monitor this counseling and follow-up. She would need 

good relations with staff  to encourage their commitment to this 

added work (positive work climate). She would establish a partner-

ship (part of the capacity to change) with stores to sell the nets and 

develop a voucher form with shop owners that they would accept.

■ What leading and managing practices would she need to improve? 

She would need to align the nursing staff  with the opportunity to be 

trained about insecticide-treated nets, counseling clients in their use, 

and periodically following up with clients to replace their nets. She 

Core components of a well-functioning organization

Work climate. Work climate refers to the prevailing mood of a workplace 
or what it feels like to work there. Climate is the array of conditions related 
to staff motivation. A positive work climate promotes staff motivation. In 
chapter 3, “Improving Work Climate to Strengthen Performance,” you will 
learn how you can create a positive work climate that boosts staff morale 
and motivation. 

Management systems. Management systems are the structures, processes, 
and procedures that managers develop to facilitate work. These systems 
help staff to do their work. Managers use systems to organize tasks and 
track progress in performing these tasks. Your leading and managing 
practices can create these systems and encourage staff to commit 
themselves to using them. As your organization matures, you can improve 
these systems to strengthen the performance of your organization.

Capacity to respond to change. Increasing your capacity to respond to 
change means that your organization or work group has increased its 
potential to anticipate and adapt to changing conditions in the internal or 
external environment. This capacity relies on staff resilience, empowerment, 
optimism, openness to learning, creativity, and the ability to communicate 
with partners from other ethnic, social, gender, and organizational groups. A 
positive work climate, strong management systems, and being open to new 
learning all foster an organization’s capacity to respond to a changing world. 
Chapter 6 focuses on leading change and responding to change in a complex 
environment.
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would need to consider how to align shopkeepers to stock and sell 

the nets to customers who use the vouchers.

Th ere are many activities that promote health besides delivering services. 

For example, purifying water or training medical and nursing students in a 

new clinical area can aff ect health outcomes. Th e Results Model concentrates 

on implementing and supporting health services. By focusing your work 

group’s attention on service improvements, you can make an important dif-

ference and also coordinate your actions with people working on other health-

related challenges.

strengthen your leading and managing practices

To lead and manage better, you need to apply the eight leading and managing 

practices consistently. Th e leading and managing practices described in the 

Leading and Managing Framework (Figure 2) off er specifi c behaviors you 

can use in many diff erent situations to improve organizational performance 

and sustain performance over time. Here is how they work.

Managing practices. When managers use good management practices, 

they make sure that operational plans and reporting structures are clear and 

refl ect organizational priorities. Because good managers reinforce the use of 

management systems and processes to make work easier, staff  know what 

is expected of them and are able to carry out their activities. Staff  receive 

feedback on their work through supportive supervision and monitoring and 

evaluation systems that provide timely, reliable information.

To manage your organization well, you and other managers need to contin-

uously pay attention to the health services that the organization provides to 

be sure that they are eff ective (the right services), effi  cient (services delivered 

in the right way), and of consistently high quality to meet clients’ needs. Your 

performance as a manager rests on achieving these three goals.

When you manage well, you and other managers:

■ plan how to achieve results by assigning resources, accountabilities, 

and timelines;

■ organize people, structures, systems, and processes to carry out the 

plan;

■ implement activities effi  ciently, eff ectively, and responsively to 

achieve defi ned results;

■ monitor and evaluate achievements and results against plans, and 

continuously update information and use feedback to adjust plans, 

structures, systems, and processes for future results.

Pay attention to 
effectiveness, 
effi ciency, 
and quality

Promoting 
health is 
multisectoral
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While management systems form the foundation for reliable processes, 

management alone does not guarantee results. Managers with new tools and 

systems oft en get the same outcomes as before, unless they lead others to use 

these systems well, periodically adapt them to meet client needs, and manage 

the organizational context in which they use them.

Leading practices. Managers who lead well can adapt to changing con-

ditions in the environment and lead others to adapt as well. By using their 

adaptive skills, they are able to achieve results despite complex conditions 

and scarce resources. Th ey are well informed about opportunities and threats. 

Th eir direction is clear to staff . People and resources are aligned around a 

common shared vision. And because of their commitment, work groups 

deliver the results that managers promised.

To lead well, you need to focus your work group’s attention on achieving 

results that fulfi ll clients’ needs and preferences, as well as respond to key 

stakeholders’ interests. With your full support, the frontline staff  who pro-

vide health services can learn to identify their own obstacles to service qual-

ity, initiate improvements, and serve their clients well. To sustain your sup-

port, you may also need to gain the commitment of senior managers.

When you lead well, you and other managers:

■ scan for up-to-date knowledge about yourself (to be aware how your 

behavior and values aff ect others), your work group, your organiza-

tion, and your environment;

■ focus staff ’s work on achieving the organizational mission, strategy, 

and priorities;

■ align and mobilize stakeholders’ and staff ’s time and energies as well 

as the material and fi nancial resources to support organizational 

goals and priorities;

■ inspire your staff  to be committed and to continuously learn how to 

adapt and do things better.

By applying these leadership practices, you and your team can face your 

main challenges and work together with your organization to address them.

The Leading and Managing Framework. Th e Leading and Managing 

Framework (Figure 2) presents activities and organizational outcomes asso-

ciated with each leading and managing practice, so that you can see the value 

and expected result of integrating these practices into your daily work. By 

applying the eight practices consistently, work groups and organizations can 

systematically make improvements that will strengthen their services and 

improve health outcomes.

As you apply the leading and managing practices in your daily work, you 

can also help your staff  develop and use these practices. With your work 

group, you can assess how well you apply them and identify those that you 

need to strengthen. To do this, ask members of your group to refl ect individu-

Focus your 
work group on 
serving clients

Integrate the 
leading and 
managing 
practices into 
your daily work
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f i g u r e  2  Leading and Managing Framework

Practices that enable work groups and organizations to face challenges and achieve results

Leading Managing

scanning

focusing

aligning/
mobilizing

inspiring

■ identify client and stakeholder needs and priorities
■ recognize trends, opportunities, and risks that affect 

the organization
■ look for best practices
■ identify staff capacities and constraints
■ know yourself, your staff, and your organization — 
 values, strengths, and weaknesses

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Managers have up-to-date, valid knowledge of their 
clients, the organization, and its context; they know how 
their behavior affects others

■ articulate the organization’s mission and stategy
■ identify critical challenges
■ link goals with the overall organizational strategy
■ determine key priorities for action
■ create a common picture of desired results

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Organization’s work is directed by well-defined mission, 
strategy, and priorities

■ ensure congruence of values, mission, strategy, 
structure, systems, and daily actions

■ facilitate teamwork
■ unite key stakeholders around an inspiring vision
■ link goals with rewards and recognition
■ enlist stakeholders to commit resources

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Internal and external stakeholders understand and 
support the organization’ goals and have mobilized 
resources to reach these goals

■ match deeds to words
■ demonstrate honesty in interactions
■ show trust and confidence in staff, acknowledge the 

contributions of others
■ provide staff with challenges, feedback, and support
■ be a model of creativity, innovation, and learning

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Organization displays a climate of continuous learning 
and staff show commitment, even when setbacks occur

planning

organizing

implementing

monitoring and
evaluating

■ set short-term organizational goals and 
performance objectives

■ develop multi-year and annual plans
■ allocate adequate resources (money, people, and 

materials)
■ anticipate and reduce risks

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Organization has defined results, assigned 
resources, and an operational plan

■ ensure a structure that provides accountability and 
delineates authority

■ ensure that systems for human resource 
management, finance, logistics, quality assurance, 
operations, information, and marketing effectively 
support the plan

■ strengthen work processes to implement the plan
■ align staff capacities with planned activities

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Organization has functional structures, systems, and 
processes for efficient operations; staff are organized 
and aware of job responsibilities and expectations

■ integrate systems and coordinate work flow
■ balance competing demands
■ routinely use data for decision-making
■ coordinate activities with other programs and 

sectors
■ adjust plans and resources as circumstances change

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Activities are carried out efficiently, effectively, and 
responsively

■ monitor and reflect on progress against plans
■ provide feedback
■ identify needed changes
■ improve work processes, procedures, and tools

o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  o u t c o m e
Organization continuously updates information 
about the status of achievements and results, and 
applies ongoing learning and knowledge
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ally on the one practice in the framework that is their strongest and the one 

that is their weakest. Th en you can tally the strong and weak practices in your 

group. You may fi nd that your team needs to improve its ability to scan so 

that you can be more successful in identifying new funding sources. Or you 

may decide to focus your team on priorities, identify your key challenges, and 

direct your scarce resources to fewer, more well-defi ned results.

To learn more about leading and managing and to assess your own capabilities, 
please refer to the exercise “Understanding Leading and Managing Practices” in the 
handbook toolkit.

Experiences in learning to use the leading practices

District teams, managers, and staff in Egypt learned to use the four leading 
practices as part of a leadership program to improve health services. 
Afterward, they refl ected on the usefulness of these practices.

Scanning. “I think that scanning affected me the most. When I am facing 
a problem or a challenge, I have to look at the problem from all angles. I 
have to look deeply, not superfi cially, at the problem to fi nd the root causes 
and the circumstances leading to the deterioration in the current situation 
in order to fi nd a solution, because if I can’t identify the root causes or the 
circumstances, I will not be able to fi nd the solution.” —District Manager

Focusing. “We met with the entire District Health Management Team and 
introduced the concept of focusing. We realized we were not able to sit down 
and prioritize, were fi re fi ghting a lot, spending so much time in seminars 
[we could not] implement. We need[ed] to refocus our attention so as not to 
be taken away from our objective. We redid our workplan, realizing it was 
not focused, and picked the priority issues.” —District Health Team

Aligning/mobilizing. “Before this program, we were distracted, not only 
myself, but all of my district work group; we were all going in a different 
direction. Each person worked according to his personal concept, but we 
are now one team. There is no difference between family planning, primary 
health care, or immunizations. We all have the same target, which is to 
improve the level of performance in the district.” —District Manager

Inspiring. “After everyone accepted the [leadership] concept, there was a 
new belief.... Because this belief was in each individual, all were competing 
to bring out what was inside them, doing their utmost, even if their role was 
small. They came to understand that the size of their role is unimportant, 
because no matter what their role is, it is essential to achieve the desired 
results. There was a team spirit and everyone was cooperative. I now feel, 
thank God, that I have several arms, I don’t have to do everything myself 
anymore.” —District Family Planning Director

“To solve any problem, the answer has to come from within. If we wait for 
the solution from outside, then it will not be solved. This is an obvious 
change and a result which we noticed and achieved.” —Health Unit Doctor
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integrate leading and managing practices

Leading and managing do not form distinct, sequential processes that you 

complete separately. Th e leading practices are not independent of the man-

aging practices. Accomplished managers move fl uidly between leading and 

managing to support their teams to face challenges and achieve results.

As Figure 3 shows, facing challenges requires you to scan, focus, and plan. 

Aft er scanning your environment to identify your challenges, you focus on 

a few priority challenges and make a plan to address them. Once you have 

a plan that addresses your challenges, you need to align and mobilize your 

stakeholders, staff , and resources, organize your team and the work, and 

implement the plan. Th roughout this process, you inspire your group by 

enabling your staff  to act on their commitment, creativity, and learning. You 

also monitor and evaluate progress by setting baseline measurements and 

collecting and using data to track improvements.

Th e example from Guinea illustrates the challenge that one regional health 

director identifi ed and how he and others integrated leading and managing 

to address a serious public health situation.

f i g u r e  3  Integrated leading and managing process

Lead and 
manage 
simultaneously
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Improving capacity to respond to a challenge—
Example from Guinea

In Guinea, a regional health director led communities in his region to 
respond to the needs of his poorest subdistrict, Boké. Geographically 
isolated, Boké had a population of less than 55,000, suffered from a lack of 
resources, and had a coverage rate of 0% for fully immunized children.

Boké’s challenge. The regional health director scanned the health data from 
all his subdistricts, and noticed the dangerous situation in Boké. He decided 
to focus efforts on this subdistrict and articulated the challenge with his 
team: “How can we improve vaccination coverage in this subdistrict in 
the face of a chronic lack of resources and other obstacles?” Together they 
planned how they would address this situation.

Increasing coverage. The regional health director then encouraged other 
people to align themselves with this challenge. He mobilized communities 
in Boké to donate resources to local health centers. He also negotiated 
with more affl uent surrounding subdistricts, which were at fi rst reluctant 
to share their resources, to make available to Boké the needed staff, 
transportation, and materials for a period of six months. He and his team 
organized the fl ow of resources from these subdistricts and implemented a 
vaccination campaign. Through their efforts, the vaccination coverage rate 
for fully immunized children in the Boké subdistrict increased from 0% in 
December 2001 to 62% in December 2003.

Inspiring other groups. The regional health director was able to inspire 
others to assist in improving vaccination coverage through his commitment. 
He persuasively showed the other subdistricts that their support was in 
their self-interest, since a disease outbreak in Boké would likely spread to 
their communities.

Monitoring and sustaining progress. Through monthly community meetings, 
the people involved continue to monitor progress and sustain their good 
work. They have improved their capacity to respond to challenges as a team.
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Building leadership competencies

“This is leadership—that our health personnel do not wait for instructions from 
the highest levels, but rather make decisions that enable them to do what they 
need to do to serve their communities.”

—margarita gurdian
minister of health, nicar agua

Leadership competencies are the specifi c mindset, skills, and knowledge that 

help managers lead more eff ectively. We have looked at the shift s in mindsets 

(leader shift s), but having the right mindset alone is not enough. You also 

need to expand your knowledge and strengthen particular skills so that you 

are better able to empower others to achieve results. Th e eight competencies 

shown in Table 2 are the ones we have observed in people whom their peers 

considered to be eff ective leaders of public or private health programs.

Th ere are many ways to improve these competencies. Attend workshops, 

read, and ask for feedback from someone else—your supervisor, your best 

t a b l e  2  Leadership competencies

Competency Application

Master yourself Refl ect on yourself and be aware of your 
impact on others, manage your emotions 
effectively, use your strengths, and work on 
your shortcomings

See the big picture Look beyond a narrow focus to take into 
account conditions outside your immediate 
area of work

Create a shared vision Work with others to envision a better future 
and use this vision to focus all your efforts 

Clarify purpose and priorities Know your own values and what is most 
important to accomplish

Communicate effectively Hold conversations focused on outcomes; 
balance advocacy with inquiry; and clarify 
assumptions, beliefs, and feelings within 
yourself and others

Motivate committed teams Create the clarity, trust, and recognition 
necessary to lead teams to high performance 
that can be sustained over time

Negotiate confl ict Reach agreements from which both sides can 
benefi t

Lead change Enable your work group to own challenges, 
enlist stakeholders, and navigate through 
unstable conditions
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friend, your spouse, or a coach—to strengthen your weakest areas. Look 

for opportunities to apply these competencies. Consider developing a self-

improvement plan; if you keep a journal, you can refl ect on how you are pro-

gressing in your eff orts to improve. By mastering these eight competencies, 

you will be able to lead with more confi dence.

The handbook toolkit offers exercises for developing these competencies in yourself 
and others.

Starting your journey

“No person can be a great leader unless he takes genuine joy in the successes 
of those under him.”

—samsonr aj pandian
world vision india

Taking a stand to lead others to a healthier world takes hope and courage. 

While you may hesitate, wondering how you can accept this role, the question 

is really how can you not? When you make the choice to create a better future, 

you empower others to step forward as well.

Th is chapter off ers a starting place for your journey toward becoming a 

manager who leads. Table 3 off ers steps to organize your journey and con-

cepts to use along the way. Th ese will contribute to your eff ectiveness as you 

t a b l e  3  Becoming a manager who leads

Steps to take Concepts to use

Examine your mindset and values Mindset
■ leader shifts
Values
■ integrity and commitment
■ respect and trust
■ courage to take risks
■ openness to learning

Improve your abilities to lead 
and manage

■ Leading and Managing for Results Model
■ Leading and Managing Framework
■ Integrated Leading and Managing Process

Build leadership competencies ■ master yourself
■ see the big picture
■ create a shared vision
■ clarify purpose and priorities
■ communicate effectively
■ motivate committed teams
■ negotiate confl ict
■ lead change
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strive to make a positive diff erence in the lives of others. And they may help 

you handle whatever obstacles you encounter on your path.

By becoming a manager who leads, you can build the leadership compe-

tencies of your staff  and foster changes that will reshape your organization’s 

health services. In the following chapters, you will learn how to frame your 

challenges and gain commitment from others to achieve desired results. Th ese 

changes in yourself, your staff , and your services will have a powerful impact 

on the health of the people you serve.
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Questions to consider on . . .

Leading and managing to achieve results

Taking a stand

■ Have you ever hesitated and then declined to take a leading role 
when it was open to you? What held you back? What would have 
helped you to step forward?

■ Have you ever wished that you had led an initiative or a group 
after you saw disappointing results? What would you have done 
differently?

■ What are the risks of taking a leading role in your organization? How 
can you minimize these risks?

Mindset and values

■ What are your dreams for yourself, your family, your community, and 
your country?

■ Examine your mindset and values. What shifts do you need to make, 
so you can contribute to a healthier future?

■ How can you enlist others to work with you?

Leading and managing practices

■ Refl ect on the Leading and Managing Framework. Which of the 
leading and managing practices are most and least used in your work 
group or organization?

■ Which practices are generally strong? Which practices need 
improvement?

■ How could changes in leading and managing practices help you 
address your challenges?

■ Where will you start to improve your practices?

Leadership competencies

■ Assess your competencies to lead. Which are you strong in and which 
do you need to work on?

■ What methods will you use to improve your competencies?
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Leading teams to face challenges

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

—margaret mead

As a manager who leads, you face challenges every day. You have to 

respond to the needs of your staff  and your superiors, deal with sup-

ply crises, and respond to outbreaks of contagious diseases, and there 

is always the worry about money.

But managers who focus only on the immediate issues are unable to put 

their energy toward their most important responsibility—leading their work 

groups to face their challenges and create better services for the future.

Th is chapter focuses on helping your group face challenges in ways that 

will result in better health care. It is organized around the “Challenge Model,” 

which provides a systematic way for groups to experience the direct impact of 

applying management and leadership practices to achieve results.

It helps you work together with your team to:

■ create a shared vision and defi ne one measurable result;

■ assess the current situation and identify opportunities and obstacles; 

■ defi ne your challenge and select priority actions;

■ develop an action plan;

■ implement your plan and monitor and evaluate progress toward 

achieving your desired result.

Th e chapter concludes with a section on the importance of supporting, 

inspiring, and motivating your team members to take on new challenges and 

work together to make lasting improvements in the health of your clients.

2
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Working as a team

“. . . leadership is about giving a team or organization the courage to truly 
commit to extraordinary goals. Well-managed teams understand their 
capability extremely well and set commitments they know they can meet.”

—timm esque
“managing to lead”

As a manager who leads, you are responsible for keeping your team focused 

on results and fi nding new ways to address challenges so you can achieve 

results. By working with a team of people who are committed to achieving 

the same results, you have more power to change your situation.

the importance of teams

A team is a group of people who work together cooperatively to achieve a 

common goal. In health care settings, clinic staff  form a group of health care 

providers, but they don’t necessarily work as a team. As a manager, it is your 

job to form, support, and inspire your team, so that together you can achieve 

more than you ever thought possible.

Picture a clinic that has chronic problems with long client waiting times. 
Each service provider and administrator will have his own understanding of 
the problem and could respond individually to improve the process. But only 
when these people form a shared understanding of the causes of the problem 
and work together in a unifi ed and coordinated way, can they begin to really 
improve the situation. Th en change would happen and clients would see the 
diff erence. If they work as a team to put new procedures in place, it is likely 
that the change will be sustained.

facing challenges as a team

Leading means helping people identify and face challenges. Facing a challenge 

is fundamentally diff erent than solving problems. A challenge is stated in terms 

of a question that asks, “How can we achieve the result we want to achieve in 

the face of the obstacles we have to overcome?” Taking on a challenge requires 

that you are committed to working together—as a team—and that you stretch 

to use all your capabilities to reach the result you want to achieve.

Framing a challenge is one of the leadership tasks you will learn about in 

this chapter. It requires you to scan your environment to understand all the 

factors that will impact the results. It helps you align and mobilize your stake-

A team works 
toward a 
common goal

Stretch 
capabilities to 
face challenges
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holders to achieve those results. It gives you a broader understanding of what 

you are up against and what you need to learn and change. Facing a challenge 

compels you to refl ect on your attitudes and behaviors to discover which ones 

you need to change in order to achieve signifi cantly better results.

Th e Challenge Model (Figure 4) off ers a systematic approach for working 

together—as a team—to identify and face one challenge at a time and achieve 

results. Th e model leads you through a process of forming commitment to a 

shared vision that contributes to realizing your organization’s mission, defi n-

ing and owning a challenge, prioritizing actions for implementation, and car-

rying out the work plan to achieve results.

Th e Challenge Model helps you create the path to the result by focusing on 

one challenge at a time: if this is our organization’s mission and this is our 

vision, then this is one result that will get us closer to the vision. Next, given 

the current reality, these are the obstacles we need to overcome, and here is 

how we plan to go about it. Your success in facing each challenge inspires 

your team to apply the process repeatedly with new challenges to keep mov-

ing toward the vision. Th e process and the experience of applying the Chal-

lenge Model strengthen the team and build confi dence among its members 

that they can eff ect real change in the health care of their clients.

f i g u r e  4  The Challenge Model

Face one 
challenge 
at a time
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Mission

Vision

Current situation:

Measurable result:

[ How will we achieve our desired result in light of the obstacles we need to overcome? ]

Obstacles and
root causes

Priority
actions

Challenge:
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How to . . . 

Use the Challenge Model
Step 1. Review your organizational mission and strategic priorities
With your team, form a common understanding of your organization’s 
mission and strategic priorities. This understanding will help you shape 
your vision and make sure that it contributes to the larger organizational 
priorities.

Step 2. Create a shared vision
Work with your team to create a shared vision of the future you want and 
that contributes to accomplishing the organization’s mission and priorities. 
This shared vision serves to inspire the team to face each new challenge.

Step 3. Agree on one measurable result
Pick an aspect of your shared vision and create one measurable result that 
you all want to achieve. This measurable result is what will drive your 
work. Because it is measurable, it allows you to monitor and evaluate your 
progress toward achieving it.

Note that finalizing the result is an iterative process. As you learn more about 
the current situation and obstacles you need to overcome, you may need to 
adjust your stated result so that it is appropriate and realistic.

Step 4. Assess the current situation
Scan your internal and external environments to form an accurate baseline 
of the realities or conditions that describe the current situation in relation to 
your stated result.

Step 5. Identify the obstacles and their root causes
Make a list of obstacles that you and your team will have to overcome 
to reach your stated result. Use root cause analysis tools to analyze the 
underlying causes of these obstacles to make sure you are addressing the 
causes and not just the symptoms.

Step 6. Defi ne your key challenge and select priority actions
State what you plan to achieve in light of the root causes of the obstacles you 
have identifi ed. (It helps to begin your challenge statement with “How will 
we…?”) Then select priority actions that you will implement to address the 
root causes of the obstacles.

Step 7. Develop an action plan
Develop an action plan that estimates the human, material, and fi nancial 
resources needed and the timeline for implementing your actions.

Step 8. Implement your plan and monitor and evaluate your progress
Provide support to your team in implementing the plan, and monitor and 
evaluate your progress toward achieving your result.

A full-size diagram with these instructions for using the Challenge Model can be 
found in the handbook toolkit.
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Creating your vision and defining a measurable result

“Martin Luther King did not say, ‘I have a strategic plan.’ Instead, he shouted, 
‘I have a DREAM!’ and he created a crusade.”

—anonymous

Leading a team at any level means you need to create a vision together of 

where you want to go and what you want your team or program to become, or 

achieve, over the long term. A vision is important not only because it inspires 

and motivates, but also because leading with a vision helps to remind you 

why you are doing what you are doing. It provides the big picture and the 

inspiration to keep a team going in the face of obstacles as it strives to achieve 

its stated results.

creating a shared vision

Some think that vision should come from the top level of an organization 

or program, that the new minister, executive director, or management team 

establishes it. Experience has shown, however, that a vision is more power-

ful when more people share it. Th us, a vision created by others for a team to 

endorse is not very compelling for those who were not part of the eff ort. Since 

people usually support what they help create, try to create a shared vision that 

is developed and owned by those who will need to carry it out.

A team can develop a vision of how it wants to work together to produce 

products or services or of the role it wants to have in the organization in the 

future. Depending on the level at which your team operates in the organiza-

tion or program, you may want to include key stakeholders in developing or 

Vision is different from mission

Unlike the mission or purpose of the organization, which states why the 
organization exists, the vision provides a picture of a desired future. It describes 
where the group or the organization wants to be in the future and creates 
the fi eld for working toward that vision of the future.

Example of a vision

“Our health center is known for consistently producing excellent service 
results and people come from all around to receive our high-quality services. 
We have reduced the spread of communicable diseases, and the people in 
our area are healthier and happier.”

Shared vision 
has power
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How to . . . 

Create a shared vision
Step 1. Imagine the future

■ Ask the participants to think about a time in the future.

■ Say “Imagine it is two years from now and we are looking back. We 
have accomplished all that is important to us. What picture do you see 
in your mind that represents that accomplishment?”

■ Ask each participant to write a newspaper headline reporting on 
your accomplishments in the year 20_ _ (two or more years from 
now). Each individual writes a few words to describe what has been 
accomplished.

Step 2. Integrate your vision with another one

■ Have the participants divide into pairs and ask them to share their 
visions with each other.

■ Ask each pair of participants to create one shared vision combining 
the best aspects of both visions.

■ In groups of four (composed of two pairs), discuss the combined 
visions, and further consolidate these visions to arrive at one shared 
vision for each group of four people.

Step 3. Record the key elements of all the vision statements

■ In plenary, ask each group of four to present its combined vision.

■ Record the key elements or phrases of each vision statement on a 
fl ipchart.

■ Review the elements and consolidate them to eliminate overlaps.

Step 4. Prioritize the elements

■ If the list is long, ask each participant to choose the three elements 
that are most critical. Record them on a fl ipchart.

■ For each element, ask how many others listed it as one of their top 
three elements.

■ Choose the three elements of the vision that were listed most often.

■ Check with the entire group to see if these three elements or phrases 
correspond to their vision.

Step 5. Present the shared vision statement

■ Combine the elements and phrases into one vision statement and 
write it on a clean fl ipchart. Put it in the front of the room to guide 
further discussions.

For other visioning exercises, including an adaptation of this exercise for use with a 
large group, please refer to the handbook toolkit.
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reviewing the vision. Stakeholders may include existing and potential clients, 

community representatives, board members, or other partners.

Start with the end in mind. To lead your team to achieve results, start 

with creating the vision and identifying a future measurable result, then 

assess the current situation, and develop the priority actions and an action 

plan. Th is process helps to link the present to the future. Leading your team 

with a shared vision provides the power to pull the current situation closer 

to your vision and desired results, rather than pulling the vision back to the 

current reality. To prepare for a visioning exercise, you may want to explore 

a number of questions:

■ What are we committed to doing? Who do we serve now and who 

do we want to serve?

■ What kind of work climate do we want, and what values do we want 

to practice?

■ What sort of future do we want to create for our community?

defining a measurable result

Once you have craft ed your vision, identify one measurable result you want 

to achieve. Th e result you defi ne needs to come from your vision and relate to 

the priority health care needs in your area. It may concern just one element 

of your vision, but if you can achieve that one element, you will move closer 

to your vision.

To make sure your desired result is clearly defi ned, follow the SMART 

rule:

Specifi c. Clearly written to avoid diff erent interpretations;

Measurable. To allow you to monitor and evaluate progress toward achiev-

ing the result;

Appropriate. To the scope of your program or work activities, so that you 

can infl uence or make changes;

Realistic. Achievable within the time allowed;

Time bound. With a specifi c time period for completion.

In considering the SMART criteria and whether your desired result is 

“appropriate,” think about whether the issues and obstacles that you will 

need to address are suffi  ciently under your control to allow you to infl uence 

changes.

You can explore your team’s sphere of influence by using the exercise “Recognizing 
Your Sphere of Influence” in the handbook toolkit.

The vision pulls 
the current 
situation to the 
desired result

Clearly defi ne 
your desired 
result
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Keep in mind that fi nalizing your desired result is an iterative process. You 

should adjust the defi nition of the result aft er assessing the current situation 

and identifying your obstacles and root causes, so it takes these factors into 

account and is a result for which you are willing to be held accountable. Th e 

examples shown here refl ect the result of this iterative process.

Once you have defi ned your measurable result, consult with senior man-

agement so that they can see how your intended results are aligned with larger 

program priorities or organizational goals. Communicating your intentions 

will also help senior managers understand the need for resources when and 

if you request them, and determine whether the change in client health care 

warrants the resources needed. Th is stage also serves to garner commitment 

to the result by a more senior level, if not the top level.

You will also need to determine what the current situation is with respect to 

the result you identifi ed. Doing so requires having accurate data and informa-

tion about key health indicators and national health priorities and objectives 

as well as baseline information against which you will measure your results. 

Understanding the current situation will clarify your challenge, help you fi ne-

tune your measurable result, and allow you to develop priority actions for 

addressing the challenge. Th e following section guides you through a process 

of scanning the external and internal environments so that you can under-

stand your situation better.

Examples of measurable results

The following measurable results relate to two aspects of the vision (to 
reduce or eliminate communicable diseases and to provide high-quality 
services).

■ To increase use of voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) services in 
one district by 50% (to an average of 80 clients per month) by the end 
of the year.

■ To streamline the intake process for new clients in our clinic so that, 
by the end of the year, the prescreening process takes an average of 10 
minutes.

For more detailed guidelines on developing measurable results, please refer to the 
exercise “Developing Measurable Results” in the handbook toolkit.

Gain 
commitment 
from senior 
levels
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Assessing the current situation and identifying 
opportunities and obstacles

“We must accept life for what it actually is—a challenge to our quality without 
which we should never know of what stuff we are made, or grow to our full 
stature.”

—robert louis stevenson

With a vision of where you want to be in the future, and a measurable result 

defi ned, you are ready to look at the current conditions in your external and 

internal environments in relation to that result. Being aware of the environ-

ment in which you work (external) and looking objectively at your capabilities 

and operational systems (internal) will help your team identify the obstacles 

and opportunities that will aff ect your ability to move toward your vision.

Scanning current conditions is an important leadership practice. You and 

you team need to fi nd out what is going on, look for opportunities that will 

help you move closer to your desired result, and identify current and poten-

tial future obstacles. Th ink creatively about how to overcome the obstacles 

and how to capitalize on the opportunities.

Th ere are various factors to consider when scanning your internal and 

external environments. If you intend to increase the number of clients seek-

ing voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) services, fi nd out what the situa-

tion is now, and why it is like that. If potential clients are not seeking services 

when they need them, fi nd out why. Possible reasons might be that:

■ services are not accessible or are not easily accessed by public trans-

portation;

■ clients are not aware of your clinic or range of services;

■ there are not enough trained providers;

■ lack of supplies causes clients to seek services elsewhere;

■ so much stigma is attached to HIV/AIDS that many clients are afraid 

to seek VCT services.

Figure 5 illustrates factors to consider in scanning the current situation 

and indicates the role each plays in the larger environment. Scan only those 

aspects that are directly related to your stated result and could either pose 

signifi cant obstacles to (or open new opportunities for) achieving it.

Scan the 
internal and 
external 
environments
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scanning the external environment

If your team works at the national or organizational level, your scan will be 

broader than if it works at the local level or is a unit in a larger organization. 

At any level, be sure to look up and around you, as we all work in interrelated 

systems.

Th ink about when your program has set out to do something new, such 

as coordinating with a local community group or providing a health service 

that you haven’t provided before. What happens if you move toward a new 

endeavor without your eyes fully open? By analyzing factors in your external 

environment, you can be better prepared to respond to identifi ed health and 

client needs and accomplish what you set out to achieve.

For assistance in understanding the interests of others in the environment, refer to 
“Analyzing Stakeholder Interests and Concerns” in the handbook toolkit.

When scanning the external environment in relation to a specifi c service 

delivery result, you need to fi nd out:

Look for 
trends when 
scanning the 
environment

f i g u r e  5  Factors to consider in scanning the environment

You 
and

your 
team

Organization
(including 
facilities)

Clients/
community

Country/
national program

Sociopolitical and 
economic environment

Policies, legislation, political will, and cultural practices 
affect program implementation and performance.

National health care priorities address major new 
diseases, access to and quality of health care, 
distribution of resources, and relationships among 
public, nongovernmental, and private organizations.

Organization/program capabilities (strengths and 
weaknesses) affect the ability of the organization to 
bring together service providers, supplies, equip-
ment, and information that are needed to respond 
to client or community needs in a timely manner.

Knowledge, skills, attitudes, and practices 
of managers and team members affect how 
well a team functions to achieve results.

Current and anticipated health issues, including 
knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of clients, 
affect whether clients seek and use your sevices.

Consider how the realities that exist in your internal and external environments 
will contribute or pose obstacles to achieving the result.
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■ why the current service is not up to standards;

■ how people in the external environment view the services;

■ how the service has operated in the past;

■ who is being served, which other groups ought to be served, and 

how clients feel about the services;

■ what kinds of services are in greatest demand and in least demand;

■ whether the types and quantity of services you off er suit those 

demands.

What else do you see when you scan? Th ink about the trends you see and 

their underlying causes. Look below the surface, below the “tip of the ice-

berg.”

Sources of data

You will need to decide which sources of data are relevant to what you want 
to accomplish and will adequately inform the scope of issues and questions 
related to your result. The data sources you need to consult also depend 
on the level at which you are operating, but they should always include a 
review of national and local health plans and priorities.

If you are focusing on one particular service-related result, you should 
review data that you routinely collect, such as service statistics and fi nancial 
data. In some instances, the data you need will not be readily available and 
you will need to collect them. This work could include collecting information 
on client satisfaction with your services through client exit interviews or 
focus groups. You can also convene community meetings to learn more 
about how people perceive your services and why they may not be coming 
to your clinic for services. Gathering this kind of qualitative and quantitative 
data is critical to a good scan of the external environment because you gain 
fi rsthand knowledge of the issues that are important to clients.

For a more comprehensive effort, you may need to access census data; data 
from the Demographic and Reproductive Health Survey; National Health 
Accounts; Ministry of Health statistics; data from household surveys; 
seroprevalence studies; Ministry of Finance data; economic trends data; and 
knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP) studies.

For more information on accessing and using national and local data, please refer to 
these issues of The Manager: “Using National and Local Data to Guide Reproductive 
Health Programs” (MSH 1997) and its supplement, “Guide to National and Local 
Reproductive Health Indicators,” and “Exercising Leadership to Make Decentralization 
Work” (MSH 2002).
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scanning the internal environment

In your external scan you may have begun to identify some opportunities. For 

example, there may be an opportunity for your organization to expand ser-

vices to underserved areas. If you work in a nongovernmental organization, 

perhaps there are opportunities to form partnerships with the public sector 

to deliver services. You may have identifi ed threats as well, such as reduced 

client purchasing power due to diffi  cult economic times, greater competition 

among service providers, or changing donor priorities.

Can your unit, division, or program perform eff ectively in the external envi-

ronment? If you have competition, can you stay ahead of the others? Scanning 

the internal environment will help you answer these questions. Assess those 

factors that are directly related to your desired result and that may enhance or 

hinder your ability to achieve it. Factors to examine might include the aspects 

listed on page 33 as related to your unit, division, or program.

When you have scanned the external and internal factors related to your 

desired result, summarize your fi ndings to form a set of statements that 

describe the current situation. Th e current situation sets a baseline for mea-

suring progress when you begin to implement your plan.

identifying opportunities and obstacles

In your scan of the current situation, you may discover opportunities that you 

had not seen before that will help you to achieve your result. It is important 

to be clear about which opportunities you can reasonably take advantage of, 

given available resources and your team’s role or mandate.

Your scan will also reveal problems or obstacles that currently impede your 

ability to achieve the result. Be sure to talk to key stakeholders outside the 

organization about their perspectives on the trends that you see. Does what 

you see happening around you represent an opportunity? Are there trends 

that represent threats or potential threats?

It is useful to document the opportunities and obstacles (or threats) along 

with the strengths and weaknesses you have identifi ed in your internal scan. 

Th is process is called a SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportuni-

ties, and threats). A SWOT analysis helps to organize the information so that 

Example of statements about your current situation

■ Only 40 clients use our VCT services each month.

■ Many more people need VCT services, but they are either afraid to 
seek the services or do not have easy access to a clinic.

Look for 
opportunities 
and take note 
of obstacles

Assess factors 
directly related 
to the desired 
result
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you can use it to inform decisions about programs, activities, and areas for 

improvement. (For instructions on conducting a SWOT analysis, please refer 

to Th e Family Planning Manager’s Handbook, Wolff  et al. 1991.)

Factors to consider in scanning the internal environment

Performance/results. These include client satisfaction with your services; 
client access to, and utilization of, the various health services that you 
provide (number and types of people served across regions, facilities, 
and services); and your fi nancial situation. Look at current data and at 
performance three and fi ve years ago.

■ Are the program results better or worse than last year?

■ Are more or fewer clients using your services?

■ Has their health status improved or declined?

■ Has the client mix changed?

■ Are your donors or other stakeholders satisfi ed with the program’s 
performance?

■ Is your fi nancial situation stable? Has it improved?

Staffing. Questions to consider include:

■ Are staff working at full capacity?

■ Are they appropriately trained for the jobs they do?

■ Are staff distributed appropriately across activities for which your 
team is responsible?

■ Do staff understand what constitutes good performance?

■ Is there a system for developing new managers who lead and 
strengthening existing leaders?

Management capacity: Planning, organizing, implementing, monitoring, 
and evaluating. Whether you are leading a team at a lower level within a 
program or organization, or leading a senior team, how well you and your 
team manage your work is critical to achieving results and the sustainability 
of the whole program. Analyzing current management capacity is 
particularly important if you are working at the organizational level. It is an 
essential part of a wider organizational scan.

The Management and Organizational Sustainability Tool (MOST), available on the 
handbook CD-ROM, is one tool you can use to assess the management capacity of 
your organization.
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analyzing root causes

Once you have identifi ed the obstacles, you and your team need to determine 

the main cause(s) of the obstacles in order to know how to address them. Th is 

process is called root cause analysis. By examining the root causes of the 

obstacles, you will not only understand the obstacles better but also be able to 

formulate solutions that address the underlying problem, not just its visible 

symptoms.

Th ere are many methods and tools for determining root causes. Choose 

which ones to use by considering the nature of the problem or obstacle, the 

skills of the person leading the analysis, and the people involved in the analy-

sis. Two techniques are the Fishbone Diagram and the Five Whys.

What is root cause analysis?

The goal of root cause analysis is to identify and remove the causes of 
problems or obstacles by asking why the obstacles are occurring. It is 
based on the principle that only a few primary factors are responsible 
for producing most of a problem, and it provides a systematic method for 
gathering and analyzing evidence about a problem so that you can address it 
effectively.

In the health care setting, there are often many contributing factors to a 
problem or obstacle. Analyzing root causes helps to determine the primary 
underlying causes that are most responsible for creating the problem, so you 
can focus your efforts (priority actions) on the causes that are most critical 
to resolving the problem.

Examples of root causes

■ People don’t know what VCT is and why it is important.

■ People have fears, beliefs, and superstitions about HIV and AIDS.

■ Some staff are not adequately trained to provide follow-up counseling 
to clients who test positive for HIV.

■ Clients are not being referred to clinics that provide VCT services.

■ The layout of the VCT clinic makes privacy impossible.

■ The delivery of test kits is erratic.

Determine 
underlying 
causes of 
obstacles
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Defining your challenge and selecting priority actions

“You have to teach managers to focus or they will be called away for 
everything. Managers often get lost in trying to control things that don’t 
produce results.”

—humberto dantas
cear á, br azil

Once you have assessed the current situation and identifi ed obstacles (and 

their underlying causes), and made any needed adjustments to your intended 

result, you are ready to state your specifi c challenge and develop priority 

actions to address that challenge.

defining your key challenge

Your main challenge should state what you want to achieve in light of the 

obstacles you have identifi ed. By clearly identifying both the results you want 

to achieve and the obstacles you need to overcome, you will lead your team to 

shift  from focusing on problems to focusing on the challenge and the stated 

result.

For a helpful group exercise, see “Distinguishing Challenges from Problems” in the 
handbook toolkit.

Root cause analysis using the Fishbone 
and the Five Whys techniques

The Fishbone technique, which was created by Kaoru Ishikawa of Tokyo 
University, helps you look for the causes that are most responsible for a 
particular obstacle. The technique derives its name from its shape: the 
obstacle is at the head and a set of bones (usually four) are used to identify 
the primary causes of the obstacle. The causes are grouped under four 
categories: people, procedures, policies, and environment (or you can 
develop your own categories).

You can identify secondary or tertiary causes by using the Five Whys 
technique (Imai 1986). Take one of your problems and ask why it is that way 
or why the problem is happening. Keep asking why after each answer until 
you get to the underlying cause. (It doesn’t have to be fi ve times.)

The Fishbone and Five Whys techniques, with complete instructions on how to apply 
them, can be found in the handbook toolkit.
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Let’s suppose that you and your team work in a public-sector program that 

provides integrated health services through several clinics in your district. As 

in many areas, the HIV/AIDS pandemic is responsible for an increasing num-

ber of deaths and new infections. Your scan of the current situation shows that 

many more people should be receiving VCT services, and you have the capac-

ity to provide those services to many more people than you do currently.

Based on your desired result—to increase the use of VCT services in your 

district by 50% by the end of the year (to an average of 80 clients per month)—

and considering the obstacles and root causes that have infl uenced your cur-

rent situation (only 40 clients per month use VCT services), you can now 

defi ne your main challenge. If you and your team don’t address this challenge, 

you will not be able to achieve your intended result and move toward your 

vision.

selecting priority actions

Priority actions are activities or interventions that directly target the root 

causes of the obstacles you identifi ed and, when implemented, will result 

in achieving your result. Prioritizing your actions will help focus staff  and 

others on actions that will lead to results. When you work on your priority 

actions, try to keep the number of actions to a manageable level. Th ree to fi ve 

actions are oft en enough to focus your eff orts on a single challenge and on the 

underlying root causes of the obstacles.

To address your main challenge of increasing the use of VCT services, 

actions might include:

Criteria for defi ning a challenge

A well-defi ned challenge should meet the following criteria.

■ Addressing the challenge will contribute to achieving critical 
organizational objectives.

■ The challenge focuses on accomplishing extraordinary results that are 
measurable and within the scope of the team’s mandate.

■ Addressing the challenge requires leadership and new team behaviors.

■ The challenge mobilizes the team to stretch its capabilities and fi nd 
new ways to work together.

Example of a challenge

“How will we increase the use of our VCT services when clients who need 
these services are not coming to our clinics?”

Shift focus 
from problems 
to challenges
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How to…

Set priorities using the Priority Matrix
The Priority Matrix helps rank actions based on the time it takes to complete 
them, cost, potential for improving quality, and availability of resources. 
This tool can be used for prioritizing strategies and actions as part of 
developing an action plan.

Step 1. List priority actions
Choose three actions that address the obstacles that are preventing you 
from reaching your result. List them in the boxes under “Priority actions.”

(It is important to complete a root cause analysis fi rst, so the actions you choose will address the 
root causes of the problem and not just the symptoms.)

Step 2. Rank each priority action on a scale of 1 to 3
On a scale of 1 to 3 (with 1 providing the least benefi t and 3 the most benefi t), 
rank each priority action according to the time needed, cost to implement, 
potential for improving quality, and availability of resources.

Step 3. Calculate the total points for each priority action
Add the numbers in each column to see the total score for each action. The 
higher the score, the higher the priority of the action based on the criteria 
listed. You may choose to change the criteria depending on the type of 
challenge you are working on.

Sample completed Priority Matrix

———————  Priority actions ———————
Criteria
rank from 1 to 3

Train 
counselors

Conduct community 
education seminars

Renovate 
clinics

Time to implement
1= the most time
3= the least time

2 2 1

Cost to implement
1= the highest cost
3= the lowest cost

2 3 1

Potential for improving 
quality in the long term
1= the least potential
3= the most potential

3 2 2

Availability of resources
1= the least available
3= the most available

1 3 1

Total 8 10 5

This example illustrates that conducting community education seminars 
should be a priority. It doesn’t mean that you don’t carry out the other 
actions, but you should focus on those that will have the most impact on 
achieving your result, taking into account time and money.

The complete Priority Matrix tool with a blank worksheet can be found in the 
handbook toolkit.
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■ educating the community about VCT and HIV/AIDS;

■ renovating or relocating clinics so there is privacy for counseling;

■ training more counselors to provide VCT services;

■ creating formal links with other area clinics that do not provide VCT 

services so they can refer clients to the VCT clinic;

■ improving the supply of test kits.

Using the example of VCT in this chapter, the box on the next page pro-

vides an overview of how all the parts fi t together and lead to a clear plan of 

action.

Developing your action plan

“To achieve greatness, start where you are, use what you have, do what 
you can.”

—arthur ashe

Before you can begin to implement your priority actions, you need to develop 

an action plan. Developing an action plan is one of the managing practices. 

Th e action plan provides you and your team with a clear path for taking action, 

monitoring progress, and measuring results. At a minimum, an action plan 

should identify:

■ the actions or activities that will be implemented;

■ who will be responsible for carrying out each action;

■ the human, fi nancial, and material resources needed to implement 

the actions;

■ a timeline showing when the actions will be carried out.

Plans are much more likely to be implemented and bring results when they:

■ are created and owned by the team and refl ect the shared vision of 

the team;

■ address a well-defi ned challenge that is based on an observable gap 

between desired and actual performance;

■ contain measurable indicators that allow you to see that the perfor-

mance gap is closing;
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Putting it all together: Vision, measurable result, current situation, 
obstacles and root causes, challenge, priority actions

Vision

Our health center is known for consistently producing excellent service 
results and people come from all around to receive our high-quality services. 
We have reduced the spread of communicable diseases, and the people in 
our area are healthier and happier.

Measurable result

Increase the use of VCT services in one district by 50% (to an average of 80 
clients per month) by the end of the year.

Current situation

■ Only 40 clients use our VCT services each month.

■ Many more people need VCT services, but either are afraid to seek the 
services or do not have easy access to a clinic.

Obstacles and root causes

■ People don’t know what VCT is and why it is important.

■ People have fears, beliefs, and superstitions about HIV and AIDS.

■ Some staff are not adequately trained to provide follow-up counseling 
to clients who test positive for HIV.

■ Clients are not being referred to clinics that provide VCT services.

■ The layout of the VCT clinic makes privacy impossible.

■ The delivery of test kits is erratic.

Challenge

How will we increase the use of our VCT services when clients who need 
these services are not coming to our clinics?

Priority actions to address the challenge

■ Sensitize the community about VCT and other HIV/AIDS issues to 
encourage clients to seek and use VCT services.

■ Train counselors in providing high-quality VCT services.

■ Create a referral system with other area clinics.

■ Renovate clinics that do not allow for adequate privacy.

■ Improve the routine supply of test kits.
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■ focus on prioritized actions that were selected aft er a thorough 

analysis of root causes;

■ contain a clear timeframe for implementing each action and des-

ignate specifi c individuals to carry out each action and be held 

accountable for results.

Th e action plan worksheet (Figure 6) will help you organize the compo-

nents of your action plan and make sure that your priority actions directly 

address the root causes you have identifi ed.

Th e next step is to list all your priority actions on a timeline showing when 

each action and sub-action will be carried out, who is responsible, and what 

resources are required. Depending on the requirements of your program, you 

may also need to submit a separate budget that provides more detail on the 

costs of the resources required. Table 4 is a sample format for developing a 

timeline for your action plan.

For complete instructions and handouts for group work, see “Developing an Action 
Plan That Leads to Results” in the handbook toolkit. For assistance in defining 
resources needed from external sources, see “Mobilizing Stakeholders to Commit 
Resources,” also in the toolkit.

Implementing your plan and monitoring and evaluating progress

“If you keep on doing what you have always been doing, you will keep on 
getting what you have always gotten.”

—anonymous

Great ideas to make improvements and bring about change oft en come to a 

halt during implementation. In many cases, the real problem is not inappro-

priate activities but poor execution. Here again leadership and management 

are critical. You can’t always use the same old systems and processes when 

you are approaching your challenges in new ways.

implementing your action plan

Planning is one of the four key managing practices presented in chapter 1. 

Implementing a plan is another. Th e other six leading and managing prac-

tices will help you stay on course:

■ Scan continuously so that you can anticipate potential problems or 

changes in the environment that could impact your work;

The action plan 
provides a clear 
path to results

Apply leading 
and managing 
practices to 
stay on course
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■ Focus on specifi c challenges and set new priorities as needed;

■ Align your team members to work together to deal with problems 

as they arise, mobilize new resources, and align new stakeholders as 

needed;

■ Organize people to do the work in the most effi  cient and eff ec-

tive way, and re-assign duties or redistribute work or resources as 

needed;

■ Monitor progress along the way and make sure you have a feasible 

evaluation plan;

■ Inspire and motivate people to stay engaged.

Oft en during implementation, the priorities you have set compete with 

other urgent work that arises. Th ese competing priorities can divert you and 

your team from what is most important.

The exercise “Putting First Things First: The Important and Urgent Matrix” in the 
handbook toolkit can help you focus on the right activities to stay on track and 
achieve your results.

monitoring and evaluating your progress

Make sure that you are clear at the outset about what success will look like 

and how you plan to measure it. If you have formulated your result using the 

SMART rule and established clear baseline data, you will be able to monitor 

and evaluate your progress toward achieving the result. Th e mechanisms to 

use for monitoring and evaluating your progress will depend on the level at 

which you are working, the complexity of your stated result, and the resources 

available. Be sure to budget for the cost of monitoring and evaluation.

If you focus on one particular service delivery result, then routinely col-

lecting and analyzing monthly or quarterly service statistics will allow you to 

see whether you are making progress. Th e bottom line is that you will never 

know whether you’ve arrived at where you want to be if you don’t measure 

where you were in the beginning and where you are now. And remember 

to talk with your staff  about the changes you see resulting from your work, 

because seeing real change is more inspiring than motivational speeches.

Th e following example shows how one health team increased the use of 

family planning by applying the Challenge Model.

As this example from Egypt illustrates, MSH’s Leadership Development 

Program is a simple process that organizations can implement with their 

own resources to build leadership capabilities at all levels of an organization. 

Based on the Challenge Model process and the practices of the Leading and 

Managing Framework, participants work together in teams to learn how to 

face their challenges and achieve organizational results.

Meaure 
progress 
against a 
baseline

Use the 
Challenge 
Model to 
strengthen 
leadership 
capabilities
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Leading with a vision to achieve results—Example from Egypt

In 2002, Aswan Governorate, a rural area in the underdeveloped region of 
Upper Egypt, launched a process to improve the quality and accessibility of 
health services in three districts. The health units in this area were faced 
with a considerable challenge: how could they improve health indicators 
for their population? To face this challenge, they would have to increase 
client use of and satisfaction with their services, and make a commitment to 
serve their clients better. Staff from six health facilities and three districts 
participated in the year-long Leadership Development Program sponsored 
by the Ministry of Health and Population and MSH. The program focused on 
increasing the capacity of managers to lead others to achieve results.

The teams and process. Forty-one doctors, nurses, and midwives from 
fi ve health centers, one rural hospital, and three districts were grouped 
into ten working teams. Through a series of one-day workshops held every 
two months, participants learned the leading and managing practices and 
worked in their teams to create a shared vision. They used the Challenge 
Model to frame their specifi c challenges and develop and implement action 
plans. Between workshops they continued their work together in district and 
team meetings in their health centers. Many of these teams also continued 
on their own to expand the program to other health units in their areas.

El Khor Health Unit challenge. The experience of the rural health unit El 
Khor, which was trained by the teams in the original program, illustrates 
the application of the Challenge Model. Faced with low use of family 
planning in the village, the team fi rst created a shared vision: that all the 
women in their area could have access to family planning services. When 
the team scanned the current situation, they learned that current use of 
family planning by women of reproductive age was 21.5%. They agreed to 
focus on achieving a measurable result, increasing use of family planning to 
25% within six months, from January 2004 to June 2004.

The team members’ analysis of the obstacles they needed to overcome to 
reach this result focused on several root causes that were preventing more 
women from seeking services and practicing family planning. Many people 
had misconceptions about injections, oral contraceptives, and especially 
IUDs. There were widespread rumors that their religion prohibited 
practicing family planning. The team then identifi ed its challenge as how 
to raise the use rate for different family planning methods for women of 
reproductive age in the face of public misinformation. 
                              (cont. next page)
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Leading with a vision to achieve results—Example from Egypt (cont.)

The action plan. The El Khor Health Unit’s action plan focused on creating 
an alliance between the clinic and the community to address rumors 
and misunderstandings about family planning. Staff made it a priority 
to work with local religious leaders and hold seminars on religious views 
about family planning. They also trained two women volunteers from the 
village to help the team communicate correct information about the use 
and benefi ts of different family planning methods through public meetings 
and other events. Small teams went door to door, offering information, 
resupplying users, and encouraging nonusers to visit the health unit.

Results. At the end of the six months, family planning use among married 
women of reproductive age in El Khor Health Unit had increased to 
34.3%. The total number of new family planning clients had more than 
doubled, from 96 clients during the six-month period before the Leadership 
Development Program to 222 clients during the period January through June 
2004. Other teams in the leadership program increased the number of new 
family planning clients, doubled the number of postpartum visits per client, 
and improved vaccination rates and infection control.

Transfer of approach. Using this simple process, doctors and nurses in 
Aswan Governorate now know that they can make signifi cant improvements 
in the health of their people by facing their challenges and working together 
as a team. They have become deeply committed to producing their intended 
results, and their approach to their work is now centered on the needs of 
their clients. The Aswan teams continue to expand the program by training 
new teams and including new districts. Other governorates across Egypt 
have recognized Aswan’s improvements in health indicators and have 
invited facilitators from the Leadership Development Program to transfer 
the Challenge Model and leadership approach to support health unit teams 
in improving their service results.

For more information on how these teams are scaling up this program, please see the 
country example in chapter 6.
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Implementing a leadership development program

The Leadership Development Program follows the principles of developing 
managers who lead. It takes place over several months; participants 
work in teams on real organizational challenges; they develop leadership 
competencies through a process of facing challenges and receiving feedback 
and support. The participating organization owns the process and takes 
responsibility for championing its success.

The process. Designed to be adapted to fi t local organizational needs, the 
Leadership Development Program includes a series of one- to two-day 
workshops spaced over several months, during which local facilitators 
introduce the Challenge Model and leading and managing practices and 
competencies. Between workshops, local work teams apply what they have 
learned. They scan their environment to understand their challenges and 
the root causes of their obstacles. They focus on priority actions and plan 
for implementing their actions. They align people and mobilize resources to 
support their efforts, and monitor and evaluate their progress. They apply 
the leadership competencies to inspire others to achieve results.

Challenge, feedback, and support. When the teams implement their 
action plans they achieve measurable results, which, in turn, motivate 
them to take on a new challenge. Managers in the organization serve as 
facilitators and coaches to provide support and feedback during planning 
and implementation. In addition to providing an effective way to improve 
organizational performance and health outcomes, the program enables 
shared learning of best practices across units and regions.

Sustained improvements. The program requires an organization’s 
commitment over time and is intended to become part of an organization’s 
ongoing management and supervision system. The Leadership Development 
Program builds confi dence in the organization’s abilities to make continuous 
and sustained improvements in health.

For an introduction to the Leadership Development Program, please refer to the 
handbook CD-ROM.
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Supporting your team

“The morale of team members plays a crucial role in any program’s success. If 
the self-confidence of the team members is low and the leader does nothing to 
build it up, the team is very sure to break down.”

—samsonr aj pandian
world vision india

In implementing a new action plan, particularly when it involves changing 

how things have been done before, you should expect to encounter obstacles. 

Even though you and your team are fully committed to the plan, you are still 

learning as you go and fi nding out what you need to achieve your results.

Sometimes people outside the team (and maybe even some of your team 

members) may need explanations to understand the reasons for doing things 

diff erently and encouragement to try the new way. Other times you may need 

to work harder on aligning your outside stakeholders around the challenge so 

you can get their cooperation. When you run into a sizable issue, it can lead 

to a breakdown. How you handle the breakdown is what matters.

leading your team through breakdowns

One of the diff erences between a group of individuals and a high-performing 

team is that, in a team approach, diffi  culties and breakdowns are expected 

and embraced, and the team addresses the breakdowns together. Help your 

team identify breakdowns and see them as catalysts for understanding what 

is missing or what stands in the way of achieving the results you desire.

What is a breakdown?

A breakdown is any situation that:

■ threatens progress toward a commitment

■ violates an explicit agreement

■ presents uncertainty or diffi culty

■ stops effective action

■ presents obstacles to fulfi lling your commitments.

Use 
breakdowns 
as catalysts 
for learning
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When they are not handled well, breakdowns lead to minimizing or ignor-

ing problems, blaming each other, or eroding teamwork, trust, and eff ective-

ness. When handled well, breakdowns can be a major source of breakthroughs 

or fi nding new ways to approach your work and achieve results. To change 

how you think about and approach breakdowns, remember that:

■ all large commitments will have breakdowns;

■ the greater your commitment, the more and greater the breakdowns 

will be;

■ when there is no commitment, there will be no breakdowns.

It is your job to help your team’s members understand how to respond to 

breakdowns and to work with them to approach problems together and fi nd 

a way through that will result in new and better ways of doing things.

For ways to lead your team through breakdowns, see the exercise in the handbook 
toolkit called “Coaching Your Team through Breakdowns.”

acknowledging your team

To keep the members of your team inspired and motivated, point out and cel-

ebrate incremental results, and link those results to specifi c actions they have 

taken. Above all, acknowledge and praise both individuals and the team on a 

regular basis, and be there to support them.

Acknowledge people’s efforts

As you team works to face its challenges and implement the action plan, be 
sure to:

■ show appreciation regularly to individuals and the team for their 
work;

■ acknowledge the challenges they are facing;

■ praise them whenever their work is well done, even if it is not at a 
major milestone;

■ thank them for their commitment and their daily efforts;

■ recognize them for their accomplishments and show how their work 
has made a difference.

Use 
breakdowns 
to fi nd better 
ways of doing 
things
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Face challenges together and share ownership of results

“The adaptive demands of our time require leaders who take responsibility 
without waiting for revelation or request. One can lead with no more than 
a question in hand.”

—ronald heifetz and donald laurie
“the work of leadership”

Challenges and change are two constants in life. Th ey are part of nature and 

part of our work life. Th is chapter has pointed out the critical role that man-

agers have in leading their teams to face important challenges in complex 

situations.

By applying the Challenge Model and working with your team to follow 

the process, one step at a time, you will give your team direct experience in 

applying the leading and managing practices and see the results. At the same 

time, the members of the group will gain the confi dence to tackle problems in 

the future, the skills to inspire mutual commitment, experience in practicing 

eff ective teamwork, and above all, an opportunity to see how they can make 

a diff erence in people’s lives.

Face challenges 
one at a time to 
realize results
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Questions to consider on . . .

Leading your team to face challenges
Vision. What is it that your team would like to create in the future?

Results. What specifi c result will move you closer to your vision within the 
next year?

Current situation. What is the current situation with respect to this result?

Root causes. Why are things this way? Ask why, why, and why.

Challenge. What is the main obstacle you need to overcome to achieve your 
stated result? (How do we…?)

Priority actions. What are the key approaches you should take to address 
this challenge? What should you be focusing on right now?

Monitoring and evaluation. How will you know if you have been successful?

Supporting your team. How will you use breakdowns to improve how you 
face your challenges? How will you acknowledge people for their efforts?
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Improving work climate to strengthen 
performance

“The essential task of management is creating opportunities, releasing 
potential, removing obstacles, encouraging growth, and providing guidance.”

—douglas mcgregor
leadership and motivation

When people work in a supportive environment, they strive to pro-

duce results. Such an environment is called a positive work cli-

mate. What exactly is work climate, and how is it important for 

improving performance?

Work climate is the “weather of the workplace.” Just as weather conditions 

can aff ect your daily activities, work climate infl uences your behavior at work. 

A good work climate can improve an individual’s work habits, while a poor 

climate can erode good work habits. Most importantly, a positive work cli-

mate leads to and sustains staff  motivation and high performance (Litwin 

and Stringer 1968, Stringer 2002).

Th is chapter discusses what contributes to and results from a positive work 

climate. It focuses on what managers at all levels can do to create and sustain 

a positive work climate for work groups by helping you:

■ understand what makes a positive work climate and how it aff ects 

performance;

■ improve work climate by motivating staff  and providing challenge, 

clarity, and support;

■ strengthen communication by listening, understanding, and 

responding constructively;

■ sustain your group’s commitment through your own commitment 

and supportive techniques;

■ set the tone for the organization at the senior level.

3
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Recognizing a positive work climate

“A positive work climate is conducive to creative, productive work; it is 
a cooperative, civil workplace that is relatively free from bad mouthing, 
backstabbing, or petty bickering.”

—paul wong
“the positive psychology of ‘climate management’”

Every offi  ce and health facility has a work climate. Some climates are positive 

and productive, while others tend to demotivate staff . Although the type of 

climate may be easy to recognize in some workplaces, it may be more subtle 

in others. To understand the climate of your workplace, begin by asking your-

self what it feels like to work with your colleagues, including your manager 

and your staff .

Th ink back over all your experiences as a member of a team, whether at 

work, in school, or in sports. Is there a team in which you shared a sense of 

excitement in working together? Refl ecting on your experiences can help you 

recognize a positive work climate (see the box on the next page).

rewards of a positive work climate

To improve a work climate, it helps to understand how climate aff ects peo-

ple and how it develops. A positive work climate stimulates staff  motivation 

because it provides conditions under which people can pursue their own 

goals while striving toward organizational objectives (Bennis and Schein 

1966). Everyone has motivators—impulses, needs, and energy reserves—that 

can drive him or her to work more eff ectively. When staff  feel motivated, they 

want to put their capabilities to work. Th ey may even make eff orts that exceed 

job expectations. Quite simply, they try harder with all their potential, and 

doing so improves their performance on the job, as Figure 7 shows.

f i g u r e  7  Rewards of a positive work climate

positive work
climate motivation capabilities and 

extra effort
improved

job performance

Work climate

Work climate is the prevailing workplace atmosphere as experienced by 
employees. It is what it feels like to work in a group.

A positive 
climate 
stimulates 
motivation and 
performance
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Th e relationship between work climate and performance is not just intui-

tive; it has been demonstrated in fi elds as diverse as health, education, and 

business. Canadian staff  nurses found that a positive work climate increased 

their sense of empowerment and job commitment, which, in turn, improved 

their care of patients. A positive work climate was also responsible for stu-

dents’ and teachers’ success in British schools. And in a study of corporations, 

climate accounted for nearly a third of strong fi nancial results—profi ts, effi  -

ciency, and revenue growth (Laschinger et al. 2001, Hay Group 2000, Gole-

man 2000). When you pay attention to the work climate, you too can improve 

your staff ’s performance.

factors that create a work climate

Th e climate of a work group develops through the infl uence of an organiza-

tion’s:

■ history—its founding, successes, setbacks, and reputation;

■ culture—shared work values, beliefs, assumptions, and traditions;

■ management strategy and structure—growth and job opportunities, 

defi nition of roles and responsibilities, policies regarding promotion 

and rewards;

Recognizing a positive work climate

Think of a time when you were a member of a great team. How did you feel? 
Were you:

■ energized?

■ empowered?

■ excited?

■ looking forward to the next day at work?

■ impatient to get started?

■ motivated?

All these experiences indicate a positive work climate.

Now think about how all of you interacted. What did your supervisor, 
teacher, or coach do to encourage your team’s efforts? What did you do to 
contribute to the team effort? What was your team able to accomplish? Once 
you identify elements of this team’s climate, you can begin to grasp the kind 
of positive work climate you can create.

Research 
demonstrates 
the effects of 
positive work 
climate
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■ external environment—the broader context of politics, regulation, 

workforce skills, and social barriers;

■ managers’ practices and competencies in leading a team.

It is important to know how you can infl uence work climate and distin-

guish between factors that are within your control and those that are not. On 

one hand, you can change a climate that undermines staff  commitment and 

performance by managing and leading your team better. On the other hand, 

factors such as organizational history, culture, and management strategy and 

structure may be beyond your infl uence unless you hold a powerful position 

in your organization. Figure 8 summarizes the causes of work climate and its 

eff ects on performance. It highlights the importance of leading and manag-

ing practices and competencies in infl uencing work climate.

Leading and managing practices and competencies. Th e leading prac-

tices—scanning, focusing, aligning and mobilizing, and inspiring—all con-

tribute to the creation of a positive work climate. Aligning and inspiring are 

especially useful in facilitating teamwork by building strong work relation-

ships among group members. When you forge connections between each 

member’s special skills and interests and their work, they willingly commit 

their time and eff orts. You also inspire staff  by demonstrating honesty, cre-

ativity, and personal commitment in your work. At the same time, you show 

trust and confi dence in what they can do and acknowledge their contribu-

tions.

f i g u r e  8  Causes and effects of work climate
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Of all organizational factors, managers’ practices and competencies have 
the greatest influence on their groups’ work climate, and through climate, 
managers can sustain staff motivation and performance.
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Practicing good management also helps you to build and sustain your 

group’s enthusiasm for its work. Supportive supervisory practices empower 

your staff  to learn through addressing challenges. Good management systems 

also make it easier for staff  to do their work, stay informed, and monitor their 

progress in addressing challenges. All these practices create a positive work 

climate.

Leadership competencies enable you to clarify your purpose and priorities, 

communicate eff ectively, handle confl ict, and motivate committed teams. 

When you develop or refi ne your leadership abilities, you can apply the lead-

ing and managing practices more eff ectively.

What about the eff ect of organizational culture? How will it aff ect the cli-

mate you try to create for your work group?

Improving work climate and staff motivation

“What the boss of a work group does is the most important determinant of 
climate. The boss’s behavior drives climate, which arouses motivation. And 
aroused motivation is a major driver of bottom-line performance.”

—robert stringer
leadership and organizational climate

As a manager who leads a work group, you infl uence the climate of your work 

group more than any other factor. Th is fi nding is based on a survey of 2,500 

organizational units in 24 organizations. It found that the unit manager (not 

pay, benefi ts, or the organizational leader) is the most critical player in build-

ing a strong workplace (Buckingham and Coff man 1999).

Organizational culture is different from climate

While climate is the way it feels to work in a group, culture is the pattern 
of shared values and assumptions that organizational members share. 
Assumptions that have worked well in the past are taught to new members 
as “the way we do things here.”

A manager may develop a climate that differs from the prevailing cultural 
norms. She may encourage participation and a sense of collective 
responsibility in her work group while the organization is characterized 
by strict defi nition of roles, authoritarian decision-making, and an attitude 
of “that’s not my job.” In such cases, the manager can expect pressure from 
the rest of the organization to conform and will have to handle the tension 
between culture and climate. When she eventually produces results that 
please senior managers, she may feel less pressure.
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Your behavior and leading and managing practices can create a positive 

work climate and strong results within your group, even if your organization’s 

climate isn’t optimal. How successful you are will depend on how well you:

■ know your staff , their motivations, work styles, and interests;

■ know what motivates you, what you value, and what rouses your 

emotions;

■ focus on providing challenge, clarity, and support to your group.

know your staff

Th e most important things you can do to develop a positive work climate are 

to know your staff  and establish a good work relationship with them. Manag-

ers are the “human connectors” who make things happen (Kouzes and Pos-

ner 1999). If you have a good work relationship with the individuals in your 

group, it will be much easier for you to align their eff orts with yours and 

mobilize their energies to face a challenge. If you are a caring and supportive 

supervisor, your staff  will also be more likely to stay with the organization, 

instead of looking for work elsewhere.

You can ask your team members, individually or together, to talk about 

their hopes and dreams for their communities and country (see Table 5). 

t a b l e  5  Learning about your staff

Learn about the ideas, past experiences, goals, and behavior of your staff to 
understand what makes each person want to do his or her best.

Staff characteristics Examples (interests, experience, temperament)

Dreams For the community or the country

Motivation Power: visibility and prestige
Affi liation: having good relations
Achievement: pride in a job well done and greater 
 responsibility
Job security

Life situation Past jobs
Transportation to and from work

Work style Abstract thinker or practical
See the big picture or very detail-oriented
Eager to act or refl ective
Aware of others or concerned only about self

Preferred team roles Initiator
Follower or supporter
Observer
Opposer

Sources: McClelland 1985; Kantor 1999

Be the “human 
connector” 
who makes 
things happen
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Gathering this information will help generate ideas about how your work 

group might be able to eff ect some changes to improve health. Talking with 

your staff  and observing them as they interact will give you a good idea of 

what motivates your colleagues in their work.

The handbook toolkit offers an exercise, “Creating a Climate of Hope and Possibility,” 
you can use to help a group that needs encouragement and self-confidence to 
embrace a positive vision of the future.

In the workplace, internal sources of motivation energize staff  as they work. 

People oft en feel motivated for high performance by one of three primary 

motivators (or a mix of them): power, affi  liation, or achievement (McClel-

land 1985). For example, people motivated by power want positions of visible 

responsibility. People motivated by affi  liation want to work in a group where 

the interpersonal relations are pleasant and supportive. People motivated by 

achievement want to see results and to know that their eff orts contributed 

to those results. You can create a climate that addresses such motivators and 

allows productivity, results, and sustained performance to fl ourish.

Do job-related factors such as money, safety, or training opportunities also 

motivate performance? You may hear complaints about these job-related fac-

tors. While (as much as possible) you need to ensure that pay and other exter-

nal factors are acceptable to staff , increasing them above an acceptable level 

does not increase staff ’s motivation for performance. For example, when peo-

ple receive pay they consider adequate, additional money does not improve 

their job performance (Buckingham and Coff man 1999, p. 29).

know yourself

As you become more aware of your staff ’s internal dynamics, refl ect on your 

own behavior and how staff  may perceive you. How you behave and respond 

to stress, or experience strong emotions in the workplace, aff ects your team 

and coworkers. Sometimes people fool themselves into thinking that they are 

in control of their strong emotions and that no one notices. Feelings, espe-

cially strong ones, have a way of fi ltering into conversations, however. Th ey 

show through your tone, choice of words, and behavior. Staff  perceive these 

cues and adjust their behavior to you accordingly.

Th e more you model supportive, enthusiastic behavior, the better you help 

others manage themselves. You can explore what energizes you and discover 

whether you are motivated more by power, achievement, or affi  liation. How 

much do you also seek to serve your community? Your actions will refl ect 

what motivates you, and your motivation and actions will aff ect how your 

staff  see you. Also become more aware of things that drain your motivation 

or make you angry, disappointed, frustrated, or afraid. When you refl ect on 

these, you can usually fi nd ways to do something constructive that will lessen 

these feelings and help you feel more in control again.

Three big 
motivators: 
power, 
affi liation, and 
achievement

Refl ecting 
on personal 
motivators 
and emotions
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Watch your health and level of distress. If you feel continually over-

whelmed by all the things you need to pay attention to, be mindful of your 

own physical and psychological well-being. “How can I worry about my own 

health if I have the responsibility for the health of eight million people?” said 

one senior health offi  cial from South Africa. While it may seem selfi sh to be 

concerned about your own health, if you no longer have the physical energy 

to lead and have not built the leadership capacity of those around you, you 

may signifi cantly compromise all your eff orts.

As a leader, you have a responsibility for individual and organizational 

health. While everyone’s diff erent demands may produce distress, you can 

begin to cope with it by making individual and organizational changes to 

manage perceptions of stress. Manage the work environment and manage 

your lifestyle (Quick et al. 1997).

provide challenge, clarity, and support

Besides knowing your staff  and yourself, you can positively infl uence work 

climate by changing the way you assign and manage the workload. Look for 

ways to:

■ challenge your staff  to help them grow;

■ ensure clarity about work roles and responsibilities;

■ support staff  by providing resources, making connections, and 

understanding their needs.

Challenge staff. You can challenge staff  by off ering assignments that 

stretch them beyond their current level of competence and confi dence. Such 

assignments off er the possibility of doing something in a new way or starting 

something new. Th ey are opportunities for staff  to show leadership potential. 

When staff  members are not challenged, they do not grow or learn from mis-

takes, and they become bored. As one staff  member commented, his supervi-

sor knew the right way to challenge his team:

He knows how to ask people to do things well, even things we don’t know we 
can do, and gives us support to do it. He throws people into something they 
think they cannot do, but he never throws people into something they would 
fail at. He gives us the confi dence to try.

Clarify roles and responsibilities. When each group member understands 

the roles and responsibilities of everyone in the group, then all members see 

how their roles contribute to the desired results of their group and ultimately 

of the organization. Th ey know who their internal and external clients are 

and what their clients need from them.

Make work 
assignments 
that stretch 
staff
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To clarify responsibilities with your staff , talk about your expectations as 

well as clients’ expectations and make sure to point out the consequences 

of not meeting these expectations. Inquire to see whether staff  understand 

them and follow up with written documentation, so they can easily access 

this information. Th is kind of clarity exists when staff  can say what this per-

son said about her supervisor.

I know where I stand with him. He clearly expresses his intentions and 
personally upholds high standards of performance. We’re all treated fairly. I 
know that I’ll be letting my manager and my team down if I fail to complete 
this challenge.

Support staff. Supporting your group means advocating for its work and 

its needs. Make the services your group performs and what it accomplishes 

visible to the wider organization. Once you’ve established a good reputation 

for the group, you can follow up by securing or providing the resources it 

needs to do its job. Th ese include not only time, materials, and money, but 

also political and emotional support. Off er political support by making con-

nections, paving the way, and getting necessary approvals to proceed. Help 

your staff  to deal with organizational politics. Also consider whether par-

ticular individuals in your group could benefi t from a mentor and look for 

Use leading and managing practices to improve work climate

Leading practices. As you design strategies for improving your work group’s 
climate:

■ scan to get to know your staff better;

■ focus by clarifying expectations and identifying challenges;

■ align and mobilize the entire team around shared goals and 
aspirations;

■ mobilize individuals by addressing their needs for power, affi liation, 
or achievement;

■ inspire team members by recognizing their accomplishments and 
modeling the kind of behavior you seek in others.

Managing practices. You will also improve work climate when you and your 
staff:

■ plan regular meetings to exchange information on progress and share 
learning;

■ organize management systems, especially systems that promote work 
effi ciency and information fl ow;

■ implement activities that move your group toward your shared goals;

■ monitor progress and use mistakes as sources for learning.

Support comes 
in many forms
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trusted colleagues in other parts of the organization who could guide their 

professional development.

It is important to be aware of diff erent work styles and needs that people 

have for your support. Some may want a sympathetic ear, others want to 

explain themselves, and some just need help in setting limits or structuring 

their work. Men and women may have diff erent needs when it comes to sup-

port. In the following staff  descriptions of supervisors, the supervisors have 

diff erent ways of supporting their staff . Th e staff  who are quoted also appear 

to be diff erently motivated. Th e fi rst staff  member appreciates support for 

achieving results, while the second appreciates opportunities to affi  liate:

He holds people responsible. When they take on initiatives, they have [the] 
means, time, and money to help them get things done.

One of the things that she changed is the attention to personal relationships 
with people at all levels in the department, using fi rst names and inviting 
people into her offi  ce. She always tries to involve people by making personal 
connections.

Balance challenge, clarity, and support. To help your work group respond 

productively to changing circumstances, you may need to adjust the balance 

of challenge, clarity, and support. Staff  who face challenges but lack support 

or clarity can experience stress and frustration. Th ey may feel set up to fail. 

Without challenge or support, however, staff  who are clear about expectations 

may fi nd little intellectual and professional stimulation at work. When you 

fi nd the right balance for your group’s climate, you are on the way to helping 

your staff  improve their performance.

Strengthening communication

“Have you ever thought you failed to communicate what you intended? Putting 
yourself on the receiver’s end is one way of putting things right.”

—lydia mungherer a
national forum of people l iving with hiv/aids, uganda

To build the strong work relationships and balance of challenge, clarity, and 

support you need for a good work climate, it is critical to communicate in ways 

that encourage understanding and learning. Communicating eff ectively is a 

key leadership competency for developing a motivating work climate. When 

you communicate well, you help to create a work climate that encourages the 

fl ow of ideas and conversations where people learn from one another. In a 

learning conversation, people can ask questions in a sincerely curious, non-

Understand 
others’ work 
styles and 
needs
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critical way. Th ey seek to understand before being understood. Th ey also feel 

free to discuss their own ideas and share their assumptions. Learning conver-

sations help people refl ect and be creative as they address their challenges.

To have meaningful communication, you absorb and refl ect on what oth-

ers are saying and then respond constructively in a way that others will fi nd 

helpful. Small changes in the way you communicate can make a big diff er-

ence in your work climate. In Nicaragua, municipal teams from the Ministry 

of Health built skills in interpersonal communication, coaching, and nego-

tiation as a way to address poor morale. As a result, working relationships 

between supervisors and staff , coordination among departments, and work 

climate all improved.

hear what others have to say

As simple as it sounds, many people fail to thoughtfully hear and refl ect on 

other people’s comments. In a busy day, it can be hard to focus on something 

that does not seem immediately related to the task you are involved in. But 

people who are open to learning from each other know when to listen care-

fully and ask questions, and when to propose ideas. Th ey deal with diff ering 

opinions and negative feelings before they cause confl ict.

Listen carefully. A good place to start is with listening skills. Not listen-

ing when another person speaks indicates disinterest and lack of courtesy. 

When a coworker seeks your advice and you promise to give him time, it is 

important to listen fully to what he has to say and respond appropriately to 

his concerns. Th at means ignoring outside interruptions, such as phone calls. 

It means not reading unrelated materials or bringing up unrelated topics. If 

you cannot be fully present, propose a more convenient time and place for the 

conversation.

If people in your group have poor listening habits, you can address these 

through role plays of poor and good listening. You can also remind staff  that 

it is particularly important to pay good attention to their clients, coworkers, 

and stakeholders. Th is simple skill can be powerful, as a colleague in Uganda 

noted:

Eff ective listening encourages interpersonal relationships. Good listening 
improves morale. When leaders listen eff ectively (with full attention), they 
receive respect. Th is helps satisfy others’ needs for self-esteem. As a result, 
the morale of the group improves.

Balance advocacy and inquiry. For lively discussions about work issues, 

encourage verbal give-and-take. Sometimes we promote our own view, hop-

ing others will accept it and change their minds. Th is is called advocacy. At 

other times we are curious and try to understand the other’s thinking and 

reasoning. Th is is called inquiry.

Be attentive 
to others

Encourage 
verbal 
give-and-take

Good 
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improves 
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To create a space where everyone learns from everyone else, fi rst try refl ect-

ing on your pattern of communication. Do you tend to tell people what to do 

or think, or do you ask questions to learn where others are coming from? In 

your interactions with others, how do you balance these forms of communi-

cation? If you use only advocacy, you will not learn how others think and will 

limit your outlook. If you use only inquiry, you do not make your own voice 

heard and may have diffi  culty reaching consensus.

By observing your group over time you can determine how advocacy and 

inquiry are used, and whether there is a good balance or whether one is too 

dominant. If some people frequently advocate, do others stop listening to 

them? Do they feel ignored or overwhelmed with information? If some always 

inquire, do others see them as indecisive? Achieving balance between advo-

cacy and inquiry in your group will improve the quality of the discussions 

and provide opportunities for staff  to learn from each other.

Identify assumptions. When you promote the exchange of ideas, con-

fl icting opinions will inevitably emerge. Th ese are good, since better solu-

tions oft en come from wrestling with diff erences. Identifying each person’s 

assumptions will help in sorting out disagreements.

From the massive amount of information that comes your way, you fi lter 

what is useful to you by making assumptions and interpretations, and then 

you draw conclusions. Your coworkers do the same, except the subset of data 

they pay attention to, and the assumptions and interpretations they use as a 

fi lter, can lead to very diff erent conclusions. It is no surprise then that people 

can disagree strongly with others in the workplace.

When you ask each other questions, you can uncover people’s assumptions 

and the reasons behind their initial conclusions. Th e Ladder of Inference is a 

useful model for understanding the assumptions that led to your conclusions.

Th e following scenario illustrates how people can apply the Ladder of Infer-

ence.

Roberto Suarez assigns Marina Costas to a task force for developing a clinic 
strategy to reach male clients. You disagree with Roberto’s decision because 
you think Marina lacks good ideas, never having heard her speak in meetings. 
Your assumption is that staff  with ideas share them in staff  meetings. Roberto 
stubbornly defends his assignment. So far you have just advocated your point 
of view.

Th en you shift  your approach by inquiring into Roberto’s reasoning. You ask 
him what he has observed about Marina that supports his decision. Roberto 
says that when he walks to the bus with Marina, she oft en suggests ways to 
help the clinic attract other kinds of clients. As Roberto expands the data 
you have about Marina, you change your interpretation and conclude the 
assignment makes sense. Over the next few months, Marina comes up with 
a number of creative approaches to reach male clients.

Different 
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If you and your group are able to question your assumptions and learn 

together, you are more likely to discover new ways to address your chal-

lenges.

Seek to understand diverse viewpoints. To introduce interesting view-

points into your team, seek to hire capable people from diverse groups, espe-

cially those who represent your client population or skilled workers of the 

opposite gender. When you do this, you may need to help everyone on your 

team understand each other’s way of communicating.

Th e same words and gestures can mean diff erent things to diff erent groups. 

Th ey may also approach challenges diff erently. For example, one person may 

want to go straight to the point and make decisions quickly, and become 

annoyed with someone who wants to hear everyone’s opinion fi rst. Th is style 

of decision-making may irritate others. To keep diverse styles, temperaments, 

Climbing the Ladder of Inference

People base their conclusions on their interpretations of selected data and 
on what they observe other people saying and doing. When you and another 
person disagree, you can go back to the reasoning behind your conclusions. 
You can each disclose the data (the words or actions) you observed and 
your interpretations of them. Then slowly you can move up the Ladder of 
Inference, explaining to the other person, “This is what I am thinking and 
this is how I reached these conclusions.” Together, you can fi nd fl aws in 
your selected data, interpretations, or conclusions, which will enrich your 
communication.

Conclusion
the final opinion 

or decision you reached

Interpretation
the meanings and 

assumptions you added

Selected data
what you observed
or chose to focus on

Observable data
what people actually 

said and did

Source: Adapted from Argyris 1982 in THE FIFTH DISCIPLINE FIELDBOOK by Peter M. 
Senge, Charlotte Roberts, et al., copyright © 1994 by Peter M. Senge, Charlotte Roberts, 
Richard B. Ross, Bryan J. Smith, and Art Kleiner. Used by permission of Doubleday, a 
division of Random House, Inc.
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cultural norms, and gender dynamics from derailing conversations, patiently 

check assumptions about the meaning of words before reaching conclusions.

End confl ict before it spreads. When you sense yourself entering into con-

fl ict with another person, step back and ask yourself “What brought me to 

this situation? What is happening?” Th en put yourself in the other person’s 

shoes and ask, “What would you do in his situation?” If at all possible, check 

your conclusions with the other person, revealing your reasoning (how you 

went up the Ladder of Inference). You can have more meaningful conversa-

tions when you clarify your thoughts, feelings, and beliefs and when you try 

to see things from the other person’s perspective.

respond constructively

Once you clearly hear and understand what staff  are saying, you are in a bet-

ter position to respond in ways that help them. How they receive your feed-

back depends partly on how you deliver it. Simple changes in your style of 

communicating can clarify expectations, lift  morale, and give people ways to 

deal with situations they complain about.

Give specifi c feedback. Providing helpful feedback is a great motivator 

of performance. You can reinforce a person’s constructive action by letting 

the person know what you specifi cally appreciated about their action. For 

instance, you might comment, “I liked the way you organized the meeting 

agenda and kept time. We accomplished all we needed to and even fi nished 

early.”

On the other hand, poorly delivered, critical feedback can make people feel 

resentful or helpless. In giving staff  constructive feedback, you should avoid 

saying “You always . . . .” Rather, identify the specifi c action that bothers you 

t a b l e  6  Shift from reactive to proactive language

Reactive language Proactive language

There’s nothing I can do Let’s look at what we can do

That’s just the way I am How can I be more effective?

She makes me so mad I can control how I feel

They won’t allow that Maybe we can negotiate

I have to do that I choose to do what is appropriate

I must I prefer

Should I? I will

No one will help me Will you?

Source: Stephen R. Covey, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Restoring the Character Ethic, 
p. 78, text adapted (Fireside edition, 2004).

Think about 
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and indicate how it aff ects you and the group’s work. Th en you can request a 

diff erent action from the person.

Balance the negative with the positive. When you fi nd yourself giving 

critical comments about poor performance, you can balance these with posi-

tive comments. In meetings and informal conversations, pay attention to how 

oft en you share the things you like about your staff ’s work and how oft en 

you focus on what you want them to improve. A study of successful teams 

found that their conversations included, on average, fi ve positive comments 

for every negative comment (Gottman 1994).

Th is balance is especially important if your group suff ers from low morale 

and you tend to criticize. Consider decreasing your critical comments and 

increasing positive feedback to your staff . In discussions about performance, 

if you start off  with genuinely positive comments, your staff  are less likely 

to grow defensive and more likely to accept your suggestions. Also encour-

age staff  members to give positive feedback to each other when their work 

deserves praise. However, positive feedback for mediocre work is dishonest 

and can encourage persistently mediocre work or even arouse cynicism.

Use proactive language. Th e language you use can be a self-fulfi lling 

prophecy that helps to determine your and others’ actions. To lead, it is impor-

tant to use “proactive” language that enables you and others to face challenges 

Exercises to improve communication

The following exercises, found in the handbook toolkit, offer an opportunity 
to learn more about and practice communication skills.

Listening. To practice listening skills, you can refer to “The Art of Listening.”

Balancing advocacy and inquiry. When there is no or little balance in your 
group’s modes of communication, consider using the exercise “Balancing 
Advocacy and Inquiry: Changing the Pattern of Conversation.”

Identifying assumptions. You will fi nd a detailed process for using the 
Ladder of Inference in the exercise “Exploring Each Other’s Thinking: The 
Ladder of Inference.”

Ending conflict. If you are already involved in a confl ict, you can use 
“Refl ecting on Communication: The ORID Method” to carefully review what 
happened, separate your feelings and thoughts from what you observed, and 
make a fair decision or reach agreement with the person. ORID stands for: 
be Objective, Refl ective, Interpretative, and Decisional.

Giving feedback. “Giving Useful Feedback” offers a way to practice 
constructive feedback.

Convert complaints into requests. You and your group can practice 
requesting help by using “Making Effective Requests and Reducing 
Complaints.”

Be genuine 
with positive 
comments and 
constructive 
with criticism
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and create the future. Reactive language does not off er space for creating new 

possibilities. Th ink about the language you use when you encounter obstacles. 

How can you shift  from words that close off  options to language for overcom-

ing obstacles? See Table 6 for examples.

Convert complaints into requests. You can shift  the language that staff  

use as well, by encouraging them to convert the complaints they make when 

they feel discouraged into requests. Ask them to identify the person(s) they 

think can help remedy the situation. Th en support them in asking that person 

to take a specifi c action and to act by a specifi c time. Remind them that if they 

get a negative answer to the request, they can always ask, “Th en what can you 

do that would help?”

Your staff  will sense your interest and support for their work when you lis-

ten, understand assumptions, and balance your responses with inquiry and 

positive, proactive comments. As you give staff  specifi c feedback and sug-

gestions for acting on their complaints, they will hear clear expectations and 

begin to feel empowered to seek assistance in facing their obstacles. All these 

communication strategies will help you achieve and maintain a positive work 

climate.

Sustaining your group’s commitment

“True leaders are merchants of hope, speaking to the collective imagination 
of their followers, co-opting them to join them in a great adventure. Leaders 
inspire people to move beyond personal, egoistic motives—to transcend 
themselves, as it were—and as a result they get the best out of their people.”

—manfred kets de vries
“organizations on the couch”

Your ability to sustain a positive work climate also depends on your ability 

to inspire commitment in your team. Creating an initial vision with your 

team will go a long way toward engaging the team’s commitment to address-

ing challenges. You can reinforce this commitment through conversation 

and actions that encourage individual staff  to connect their own goals to this 

group eff ort. Over the long term, you can maintain your team’s motivation if 

you keep an eye on your own behavior and apply techniques to sustain your 

staff ’s performance. You can:

■ rekindle your commitment if it begins to fade;

■ remain worthy of people’s trust;

■ balance commitment and compliance;

Creating 
conditions 
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■ acknowledge others’ contributions;

■ encourage your staff ’s performance through supportive techniques;

■ foster learning that will encourage creative group solutions.

When you do these things continually, they become part of the prevail-

ing work conditions that staff  experience as a positive work climate. All con-

tribute to an atmosphere in which your group’s members feel inspired, clear 

about what they are doing, and supported in facing every challenge.

rekindle your commitment

Leading any group requires hard work at a personal level, the courage to take 

signifi cant risks, and the constant need to manage expectations of stakehold-

ers and those who rely on you for direction. From time to time, when you fi nd 

your commitment fading, you can take important steps to rekindle it. Remind 

yourself of your dreams for your community. Ask whether you are achieving 

personal growth and what you can do now to better satisfy your source of 

motivation. One way to do this is to form a support network of peers.

Developing a good support network involves selecting a group of people 

whom you know and trust to have your best interests at heart. It can help you 

learn how others handle similar work challenges, how others respond to your 

work style, and what changes you need to make in yourself and your work 

style to infl uence your group’s commitment to good performance. Th ese peo-

ple can be honest, remind you of your direction, and tell you when you fall 

into old habits. Th is kind of support can go a long way toward rekindling your 

commitment.

remain worthy of people’s trust

Trust underlies everything that successful managers do with their work 

groups. Trust is essential for information exchange, problem solving, success 

of teams, enjoyment, and productivity. Being trustworthy means that others 

willingly rely on you because of your integrity, ability, and character. Team 

performance depends on mutual trust between you and the individuals in 

your team.

But trust takes time to build and maintain. If you didn’t already know this 

intuitively, think of someone you trust. What have they done to earn your 

trust? Th ere are things you can do to build trust and maintain it during times 

that test your resolve (see the box on the next page).

To reflect on your trustworthiness or to identify features that gain your colleagues’ 
trust, refer to the exercise “Inspire through Building Trust at Work” in the handbook 
toolkit.

A support 
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balance commitment and compliance

As your commitment and communications inspire your staff  to move ahead, 

you may still need to set some standards so their performance yields the 

desired results. First, it is important to understand the diff erence between 

commitment and compliance.

To continuously innovate, improve, and achieve sustainable results in health 

services, you need people who are committed to achieving those results. In 

many organizations it is also important to have compliance. To ensure the 

Building and maintaining trust

A study of managers (Bragar 1991) who were able to infl uence their 
colleagues effectively showed that they used the following practices to 
build and maintain trust.

Practices that build trust:

■ agree on a code of conduct for your team

■ keep your promises

■ be clear about your intentions

■ avoid gossip

■ consider alternative viewpoints

■ draw on the expertise and abilities of others

■ be open to others’ infl uence in making your decisions

■ be fair in your treatment of others

■ support staff in meeting standards and expectations

■ look for causes of problems in work processes, not individuals

■ increase your competence

■ trust others and accept the vulnerability that comes from relying 
on them

■ humbly and wisely admit mistakes, doubt, and uncertainty

Practices that maintain trust:

■ consistent messages

■ consistent standards and expectations

■ strong group performance

■ information for understanding organizational incidents

■ availability to staff

■ open discussion of large, disturbing issues
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quality of health care, organizational or national standards or guidelines 

must be adhered to. You may choose to set a few performance standards for 

your group that relate to the results to which they have committed them-

selves. And sometimes people need to comply with new ways, before they can 

understand the changes well enough to be committed. Table 7 summarizes 

this diff erence.

It is important to balance mobilizing people for commitment and setting 

standards for compliance so your staff  not only own their challenges, but 

are also aware of the standards they are expected to follow. Formal compli-

ance produces many results. Commitment, however, is a key to encouraging 

staff  to face obstacles, overcome resistance, and realize sustainable results. It 

unleashes the extra eff ort oft en needed to develop and implement creative, 

eff ective approaches.

To explore the differences between commitment and compliance with a group, you 
can refer to “Gaining Commitment, Not Just Compliance” in the handbook toolkit.

acknowledge others’ contributions

As you balance commitment and compliance, make sure that you develop 

processes for acknowledging individuals’ accomplishments. Recognizing 

others for positive contributions is a powerful motivator because it shows that 

someone is making a diff erence and her contributions are noticed. You can 

acknowledge another’s eff orts by thanking her directly, writing a personal 

note, and emphasizing her contribution in a formal work review. When you 

publicly congratulate individuals and teams, however, you foster a climate 

where all staff  can say “Look what we can accomplish.”

t a b l e  7  Distinguishing commitment from compliance

Commitment comes from inside a person. You do something because you care about 
the results. Compliance, on the other hand, is motivated by something outside you: 
the need to meet external requirements. You do it because you must.

Source of motivation Outcome

Commitment (internally driven)
You want to do something extraordinary
You believe in it 

Good results that you are proud 
of and care about

Compliance (externally driven)
You have to do something

Obedience to orders and 
working according to a plan

Formal compliance
You do just what is required and no more

Results that are expected

Noncompliance
You don’t do what is required

No results

Malicious noncompliance
You purposely do the wrong thing, 
although you may not object openly 

Negative or sabotaged results

Praise and 
recognition 
bolster team 
spirit

Commitment 
unleashes 
energy to 
overcome 
obstacles
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A caveat about acknowledgment: Th ink carefully before singling out one 

person or one group. Word your recognition in such a way that everyone can 

feel proud about the accomplishment.

To encourage staff  members to strive together for results and recognition, 

you can follow the “seven essentials of encouraging the heart.” Th e essentials 

presented in the box above will make clear to everyone what kind of perfor-

mance you are looking for.

You can also strengthen the group’s team spirit by asking people to recog-

nize each other’s contributions. At any time, you can call a meeting and ask 

people to write a sentence on a piece of paper for every member of their team, 

beginning with the phrase “I acknowledge you for . . .” Th ese acknowledg-

ments can include what the other member has contributed to the team, to 

clients, or to the community. Have each person read his acknowledgement to 

the other members of the team. Th rough this process, your group members 

will grow more appreciative of each other’s eff orts and commit to producing 

desired results for each other.

Seven essentials of encouraging the heart

To start—

■ Set clear standards. Clearly link specifi c goals and principles with 
rewards and recognition (for example, with an annual merit increase 
or bonus, or with opportunities for attendance at conferences).

■ Expect the best. Express confi dence in your staff’s good intentions and 
competence (for example, “You can do this. I know it.”).

■ Pay attention. Look for positive examples of staff as they meet the 
standards. (For example, walk around, read, and notice good work 
practices and accomplishments.)

When you fi nd a good example—

■ Personalize recognition. Become familiar with the individual’s 
preferences before you reward her good work. (For example, recognize 
the person with a carefully worded award that speaks to the interests 
of the individual.)

■ Tell the story. Describe the individual’s efforts in a memorable 
and inspiring way. (For example, “I noticed that she observed the 
pharmacy serving long lines of clients and then fi gured out a way to 
speed service for medication refi lls.”)

■ Celebrate together. Hold a party to show support for the whole group.

■ Set the example. Personally follow through on this process to show 
you mean these standards.

Source: Adapted from Kouzes and Posner 1999
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encourage performance through 
supportive techniques

Besides public acknowledgments, you can adopt techniques to support your 

staff ’s performance. Some techniques can help you coach good performance, 

while others can help you manage performance issues if they arise.

Apply coaching techniques. Coaching is a conversation in which the 

manager is committed to the development and success of the person he is 

guiding. An eff ective coach cares about the person being coached. He builds 

a relationship of trust and listens well.

When you meet with a staff  member as a coach, take time to observe and 

relate to the other person. Sense how things are going for the person and set a 

supportive tone. Th en you can ask about her issues and point of view. Listen 

to her response, give her specifi c feedback, and repeat the process until you 

both agree on a course of action that she will take. Th is process is known as 

OALFA, for Observe, Ask, Listen, give Feedback, and Agree.

Th e questions you ask can help the person think through her commitments, 

results achieved, and obstacles that still need addressing. Th rough a guided 

inquiry, the staff  member may see new possibilities and come up with new 

actions to strengthen her performance.

To learn more about coaching staff, refer to the exercises “Coaching to Support 
Others” and “Improving Coaching Skills: The OALFA Checklist,” in the handbook 
toolkit.

Manage performance issues. Sometimes a staff  member repeatedly falls 

short of meeting the standards you communicated. Keeping a record of occa-

Guided inquiry for coaching a staff member

A good coach asks questions and works with staff to fi nd solutions. In this 
way, staff become more thoughtful about their performance and more 
skilled at solving problems independently. Some of the questions a coach 
can ask are:

■ What are you committed to achieving?

■ What have you achieved so far?

■ What obstacles are you facing?

■ Why do you think you are stuck?

■ If it could turn out exactly as you dreamed, how would it turn out?

■ What actions could you take to overcome your obstacles?

■ What support do you need from others?

■ How can I support you?

Coaching to 
encourage new 
behaviors
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sions of poor performance can help you see patterns in performance, so that 

you have some objective information in considering possible causes of the 

inadequate performance. Your main source for this information is the staff  

member, but you may also want to look at what systems are in place to help 

staff  work well. Find out if staff  understand your performance expectations 

and if they have received feedback on their performance. Do current policies, 

procedures, and resource fl ows support and reward good performance? Do 

staff  have the skills and training needed to perform well?

Please refer to “Diagnosing Performance Problems” and “Giving Useful Feedback” in 
the handbook toolkit to pinpoint issues affecting staff’s performance.

It is important for you to give the person a warning and a chance to improve. 

Meet with a staff  member who has performed poorly or been involved in an 

incident such as theft  or disrespectful or dishonest interactions with others. 

To protect yourself from being overwhelmed by strong emotions, you can pre-

pare for the conversation using the ORID method (be Objective, Refl ective, 

Interpretative, and Decisional). With ORID, you can carefully review what 

happened, separating your feelings and thoughts from what you observed, 

and then reach a decision with the person that re-engages him in the task at 

hand. During the meeting you can also apply techniques already mentioned 

in this chapter: the OALFA process, specifi c feedback, and positive comments 

on things that the person has done well.

For more information on ORID, please see the exercise “Reflecting on Communica-
tion: The ORID Method” in the handbook toolkit.

encourage shared learning

Learning new things on the job can inspire staff  members’ enthusiasm, cre-

ativity, and commitment. Here, we refer to learning as expanding the ability 

to produce intended results.

One way for you to encourage continuous learning is to create opportuni-

ties for staff  to share their knowledge and best practices. Collecting and shar-

ing information contributes to achieving a positive work climate and helps 

produce the desired results. Not only does the group gain information about 

its progress toward results, it also learns what has worked and what has not. It 

can then apply these lessons to its ongoing work.

Be humble and manage expectations. To learn from one another over 

the long term involves a group commitment to learning. Becoming conscious 

of what you do not know requires humility on everyone’s part. Th en you can 

all seek out new skills and information, and change your attitudes, so that 

everyone becomes more competent. Th is continuous motion from unaware-

ness to awareness is what drives learning.

In discussing 
poor 
performance, 
separate 
feelings from 
observations

Create 
opportunities 
for learning 
that promote 
growth
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Improve team learning. In groups that learn well together, people gener-

ally assume diff erent team roles. Some common roles in teams are that of ini-

tiator, follower, opposer, or observer. When faced with a diffi  culty, someone 

initiates an idea or action to address the situation. Another follows or accepts 

the idea so it gains momentum. A third person opposes or questions the idea, 

which encourages the group to refi ne the idea by exploring its drawbacks. 

Finally, someone observes and gives feedback on the group’s progress.

Groups can become stuck on less-than-optimal solutions when one or 

more persons dominate the discussion while others tend to follow, or when 

someone constantly disagrees. In such a climate, much of the team’s creative 

talent remains untapped. To function well, a group needs to fi nd a balance 

for all four roles.

To help your group apply these roles, you can use the exercise “Understanding Roles 
in Teamwork” in the handbook toolkit.

By continually modeling commitment, maintaining trust, acknowledg-

ing accomplishments, developing support processes, and learning with your 

staff , you create a climate that maintains group dedication to results. Before 

you begin your eff ort to build a more positive work climate, you may want 

to assess the climate of your group. Th is assessment will give you a basis for 

determining the eff ects of the changes you introduce.

Show that you don’t know it all

■ When people look at you for an answer, turn the question back to 
them.

■ Listen to others fi rst when you have an urge to pronounce your 
opinion.

■ Wait until someone else says what you want to say (and then if no one 
does, you can say it).

■ Ask people: What would you do if you were me? What should we do?

■ Acknowledge the authors of successful ideas and suggestions.

■ Learn to say “I don’t know.”

■ Ask for help from your staff and peers.

■ Inform your staff about the complexities of the work (make 
connections visible).

■ Explore the consequences of decisions.

■ Involve your staff in “what if” thinking.

■ Admit mistakes promptly and apologize if necessary.

Balance team 
members’ roles
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Applying the Work Climate Assessment

The Work Climate Assessment, developed by MSH’s Management and 
Leadership Program, is designed to measure work climate in work groups 
at all organizational levels. Assessing work climate provides insight into 
group members’ perceptions of what it feels like to work in their team. You 
can discuss the results with your group and use insights gained from this 
discussion to direct your change effort. You can also use the assessment as 
a monitoring tool by applying it as a baseline survey and then repeating it 
later to assess progress.

The tool is designed to be completed by all members of a work group. It 
consists of 10 items. Eight items, validated through an evaluation, measure 
elements of work group climate. The last 2 items assess work group 
perceptions of quality and productivity. Each group member rates the 10 
items on a scale of 1 to 5. The items are:

Climate items

 1. We feel our work is important.

 2. We strive to achieve successful outcomes.

 3. We have a plan that guides our activities.

 4. We pay attention to how well we are working together.

 5. We understand each other’s capabilities.

 6. We seek to understand the needs of our clients.

 7. We understand the relevance of the job of each member in our group.

 8. We take pride in our work.

Perceptions of productivity and quality

 9. Our work group is known for its quality work.

 10. Our work group is productive.

An independent facilitator guides the process of collecting and analyzing 
the data to maintain the confi dentiality of group members’ responses. In 
discussing the overall results, your group may articulate how it wants to 
work together in the future. Or individual members may voice their opinions 
to the facilitator. As the group’s manager, your role is to support your staff 
in making a commitment to a new work climate and to provide the clarity 
needed.

For the complete assessment tool and instructions on how to use it, please refer to 
the handbook CD-ROM.
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Setting the tone at the senior level

“Daily one gets carried away by the power that one has to change the quality 
of our people’s lives, simply by creating space for initiatives and innovations. 
What inspires me is the level of commitment and resolve my team has, and 
their enthusiasm to add value to what we are doing in South Africa.”

—dr. siphiwo stamper
department of health

eastern cape province, south africa

If you are a senior manager, you have a critical role to play in setting the tone 

for the organization by articulating and living the values that you want the 

organization to embody. You can make far-reaching changes simply by start-

ing to operate in a diff erent way. For example, if you want transparency and 

honesty, you must be transparent and honest. If you want a focus on clients 

and results, show it in all your conversations about work. Setting the tone at 

the senior level requires discipline and humility, each and every day.

To set a new tone, you need allies. Make sure you have the support of impor-

tant peers and superiors, for example, the board or the minister, and secure 

their full commitment before you go ahead. Be sure to engage your peers in 

the senior management team in this change initiative.

engage your management team

It is important to anchor the work climate you want to create in a shared vision 

for your organization or ministry. (See chapter 2 and the handbook toolkit 

for visioning exercises.) Before creating such a vision, however, you may need 

to prepare your management team. At times, senior managers lose track of 

the program’s purpose because they are far removed from the program’s ulti-

mate benefi ciaries. Th ey sometimes become immersed in the complexities of 

the political or economic environment; unclear, shift ing donor priorities; or 

their reputation and opportunities for securing more attractive positions. If 

so, reconnect your team with service providers or people politically commit-

ted to improving health services. 

As part of a strategic planning exercise, senior managers from various 
agencies and divisions involved in Zimbabwe’s National Family Planning 
Program fanned out over the city of Mutari and into the countryside to visit 
clinics and youth centers, and follow community-based distribution agents 
and their supervisors over diffi  cult terrain. Th ey returned with a vivid picture 
of the challenges that they faced and took these fi eld realities into account in 
their subsequent strategic planning.

Choose allies 
carefully to 
initiate change

Reconnect 
your staff to 
fi eld realities
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Improve factors that undermine work climate. Once you have a vision, 

you can begin refl ecting with other senior managers on the organization’s 

culture and ways you could go about changing it to move toward the vision. 

Perhaps your organization’s history and culture may once have inspired peo-

ple but are currently crippling the organization’s momentum because times 

have changed. Examine the factors related to work climate that undermine 

performance or productivity throughout the organization. And cultivate a 

positive work climate in your own senior management team.

organize a support network

A good support network is especially important for senior managers. With 

such a network, you will be able to infl uence your organization’s work climate 

and much more. When senior managers form networks of peers, they come 

to realize that in banding together, they can “move mountains.” Th ey can 

publicly question unmentionable practices, such as siphoning off  resources, 

Improving work relationships, group climate, and performance—
Example from Senegal

Concerned about the underperformance of its districts, the Ministry of 
Health of Senegal initiated a Leadership Development Program in two 
regions for teams from 14 districts. The district teams identifi ed a challenge 
in maternal and child health or family planning and learned how to improve 
their leading and managing practices and competencies so that they could 
face their challenge. In the fi rst of four bimonthly meetings, each team 
assessed its work group climate. The teams also discussed motivation and 
relations with internal and external clients. In subsequent meetings, they 
built their leadership competencies through exercises to improve team 
communication, emotional intelligence, and commitment. Working on their 
challenge also provided ample opportunity for them to consciously adjust 
the ways in which they worked together.

Better communication among team members. At the end of the four-
month program, participants said they were able to listen better and put 
themselves “in other people’s shoes.” They experienced better control over 
their emotions, especially anger, so that when faced with a confl ict, they 
remained calm. They could successfully mediate to prevent the confl ict 
from growing. Participants shared much more information with their team 
than in the past. As one participant summed up, “We have become more 
receptive, tolerant, and open.”

Staff committed to teamwork and results. Teamwork has become the norm. 
Rather than seeing each other as superiors or subordinates, staff now see 
themselves as colleagues working together toward a common goal. Senior 
members of the team stopped giving orders. People who tended to work 

A strong 
support 
network 
can move 
mountains
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that severely hamper the delivery of health services in the fi eld. Feeling safe 

about questioning such practices is possible if you can count on support in 

high places.

In their discussions, senior managers in a West African Ministry of Health 
began to realize that their behavior had something to do with how their 
subordinates reacted to them. Some team leaders recognized that they created 
passivity and dependence among their staff , even as they complained about 
how passive and dependent their staff  were. Th e leaders also realized that 
they oft en triggered their own crises and sometimes blamed these crises on 
someone else. By refl ecting together on their own experiences with motivation, 
delegation, and communication, they discovered that what motivates them 
can oft en motivate others. Th is was a starting point for signifi cant change.

By engaging your management team and organizing a support network of 

senior managers, you can create the kind of work climate in which managers 

at all levels can lead. Do not leave this important task to someone else.

Improving work relationships, group climate, and performance—
Example from Senegal (cont.)

alone or were seen as “diffi cult” are now working with others, allowing team 
members to learn from one another for the fi rst time. Most importantly, all 
are committed to producing intended results. They used to drop their plans 
or get discouraged when they encountered obstacles. As one participant 
says, “Now we count on our own strength” and fi nd almost all solutions rest 

“on our doorstep.”

Improved work climate. Work climate assessment scores before and after 
the program also indicated that the teams perceived an improved work 
climate. Among other things, the changes signaled an increase in mutual 
trust.

Service results. A positive work climate and motivated staff have 
contributed to improved services and produced measurable results. Four 
of the eight teams that had collected data at the end of the program met or 
surpassed their performance objectives. Depending on the challenge they 
had chosen, different districts reported that the majority of births were now 
assisted (67%, up from 35%) or were assisted by qualifi ed personnel (100%, 
up from 75%); postpartum visits (two) were completed (more than 50%, up 
from 37%); or prenatal visits (three) were completed (17%, up from 9%; and 
59%, up from 12%).

By addressing service delivery challenges and building leadership 
competencies simultaneously, district teams in Senegal have created a 
work climate in which all team members feel encouraged to work through 
barriers to strengthening services.
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In a number of countries, district teams have improved their work climate 

as they have applied leading and managing practices to strengthen health care 

services. Th e day-to-day struggle to achieve a desired result, if approached 

from a leadership perspective, can change how staff  members interact and 

how they feel about working with their peers.

Achieving a positive work climate

“The best thing we gained is that we perform our work as a team, not as 
individuals. If something affects one person, it affects the whole team. If we 
are faced with a constraint, we take a poll of each other’s opinions to try to 
overcome it.”

—suheir sabry siam
aswan health district, egypt

When staff  feel they are engaged in meaningful work and belong to a good 

team led by an inspiring manager, they experience a positive work climate. 

Th ey also contribute to creating and maintaining this positive climate. In this 

atmosphere, everyone strives to learn, do what she needs to do, and avoid 

disappointing her colleagues. You oft en see this kind of cooperation in sports 

events, where the players count on each other to perform well and cover for 

each other when needed. Behind every great team is a committed coach who 

encourages this behavior. Th e coach understands the players’ motivations 

and capabilities. He organizes their positions, builds their skills, and chan-

nels their energy into coordinated actions that produce results.

Similarly, your style of communicating, coaching, and acknowledging 

individuals can continually mobilize your team to put forth its best, for each 

other and for clients. Working and learning well together, staff  will overcome 

obstacles to produce remarkable results. Th ese prevailing work conditions 

will sustain group commitment over the years, as current challenges are 

addressed and new challenges emerge. As you move up the leadership lad-

der in your organization, you can create a work climate in each of your work 

groups that keeps you and your group energized, enthusiastic, and motivated 

to move mountains.

Build a climate 
of teamwork 
and support
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Questions to consider on . . .

Improving work climate to strengthen performance

Current work climate and organizational culture

■ How would you characterize the current work climate of your group?

■ What aspects of the current work climate are undermining your 
group’s efforts to address key challenges and achieve results?

■ What elements from the broader organizational culture are 
infl uencing the current work climate of your group? Which ones can 
you do something about, and which are outside your control?

The best work climate for your group

■ What sort of work climate would motivate your work group?

■ What are the easiest things you can do to improve the group’s work 
climate? The most challenging? Which areas require support from 
higher levels? Which can you do on your own?

Leadership competencies to improve the climate

■ How does your behavior infl uence the work climate? What do you 
think you need to change in yourself to improve the work climate?

■ What sort of communication breakdowns are most common in your 
team? What can you do about these?

■ What is the most important thing you can do to gain your group’s 
commitment to achieving results?
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Moving up the leadership ladder

“We turn out . . . to realize our greater potentialities . . . by viewing our 
own individual crises as opportunities to let go of who we have been, 
and to set forth on the journey toward becoming something more.”

—william br idges
the way of tr ansition

When someone moves to a higher position in an organization, this 
progression is called a leadership transition. People tend to think 
of leadership transitions as those that occur at the top level of an 

organization when the head of the organization leaves and a new person steps 
in. But leadership transitions take place at all levels of an organization, every 
time people move from one level to the next. Th ese transitions increase the 
person’s scope of responsibility and accountability for the performance of 
increasingly larger parts of the organization.

Th is chapter explores the ways in which your role changes as you move 
up the organizational hierarchy. It builds on the skills needed to develop a 
positive work climate and encourage strong team performance, and shows 
how these skills should be applied at each management level. We explore four 
typical levels of transition:

■ becoming a fi rst-time manager who leads: Level One;

■ moving from managing a team to managing other managers: 
Level Two;

■ becoming a senior manager: Level Th ree;

■ leading and managing at the top: Level Four.

Th is chapter also discusses the important role that managers at all levels 
have in grooming those below them to become competent managers who 
lead, so that there is a constant fl ow of qualifi ed people in the pipeline to take 
on increasingly more complex and senior roles in the organization.

4
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Building a pipeline of managers who lead

“The major job of leaders is to develop other leaders.”
—noel tichy

the leadership engine

Leadership transitions, except those at the very top, are oft en not very visible 
in an organization. Part of the reason for this is that when people move from 
one level of responsibility to a higher one, we rarely refer to those changes as 
leadership transitions. More commonly, we call these transitions promotions.

In many cases, when people are promoted or move into new positions, 
they are not prepared to take on new management and leadership roles and 
responsibilities. Outstanding technical expertise is oft en considered a suffi  -
cient qualifi cation for moving someone into a managerial or leadership posi-
tion. For example, good doctors and nurses are frequently promoted with 
little consideration of their management or leadership capabilities. When 
someone from the outside is hired, you may not realize that he is making a 
signifi cant transition in taking a position with management and leadership 
responsibilities. Th is may be a role that he is not fully prepared to handle, in 
spite of having excellent technical qualifi cations.

Researchers who have studied the progressions of managers in organiza-
tions have observed that job requirements are qualitatively diff erent from one 
level to another (Jaques and Cason 1994). At each level, the time horizon (or 
scope of time that relates to the position’s role in planning for the future) and 
the complexity of the job expand. Th ese changes require increasingly com-
plex mental processing abilities.

When people work at levels that are above what they can handle (a time 
horizon and level of complexity that they cannot quite grasp), they are unable 
to focus on their leadership and management tasks, and oft en do the work 
they are most comfortable doing, which tends to be the work of a lower level. 
As a supervisor, it is the manager’s job to groom lower-level staff  for taking 
on new management and leadership responsibilities, and when they are pro-
moted, to support them so that they can perform well in their new role.

grooming managers for leadership transitions

Ram Charan introduced the image of a leadership “pipeline” and asserts that, 
if whatever is fl owing through it gets stuck, the pipeline will not deliver the 
resource it contains (Charan et al. 2001). Where the pipeline shift s direction, 
things can easily get stuck. It is the task of managers who lead to help those 
who get stuck to move on (up or out), and make room for others.

Technical 
expertise is 
not enough

Each transition 
requires 
expanding 
one’s time 
horizon
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Organizations that recognize that people do not become great leaders over-
night have instituted organizational practices that develop staff  to take on 
increasingly complex leading and managing roles. In this way, organizations 
eff ectively build a pipeline of leadership talent and support their staff  in mak-
ing these important leadership transitions.

To keep the pipeline full with qualifi ed staff , it is critical that managers 
understand that at each level there are signifi cant changes in the time hori-
zon, priorities, relationships, and tasks people must deal with and diff erences 
in the skills and management and leadership practices they need. How suc-
cessfully people adjust to these changes and diff erences will determine how 
well they and others fl ow through the pipeline.

In his book Leadership without Easy Answers, Ronald Heifetz urges leaders 
to “get off  the dance fl oor and onto the balcony,” where they can get a broader 
view of the scene below. At each subsequent transition, the manager moves 
up to the next “balcony” (see Figure 9). As the manager moves up in the hier-
archy of the organization, the details of the people on the dance fl oor begin 
to recede, while the overall setting in which the dance takes place becomes 
more and more visible. Th is metaphor illustrates the challenge of managing 
leadership transitions: to make sure that the balconies (levels), the rhythm of 
the people who dance, and the beat of the music are all in harmony with one 
another.

Th rough the four levels of leadership transition presented in this chapter, 
we discuss the changes that are inherent in moving up to the next “balcony.” 
Th e tasks, capabilities, and shift s in mindset that are required to perform 
eff ectively at each level are grouped into fi ve key areas, each of which becomes 
more complex as you move up the hierarchy:

f i g u r e  9  From stage to balcony: A change in perspective

Being at a higher level provides a different perspective and helps you see 
patterns that are not obvious at the ground level
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■ Time horizon or time frame for which you need to plan and achieve 
results;

■ Priorities for your attention;

■ Types of relationships that you need to cultivate and manage;

■ Tasks or core responsibilities;

■ Leading and managing skills and practices that support high perfor-
mance.

Signs of derailment (presented in boxes in this chapter) indicate that the 
manager is not adequately performing at the requisite level and needs to 
improve his skills and practices before being considered for a higher-level 
position. It is the responsibility of the supervisor to see these signs and pro-
vide support and coaching so that a manager can be competent and eff ective.

Since the transitions described in this chapter are generic, they might 
not quite fi t your specifi c situation. Sometimes people move back and forth 
between being an individual contributor and member of a team, to manag-
ing a team and being responsible for its overall performance. Th e challenges 
involved in these roles are diff erent. Th is chapter is about the challenge of 
rising up the managerial ladder and helping others to do the same. Th e ability 
to adjust to new priorities and acquire the appropriate competencies at each 
level is essential to successfully making these transitions.

Becoming a first-time manager who leads: Level One

“I didn’t set out to be a leader; I set out to be a good worker. I set out to learn 
and be led by people who knew better than me so that I could learn from 
them.”

—dr. peter mugyenyi,  executive director
joint clinical research centre, uganda

Consider this story of Maria de Souza, a successful nurse who has been 
promoted to be the manager of a unit in which she used to work. No matter 
how well respected she is as an excellent nurse or how good her clinical 
skills are, if one member of her unit is not productive or provides care below 
quality standards, it becomes her problem. She is responsible for the results 
of the whole unit, not just for her own work or that of a few star performers. 
When her staff  lack needed resources, Maria is now responsible for solving 
the problem.

Watch for signs 
of derailment
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For Sonny Gonzales, who is a physician, the situation is even more challenging, 
since he went directly from being a medical student—with all the attention 
on developing clinical skills—to being the head of a small rural health center. 
In many countries, these fi rst postings are in remote areas, with a supervisor 
who is not on site. Even when the supervisor comes for a supervisory visit, 
the focus is most likely on clinical skills, not how to manage or lead a team. 
Sonny was seriously challenged in managing the dynamics between the staff  
in his health center and felt he was “being thrown into the deep water to sink 
or swim.”

Th ese examples illustrate that the fi rst transition, from being an individual 
contributor as a clinical service provider to being a manager of others, is chal-
lenging. Th is may be the fi rst time in your professional career that you can-
not let a confl ict go unaddressed, even if it does not directly aff ect your own 
performance as a service provider. At each leadership transition, there will be 
less time to provide services to clients yourself and more demands on your 
time to be a manager who enables the work of others.

As a manager who leads, any problem aff ecting your staff  is also your prob-your prob-your
lem. Th us, as a manager at this fi rst transition, not only do you have to learn a 
new set of skills, but you also have to pay attention to new priorities, cultivate 
new relationships, and practice new behaviors that refl ect that your work now 
includes the work of those who report to you.

a shift in time horizon

A signifi cant shift  in the fi rst transition is a change in your time horizon. 
Before, you were responsible only for your own timeliness—arriving at work 
on time and completing assigned tasks and duties on time. Th e time span 
you were responsible for ranged from one day to a few weeks, or at most one 
month. Now you are responsible for the accomplishments of your unit’s tasks 
over a longer period of time as measured by, for example, quarterly service 
delivery results. You also have to anticipate changes such as seasonal fl uctua-
tions in disease patterns and the corresponding resource requirements, and 
develop plans to make sure your team is prepared. You have to anticipate 
things you never had to think about before. Your time horizon has shift ed 
from a day or a week to several months or may be even a year. You are no 
longer only on the dance fl oor; you also need to go up periodically to the next 
balcony to survey the scene.

new priorities

To be successful in this new role, you will also need to make a shift  in how 
to direct your energy and spend your time. You now have to pay attention to 
and value the success of others, and put it ahead of your own need to be seen 

The fi rst 
transition 
entails new 
priorities

Anticipate 
changes in 
the health 
environment
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as a successful service provider. You have to be available and accessible to 
your staff , listen to their needs, give them feedback on their performance, and 
coach them to become more successful.

If you lead a team with people representing various specialties or func-
tions (maternal and child health, family planning, child survival, infectious 
diseases, nutrition, and others), you also need to give each of those as much 
attention as you used to give to your own specialty. Th is shift  is not easy, 
especially if you always believed that your specialty or your skills were more 
important than those of others.

new relationships

As a newly promoted manager you need to build and maintain a network of 
relationships that will help your team be eff ective. Th is network of relation-
ships may be diff erent from the one you had before your promotion. Consider 
the following example.

Pauline Ntumba used to work as a family planning nurse in a health center. 
Although she knew about some of the resistance in the religious community 
about family planning, she did not have to deal with the problem directly. 
When she was promoted to be the head of the family planning clinic in the 
district hospital, she had to pay more attention to the community leaders and 
try to turn her opponents into supporters. To do this, she initiated a dialogue 
with the religious leaders in the district and engaged them in fi nding common 
ground, such as a concern for the health and well-being of their people. In 
this way, Pauline learned to strategize to get support from people whom she 
had never had to deal with when she was primarily a service provider.

In this new position you have to learn many new things as you establish 
relationships with people other than your patients or clients. You will need 
to learn:

■ whom to talk with in the community, government, and private 
sector;

■ what infl uence these people have on others, particularly on your 
clients;

■ what the various political agendas are, and how to reconcile those 
agendas with your organization’s or program’s goals.

Within your organization, you will need to know:

■ how to redefi ne your relationship with those who were formerly your 
peers and who now report to you;

Talk with 
infl uential 
people outside 
and inside your 
organization

Broaden your 
perspective
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■ who can help you get access to which resources;

■ who the power brokers are so that you can get things done and get 
the resources your staff  need;

■ how to redefi ne your relationships with those who were formerly 
your peers and who now report to you.

If you live in a remote rural area, you will spend much of your waking 
hours with your staff . If they were formerly your peers, you will need to create 
new relationships with them that are both collegial and supportive, without 
denying that you are now also their supervisor. Th is change will be particu-
larly diffi  cult if there was any jealousy about your promotion or if your pro-
motion was contested.

tasks of the first-level manager

If this is your fi rst transition into a position of leadership, you will need to 
make a number of signifi cant shift s. Before this transition to leading teams, 
your success was measured by the quality and timeliness of your work, being 
punctual, and having positive interactions with patients and colleagues. Now, 
as a team leader, your success is measured by the success of your entire team.

At this level, you are responsible for helping each person on your team to 
perform his job well, and for supporting good relationships among the team 
members so you can reach your goals. Even if you complete all your assign-
ments in a timely way and they are of high quality, if the rest of your team 
(or even one person on the team) is not performing well, then it is your job 
to work with individual members of the team to build their strengths and to 
make sure that the team performs well as a whole.

At this stage of transition you will usually continue to carry out your old 
job of working directly with patients and perform additional tasks. But now 
you also need to:

■ make sure that the work of your team is clearly defi ned;

■ make sure that tasks are assigned to the right person;

■ spot new tasks and distribute them among the team;

■ make sure that each team member has the resources and support 
needed to do her job well.

The success 
of your whole 
team is what 
matters
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critical skills for level one

To help you successfully navigate the transition, you will need to learn and be 
comfortable with using the following skills:

Organizing work. Oft en called work design, organizing work is the ability 
to match a (new) piece of work with the strengths of individual team mem-
bers. Doing so requires understanding the particular tasks and the skills 
needed to do the work and deciding who is most likely to succeed in doing 
those tasks. For example, if you fi nd that a rumor is circulating that puts your 
clinic in an unfavorable light, you need to fi nd the source of the rumor, then 
rebuild trust within the community. If you think that you are not in the best 
position to resolve the issue, then you need to design a task and fi nd the right 
person to accomplish it.

Delegating. Delegating is the ability to hand over the information, author-
ity, and resources to someone on your staff  while retaining full accountability 
for results. Delegation is not the same as abdicating, or handing over work to 
your staff  and then withdrawing your attention. By having regular meetings 
and discussions in which you review progress and address challenges, you 
can build your team’s confi dence and problem-solving skills. Th is follow-up 
will also increase your confi dence in their ability to make good decisions.

Recruiting staff. Th is ability refers to selecting or hiring the right people 
for a job. You need to pay attention to such issues as fi t with the culture of 
your unit (“how we do things here”) and that of the larger organization. If 
you have the authority to hire new staff , you will need to resist the urge to hire 
people who are most like you and the temptation to hire friends, relatives, or 
people with similar backgrounds or political leanings. Hiring people from 
diff erent backgrounds makes workplaces richer, as long as everyone is com-
petent to do his job and you are able to handle the dynamics. Be clear about 
the job requirements and skills you are looking for. Hiring people who are not 
up to the task will harm them, you, your team’s performance, and possibly 
your reputation.

Networking. Th e ability to fi nd and nurture relationships with people 
and groups inside and outside the immediate workplace, including people 
higher up in the organizational hierarchy, is networking. Eff ective network-
ing requires that you understand your organization, program, or division’s 
management structure and that you know how to connect yourself and your 
team to those in power. Being connected enables you to get the information 
and resources that you need. If you are far away from the center, you have 
to work hard at staying connected by communicating regularly with others 
outside your immediate workplace.

Networking can also be useful for psychological support. In a place where 
women are rarely in positions of authority, it may be useful to seek out other 
women in similar positions so you can support each other. In some places, it 
may be useful to network with the business community or such groups as 
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the Rotary Club. Your relationships are oft en as important as the authority of 
your position when it comes to getting things done.

leading and managing practices at level one

To be successful as a fi rst-level manager you will need to incorporate the lead-
ing and managing practices that address the elements of time horizon, priori-
ties, relationships, tasks, and skills. Th ese can be organized according to the 
key practices of the Leading and Managing for Results Model presented in 
chapter 1. Table 8 lists leading and managing practices that are useful for the 
fi rst-level transition. Ask your supervisor to give you feedback and support so 
that you can perform these practices well at this stage before moving on to the 
next. And remember, once you are promoted to the next level, you will need 
to do the same with your new supervisees!

t a b l e  8  Key leading and managing practices 
  for the first-level manager

Practice What to do

Scanning
Focusing
Planning

■ Pay attention to what is going on inside and outside your 
team.

■ See the relationship between yourself and your team as 
part of the larger management structure.

■ Observe and talk with patients and community members 
to identify health needs, and gauge your team’s 
performance in addressing those needs.

■ Help your team identify their challenges and their 
responsibilities in meeting those challenges as a team.

■ Be able to describe the team’s challenges within the 
context of the organization’s mission.

■ Help people prioritize their tasks.

Aligning
Mobilizing
Organizing
Implementing

■ Provide opportunities for the members of your team to see 
how their work fi ts together and serves the organization’s 
goals through exchanges, visits, reading, new assignments, 
and partnering with other teams.

■ Hold discussions to align with others outside your team 
about desired goals or vision, gaps, priorities, expectations, 
and deadlines.

■ Match staff skills and motivation to jobs.
■ Facilitate the work of your staff by removing obstacles to 

performance.

Inspiring
Monitoring
Evaluating

■ Model a trusting attitude, respect, and integrity in all your 
interactions inside and outside the team.

■ Conduct performance evaluations and give people 
feedback on how they are doing.

■ Track the measurable progress of the team and share your 
fi ndings.

■ Recognize individual and collective contributions to 
organizational goals.
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signs of derailment

Th is fi rst transition is diffi  cult and the shift s are more fundamental than most 
managers realize. Not surprisingly, there are quite a few derailments at this 
stage. Th ese derailments are serious if they are not spotted and corrected, 
because they will cause trouble later when the manager is promoted to the 
next managerial level. Th erefore, it is important for the manager’s supervi-
sor to pay attention to potential derailments and provide support, so that the 
manager can overcome them. As Charan and his coauthors note, when derail-
ments happen, the pipeline becomes clogged with people who have been pro-
moted but who cannot manage and lead at the higher levels. Such bottlenecks 
become increasingly diffi  cult to clear.

Signs of derailment at the fi rst level

■ Inability to delegate work to team members

■ Competition with or micromanaging team members who work in the 
area of one’s expertise

■ Tendency to consider time spent coaching or supporting team 
members as wasteful or unproductive

■ Considering questions or requests for help from supervisees as if they 
were interruptions

■ Recurrent urge to fi x supervisees’ mistakes, rather than teaching 
them how to prevent them in the future

■ Tendency to maintain distance from team members’ mistakes and 
successes

■ Tendency to treat patients, communities, and government offi cials as 
outsiders
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Moving from managing a team to managing 
other managers: Level Two

“Inexperienced managers are tremendously impressionable, and they naturally 
model the actions and attitudes of bosses. If their bosses are either unwilling 
to set a proper example and help them develop in the right direction, the 
leadership pipeline is clogged at its source.”

—r am char an et al .
the leadership pipeline

At this level you become a manager of other managers. You might think that 
the second transition would not be as signifi cant as the fi rst, since you already 
have a managerial mindset. But this transition represents the fi rst time that 
you need to develop and support other managers as they go through their fi rst 
transition. If you do not support the new fi rst-level manager and you overlook 
signs of derailment, you will compromise the entire pipeline.

At this level, there is a new series of shift s in time horizon, relationships, 
and tasks that requires the application of new skills and leading and manag-
ing practices.

a shift in time horizon

You may have been promoted to this management level because you are a 
superb clinician: you have a good track record for delivering quality services. 
You have strong clinical skills and are seen as an example of the kind of ser-
vice providers the organization or program needs. Unfortunately, service 
delivery no longer represents the majority of your work.

At this level, anticipating the needs of other levels requires expanding 
your time horizon to approximately three years. Planning and predicting the 
activities for just one year is very diff erent from planning and predicting the 
activities and requirements for the next three years. To plan this far ahead, 
you need to know more about the larger strategic context within which your 
program operates, spot trends farther away, and look for synergies and oppor-
tunities. Th at is precisely why you need to get off  the dance fl oor, so you can 
expand your view and see more of the bigger picture!

new priorities and relationships

With an extended time horizon you will be planning with your team for 
activities and results farther into the future. You will be concerned not only 
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with collaboration among your team members, but also with establishing 
collaborative relationships with groups outside your immediate work setting. 
You will look for and build collaboration across functional areas within your 
program or organization, among the programs and organizations in the pub-
lic and private sectors, and even with ministries or organizations whose focus 
is not health.

You will also be seeking to establish supportive relationships with district 
authorities and politicians and with local organizations and leaders in the 
community in which your organization works. Among your new priorities 
will be the need to establish and nurture these relationships and garner com-
mitment in your mutual goals to serve the health needs of the population.

tasks of the second-level manager

As a manager of managers, your time spent managing will increase. Th is new 
role is especially hard for professionals who were trained to do clinical work, 
such as doctors, nurses, and midwives. As a manager of managers, you are 
now responsible for the performance of a small facility or a department that 
comprises several functions, some of which will be completely new to you 
(for example, human resource management, pharmaceutical and commodity 
management, fi nancial management, and public relations).

To make sure that the managers who report to you receive the necessary 
support so that each of their units can fulfi ll its mandate, your job is to take 
care that:

Provide support appropriate to people’s skills and interests

Sometimes health professionals switch back and forth between 
management and clinical positions during their careers. You may discover 
that some people feel more useful or productive as individual contributors 
and that others are thriving as managers. It is important to acknowledge 
those strengths and preferences and support people’s ability to perform well 
at the appropriate levels. After all, management and leadership may not be 
the right fi t for some people. In that case, it is better to use their skills as 
individual contributors, for example, as an advisor (consultant) or senior-
level service provider.

Another type of transition is the shift from a fi eld-based position to a 
headquarters position. This change poses a new set of challenges requiring 
the ability to scan broadly and take responsibility for a wider horizon of 
projects and programs while not being based in the fi eld. Ideally, people will 
move back and forth between headquarters and the fi eld to allow for a cross-
fertilization of perspectives from these different vantage points.

Developing 
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■ there are suffi  cient supplies of pharmaceuticals and commodities;

■ the premises are clean and safe;

■ the fi nances are in good shape and can pass an audit;

■ service statistics are reliable and up-to-date;

■ reports are submitted on time;

■ the facility and its services comply with government standards and 
regulations.

You are also responsible for the facility’s reputation in the community, 
good relationships with authorities and community leaders, and producing 
the results that are spelled out in the annual and three-year plans.

Consider Fatma Mahmoudi, a newly appointed head of a department. 
Having made the shift  from unit leader of prenatal care to department head 
at the provincial level, she is no longer responsible for the performance of 
individual service providers. She is now more than one level removed from 

“where the action is” and instead needs to support the various unit leaders. 
Fatma was used to having contact with clients and fi nds it hard to get used 
to this distance.

You may be like Fatma and need to resist the temptation of returning to the 
dance fl oor to help those individuals whose dancing needs to be improved. 
When you see a performance problem with a staff  member, you may want to 
intervene directly with that person. But your responsibility now lies in help-
ing the fi rst-level managers improve the performance of their staff . If you 
bypass a manager, you will usurp her authority and undermine her credibil-
ity and success as a manager.

Standing on the balcony rather than on the dance fl oor means that you 
need to watch how people dance together. If someone is out of pace or needs 
assistance, make a mental note of it and talk with the team leader who is 
responsible for that person’s performance. In the end, this approach will be 
more helpful, and you will be teaching the team leader to be more proactive 
when there are performance problems at the service level.

In organizations where managerial work is not valued, or worse, seen as 
a waste of time, managers may feel ineff ective. Th e irony is that by being a 
good manager and exercising managerial leadership you contribute directly 
to the performance of your department and to the organization as a whole by 
increasing effi  ciency, reducing duplication of eff ort, and having staff  carry out 
work that is well matched to their skills and interests.

Help fi rst-level 
managers 
to support 
their staff
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critical skills for level two

To help you successfully navigate the transition to this level, you will need to 
learn and be comfortable with using the following skills:

Spotting leadership talent. One of the most important responsibilities at 
this level is to identify leadership potential among individual providers who 
are capable of becoming fi rst-time managers who lead. People oft en look at 
the quality of providers’ clinical services, but that is no guarantee of future 
leadership success. As a second-level manager, you need to sharpen your 
observation skills and identify people who have good communication and 
interpersonal skills, can make good decisions under pressure, can manage 
their own stress levels, are eager to learn, and have an interest in managerial 
work.

Giving constructive feedback and support. Once new fi rst-level manag-
ers have been identifi ed, you need to work with their supervisors to identify 
ways to groom them for managerial leadership. Th is preparation may include 
giving a person specifi c assignments, such as leading a task force or a com-
mittee. But that is not enough. Th e unit leader needs to closely supervise these 
new experiences. As the supervisor of the unit leader, you need to provide 
constructive feedback and support to the unit leader, who, in turn, provides 
feedback to the individual being groomed. All parties need to apply good 
judgment and have a good sense of timing in providing such feedback.

Holding fi rst-level managers accountable for results and managerial 
work. Your challenge is not to go over the head of the unit leader and pres-
sure individuals to produce results, but rather to hold the unit leader account-
able and off er feedback and support when needed. Meeting this challenge 
requires meeting regularly with each of your staff  and keeping a watchful eye 
on what happens in the facility or department (this has been called manage-
ment by walking around).

Deploying and redeploying resources among units or teams. Assigning 
human resources requires close contact with each of your staff  members and 
knowing whether or not they are on track, and if they are not, why not. It may 
be that the team needs a specifi c type of expertise or an extra pair of hands. 
In such cases, you need to make arrangements to (temporarily) deploy the 
needed expertise from one team to another. Similarly, material or fi nancial 
resources may be in short supply in one team and not well used in another. 
You need to rise above organizational politics and preferential treatment of 
one team over another, to make sure that all the teams that report to you can all the teams that report to you can all
be successful. Remember, for you to be successful, all the teams need to be all the teams need to be all
successful!

Managing competing priorities. As a second-level manager, you need to 
balance the interests of individual contributors and their team leaders, on 
one hand, and the rest of the organization, on the other. Th is is a diffi  cult 
job because the realities, pressures, needs, and perspectives of each of these 
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groups are very diff erent. Political considerations on one side may override 
technical considerations on the other. Much organizational confl ict arises 
when managers choose sides instead of listening to and looking for ways to 
mitigate the impact of opposing perspectives.

To manage confl icts well, you have to rise above an allegiance to one side or 
the other and fi nd ways to bridge the two points of view. Managing confl icts 
requires skill in understanding others’ perspectives and “fl uency” in using 
the language of each side. It helps to be curious, ask questions, and try to 
understand what is behind the positions that people take on an issue. When 
people use a word that has a specifi c connotation in your work, fi nd out if it 
has the same meaning to the others. Simplify your own use of language and 
make sure that you explain what you mean.

leading and managing practices at level two

Table 9 presents an illustrative list of leading and managing practices for the 
second-level transition. Th ey focus on your ability to oversee the work of a 
team and help guide you away from the tendency to take care of details your-
self. Th ese practices are intended to be instructive to you, as a manager who 

Become skilled 
in managing 
confl ict

t a b l e  9  Key leading and managing practices 
 for the second-level manager

Practice What to do

Scanning
Focusing
Planning

■ Look for signs of success or failure in fi rst-level managers’ 
ability to exercise management functions.

■ Help them set priorities.
■ Educate yourself about the larger strategic context within 

which the program operates.
■ Identify teams that are not performing well and look into 

the causes.
■ Guide teams in their performance in relation to program 

strategies and priorities.

Aligning
Mobilizing
Organizing
Implementing

■ Ensure that the teams’ work contributes to the larger 
program strategies.

■ Mobilize resources and make sure that they are aligned 
with needs.

■ Align goals and create team spirit across unit boundaries.
■ Provide challenging assignments to help fi rst-level 

managers develop their managerial skills.

Inspiring
Monitoring
Evaluating

■ Coach team leaders on effective managerial behavior.
■ Provide appropriate feedback and support.
■ Serve as an example to team leaders.
■ Check regularly on progress against stated objectives and 

work plans.
■ Share results of evaluations, and celebrate successes.
■ Recognize and reward managerial talent.
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leads, and to your supervisor, who needs to support you in learning how to 
step back from the details and guide and support a team toward achieving 
results.

signs of derailment

When a newly appointed second-level manager continues to operate as a fi rst-
level manager, or worse, as an individual contributor, the development of 
the next generation of leaders is seriously compromised. In addition, when 
a manager derails at the second level without anyone’s noticing and is then 
promoted to become a senior manager (the third level), the whole process of 
on-the-job leadership development is jeopardized.

Signs of derailment at the second level

■ Interfering with the job of immediate staff (the unit managers) by 
managing the performance of people in those units

■ Bypassing or usurping the unit leader’s authority

■ Missing cues that show a unit leader is sliding back to being solely a 
service provider

■ Failure to delegate tasks

■ Inability of reporting units to deliver results or to implement plans

■ Sabotage or competition among the manager’s supervisees

■ Overemphasis on doing “the real work” at the expense of important 
organizational culture, work climate, and strategic issues

■ A tendency to rewrite memos, letters, and reports that were delegated 
to other staff

■ Selecting service providers as future team managers who are most 
like oneself or who are related or connected (for example, through 
family, political connections, or ethnic or tribal links)
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Becoming a senior manager: Level Three

“Developing people for important leadership positions requires work on the part 
of senior executives, often over a long period of time. That work begins with 
efforts to spot people with great leadership potential early in their careers and 
to identify what will be needed to stretch and develop them.”

—john kotter
“what leaders really do”

Oft en the transition to this level of leadership means that you are transition-
ing into being a member of the senior team of your workplace or the organiza-
tion. As a senior manager or program director, you are no longer responsible 
for a small or specialized part of the organization’s work; you are now one of 
the organizational decision-makers. Strategic thinking is imperative, requir-
ing that you rise beyond professional or functional allegiances and produce 
results that directly promote the organization’s reputation, fi nancial perfor-
mance, and sustainability.

One of the major shift s at this level is that you have to make decisions with 
less-than-perfect information. Not only do you have to gauge whether the 
information you have is correct or reliable, but you also need to know where 
to fi nd additional information and how to interpret the information you fi nd. 
As evaluators know so well, information can be shaped to serve the particu-
lar needs and motives of the one who provides it. None of the divisions or 
departments under you will want to look bad, and data can be presented in 
such a way that they illuminate the good news and hide the bad.

To deal with the challenge of making decisions with inconsistent or incom-
plete data, you need to demonstrate a high degree of maturity and good judg-
ment. You need to be humble and acknowledge that you don’t have all the 
answers, fi nd objective information, and be comfortable making decisions 
based on partial information.

a shift in time horizon

With this transition you move up to another balcony, allowing you to see 
more of the surroundings and less of the specifi c activities on the dance fl oor. 
As a program director or senior manager, your time horizon expands to fi ve 
years. Th is is the planning range that the senior management team has to 
consider for securing a healthy future for the organization.

With such a long timeline, the complexity of your task increases expo-
nentially. You will need to take even more variables into consideration than 
before. Th e complex issue of organizational, programmatic, and fi nancial 
sustainability is, or should be, on the forefront, especially for managers in 
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nongovernmental organizations. Once the organizational strategy has been 
mapped out, make sure that your program’s strategies support the overall 
organizational strategies and goals for the next fi ve years.

new priorities and relationships

Regardless of your particular fi eld of technical expertise, your charge now is 
to look out for the good of the whole program, the whole region, or, if you are 
in charge of medical facilities, all of them, not just those in one region or of 
one particular type. All the subspecialties and institutions included in your 
program or division’s area will claim your attention. Focusing on your new 
priorities may not be easy if you have strong opinions about particular func-
tions or elements of a health program. Whatever the program’s particular 
function or performance, your contributions are now directed toward sup-
porting the broader organizational goals. Consider the following scenario.

Lorenzo de la Peza was recently promoted to Director of Hospital 
Administration. He is now in charge of all hospitals in the country. As a 
surgeon, Lorenzo has always focused on doing an excellent job in curative 
services at a fairly well-equipped referral hospital, both as an individual 
service provider and, later, as the administrator. In his new role, he has to pay 
attention to all hospitals, not just the ones he is most familiar with.

In paying attention to larger strategic and public health issues (a function 
that is new to him), Lorenzo has to resist the temptation to focus only on 
providing the best possible curative services at a few well-equipped hospital. 
He has to shift  his attention to looking at the role of all hospitals, their 
distribution across the country, the ways in which they are being used or not, 
and how to enlist hospitals to pay attention to public health concerns as well 
as to the health of individuals.

He also needs to look at ways in which he could contribute to the success 
of the other divisions, such as laboratories and pharmaceuticals. Th is job is 
very diff erent than the one he had before as a hospital director, in which the 
success of his hospital took precedence over anything else.

People who lead at this level can bring about signifi cant change by chang-
ing the way people work together and by supporting systems and processes 
that contribute to the success of the whole program or system. Th ey can 
model humility and show an open mind as they focus conversations on the 
good of the whole, rather than on the interests of one group or another. In 
looking at the whole, they can see where there are blockages or competition 
for resources, address the obstacles, and allocate resources appropriately.

At this level, we oft en see people appointed to high-ranking leadership posi-
tions who have spent much of their professional life as individual contributors. 
Such appointments are not uncommon, either as part of the political process 
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or because the internal pipeline did not produce enough candidates. Taking 
on this role can be particularly challenging for such a high-ranking man-
ager if he is not practiced at fostering collective success and mutual support, 
doesn’t place a high value on the importance of the team eff ort, and doesn’t 
recognize the importance of good processes in producing good results.

tasks of the third-level manager

Your attention to strategic issues now has to exceed your area of technical 
expertise. You need to educate yourself quickly about issues that other people 
took care of before. For example, if your focus had been on clinical or pub-
lic health issues, you now also need to be knowledgeable about the strategic 
dimensions of fi nancial or human resources management.

As you interact more with the external world than you had to do before, 
you will also become more visible. People will watch how you conduct your-
self during crises and how you handle criticism.

Within your organization or program, you will have to continue facilitat-
ing the development of managerial and leadership talent. You should start 
looking for a successor the moment you take offi  ce, then help that person 
(or persons if the size of your organization requires that you groom a pool of 
people) develop her confi dence and skills to take over when you move on.

critical skills for level three

To help you successfully navigate this transition, you will need to learn and be 
comfortable with using the following skills.

Put the organization’s goals fi rst

Peter Senge (1990) describes one of the seven learning disabilities of 
organizations as the “Myth of the Management Team.” This myth, applicable 
to most organizations, tells us that the high-level managers that meet 
periodically and form the senior team carry out their responsibilities for 
ensuring the well-being of the entire organization, each contributing her 
special expertise to advise and guide the organization into the future.

In his work with countless organizations around the world, Senge found, 
unfortunately, that this ideal of what the senior management team does is 
often a myth. Instead, he found that it is common for division or department 
heads to compete with each other for resources and for ownership of 
success. This situation does not foster collective learning and good 
organizational performance.
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Strategic thinking. Strategic thinking is a way of interacting with the larger 
environment and interpreting events that help you and your colleagues envi-
sion what the future might be like and how you might prepare your orga-
nization to be ready for it. Strategic planning involves applying the insights 
about trends and patterns to the planning process, and translating them into 
choices about where to put organizational resources. Th e more developed the 
strategic thinking, the more robust the strategic planning.

You will have to learn to think strategically about the skills, processes, and 
knowledge that provide signifi cant value to your clients and that no one else 
can provide. (Th ese unique capabilities are sometimes referred to as strategic 
competencies.) For example, your organization may be the best place to pro-
vide services to young adults and it may be a need that no other service pro-
vider is fi lling. Or you may decide that too many organizations are providing 
too many of the same types of services, resulting in unnecessary competition 
and duplication of services.

In such instances, you may decide to pull out of one service area and con-
centrate on another that adds value to those provided by others. In either case, 
it is important to look several years ahead and think about potential positive 
and negative consequences that may result from adding or removing a service. 
Th is kind of strategic thinking will help you shape your program, maximize 
your opportunities, and minimize any potential threats to your plan.

An exercise that can help you set priorities, “Putting First Things First: The Important 
and Urgent Matrix,” is included in the handbook toolkit.

Coaching. Being a coach is important from the very fi rst transition, but the 
stakes are higher as you move up. How well you coach aff ects the success of 
other managers and team leaders all the way down the hierarchy. Coaching 
helps establish a culture of accountability and performance at the operational 
levels and provide appropriate support to other managers.

Managing consultants. As a senior manager, you need to learn to rely on 
both internal and external consultants to do specifi c technical pieces of work, 
even when you think you could do them yourself. You need to know how to 
contract with consultants and develop confi dence in monitoring their per-
formance even if they have more expertise and experience. You also need to 
become an intelligent consumer of the approaches that consultants use to 
guide their interventions and be willing to ask diffi  cult questions.

Managing confl ict. Confl ict management skills are important at any level, 
but neglecting to manage confl ict at this level has much more serious and 
widespread consequences than at lower levels. Whether you can tolerate con-
fl ict or not, you will have to manage confl ict situations, keep small confl icts 
from escalating, and model eff ective confl ict management for your staff . To 
carry out these tasks, you need to know your preferred style of managing 
confl ict, your weaknesses, and specifi c techniques for dealing with confl ict.

Exercises in the handbook toolkit that can help managers and their teams learn 
together and practice how to manage conflict are:

Think 
strategically

Support others’ 
performance
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■ “Balancing Advocacy and Inquiry: Changing the Pattern of Conversation”

■ “Exploring Each Other’s Thinking: The Ladder of Inference”

■ “Coaching Your Team through Breakdowns”

■ “The Art of Listening”

■ “Negotiating to Achieve Intended Results”

Using refl ective skills. Th e higher you rise on the organizational ladder, 
the less likely it is that you will get honest feedback about the impact of your 
behavior and decisions on others lower down. Th is limitation means that it 
is even more important to be self-refl ective. Develop a habit of periodically 
stepping back to refl ect on data and decisions and the impact they have on 
others (clients and employees) and on the organization as a whole. If staff  are 
reluctant to give you constructive feedback, work hard to cultivate the kind 
of relationship that builds trust and show people that you actually use their 
feedback to change your ways. Help your team become more refl ective as 
well, so that you can learn from your experiences and do things better in the 
future.

In addition to the exercises noted above, the handbook toolkit offers several 
exercises that help to improve communication and have productive conversations. 
These include “Giving Useful Feedback,” “Reflecting on Communication: The ORID 
Method,” and “Coaching to Support Others.”

leading and managing practices at level three

With the third-level transition, your ability to look far beyond your immedi-
ate context is important. You will need to rely on your second-level managers 
to directly lead and manage teams so that you can focus your energy on the 
larger issues in the internal and external environments. Just as your supervi-
sor will need to support you in learning how to function eff ectively in this 
larger context, you will need to support managers at the level below you to 
help them provide leadership and support to their teams. Table 10 presents 
practices that will help you succeed in this role.

signs of derailment

At each higher level, derailment has more profound infl uences on the orga-
nization as a whole. Dealing with management and leadership shortcomings 
at higher levels becomes increasingly diffi  cult and political agendas are more 
likely to interfere. If people fi nd it diffi  cult to confront managers who derail 
at lower levels, the fact that they have moved up over the years has given the 
wrong signals, making it much more diffi  cult to face these challenges later. 
Yet the stakes are much higher.

Essential skills 
for third-level 
managers

Seek honest 
feedback
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t a b l e  10 Key leading and managing practices 
 for the third-level manager

Practice What to do

Scanning
Focusing
Planning

■ Take a broad view of the all the developments (political, 
technical/technological, socioeconomic) that positively or 
negatively affect the services you are providing and the 
health of the population.

■ Immerse yourself in new areas of responsibility that are 
unfamiliar or not in your fi eld of expertise.

■ Know the needs and concerns of key stakeholders who 
infl uence, receive, or affect your services.

■ Identify overall strategic priorities for the program, 
leaving adaptation to local conditions to be decided by the 
appropriate level.

■ Use data to identify challenges, and identify resources and 
actions to address them.

Aligning
Mobilizing
Organizing
Implementing

■ Work on interorganizational or national task forces and 
committees to expand your knowledge of other groups’ 
perspectives and your network of relationships.

■ Meet periodically with peers to see the totality of the 
organization’s efforts and to exchange information and 
receive feedback.

■ Look for new funding sources.
■ Shift resources as priorities change or new opportunities 

arise.
■ Intervene when program implementation appears to be 

blocked.

Inspiring
Monitoring
Evaluating

■ Support lower-level managers by helping them see the 
cultural and business contexts in which initiatives for 
change take place.

■ Recommend promotions for lower-level managers or 
provide other rewards for good leadership and sound 
management.

■ Show leadership maturity in interactions.
■ Show humility. (Acknowledge when you don’t know, and 

invite and accept feedback from staff.)
■ Track program progress and refl ect on progress and 

setbacks with others.
■ Share successes and failures with affected parties and 

learn from the experience.
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Signs of derailment at the third level

■ An obsession with showing that one’s program (district, region) is 
responsible for improved health indicators (rather than sharing the 
credit)

■ The tendency to point the fi nger at others for mistakes, absolving 
oneself and one’s team from blame

■ Favoritism toward a particular unit in one’s program

■ Signs of short-term thinking and an operational rather than strategic 
mindset

■ The tendency to ignore or ridicule organizational policies, compliance 
requirements, programs, needs, and procedures

■ A tendency to isolate oneself from contact with the people who do the 
work (in the fi eld)

■ Signifi cant turnover of staff and low morale

■ Poor communication with stakeholders

■ Lack of trust in others, leading to doing work oneself, and 
maintenance of strict control

■ A tendency to overdelegate, combined with poor control systems

■ Satisfaction with or use of superfi cial or self-serving assessments and 
analyses to guide the team’s work

■ Unwillingness to acknowledge personal weaknesses and accept 
coaching or support

■ Inability to see one’s role in causing serious organizational problems
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Leading and managing at the top: Level Four

“I am conscious that being a leader is not an end in itself, but a role whose 
purpose is to transform society.”

—eduardo javier baldomar
consejo de salud rur al andino, bolivia

In this transition, you become the head of the organization or of the per-
manent staff  of the ministry. You now carry the ultimate accountability and 
responsibility for the current reputation and ongoing success (or failure) of 
the organization, and, in the public sector, for progress toward fulfi lling your 
country’s health agenda. Th is is a very visible position. People look to you for 
answers, even if you don’t have them. Th e lives of many people depend on you, 
either for their health care needs or for employment, or both.

a distant time horizon

You are now responsible for the organization’s success well into the future. In 
the public sector, you carry the heavy responsibility for ensuring that your 
country’s population is healthy—that adults can actively engage in economic 
production; that children can fully engage in education; and that the old, poor, 
and infi rm are properly cared for. If you manage an HIV/AIDS program, you 
need to be able to think 20 years ahead and do this thinking together with 
other ministries, organizations, and groups that have a stake in battling the 
pandemic.

If in your previous position your time horizon was fi ve years, this per-
spective represents a signifi cant jump. It is one that is hard to operationalize, 
because few people think this far into the future, so there are few models. 
In the public sector, such a long-term view stands in stark contrast to the 
usual four- or fi ve-year election cycles and the short-term mindset of political 
parties. Th is sort of expansive and long-term thinking in the public sector 
exemplifi es a rare act of leadership. Th ose who manage to transcend narrow 
party politics and short-term interests are truly top-level leaders, who tend 
to attract a broad constellation of followers that oft en reaches beyond the 
boundaries of their country.

a shift in priorities

You now have to pay attention to the success of all the diff erent divisions and all the diff erent divisions and all
programs that comprise your organization or ministry and do everything you 
can to help them be successful. Th is does not mean insisting on results from 

Responsibilities 
of fourth-
level leaders
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the work groups that these managers lead, because that is their responsibil-their responsibil-their
ity. For some people this shift  is diffi  cult, because they are so used to holding 
groups accountable for results. Instead, you have to make sure that the senior 
managers who report to you are all fi rst-class managers who lead and that, 
when they are ready to move on or up, there are good replacements waiting 
in the pipeline. Th e success of those managers will largely make or break your 
organization and, therefore, should be of great concern to you.

relationships and the precariousness of trust

Leaders at the top are responsible for cultivating and maintaining good work-
ing relationships with key stakeholders. In the private sector, as the chief exec-
utive your relationship with the board of directors is of critical importance. 
Th e board is there both to look aft er the well-being of the organization and 
to help you do well, by giving you advice and feedback, and opening doors 
to opportunities that you could not tap into on your own. If you have chosen 
your board members well and established a relationship with them that is 
marked by respect, honesty, and a commitment to the mission of the organi-
zation, the entire organization will benefi t from the combined expertise of its 
members. Cultivate such a relationship; it will be one of your greatest assets.

In the public sector, as the most senior civil servant in your ministry, you 
are the bridge between the people appointed to lead your ministry and the 
ministry’s permanent staff . Political appointees come with political agendas, 
which may or may not match the objectives that you and your staff  have been 

Trust-breakers

Leaders can lose others’ trust by:

■ sending inconsistent messages;

■ applying inconsistent standards;

■ not intervening when there are problems with particular managers;

■ providing false feedback;

■ not trusting others;

■ ignoring elephants in the parlor (issues that everyone knows about 
but that cannot be discussed openly);

■ accepting rumors as fact and allowing rumors to thrive without 
getting enough objective information to straighten out the facts;

■ not being concerned about consistent underperformance by the 
organization.

Source: Based on “The Enemies of Trust” by Robert M. Galford and Anne Seibold 
Drapeau, Harvard Business Review, Feb. 2003.

Keep the 
pipeline fi lled 
with new 
leaders

Engage with 
the board of 
directors
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pursuing for the last few years. Your job is to manage the relationship between 
these two major constituencies and set the tone for constructive dialogue and 
productive outcomes. You need to watch out for the eff ects of politically moti-
vated criticism and at the same time use the change at the top as an oppor-
tunity to improve performance. You have to know how to translate public 
health realities into politically acceptable strategies and translate politically 
motivated changes into actions that contribute to, rather than distract from, 
delivering better health care to the people.

Leaders in both sectors are highly visible at this level. Everything you 
say and do will be scrutinized and possibly given more meaning than you 
intended. You will fi nd that the trust you painstakingly built while working 
at lower levels can be shattered in an instant and that rebuilding that trust is 
as hard as putting a broken egg back together. But preserving trust is actually 
not that diffi  cult if you pay attention to how trust can be broken.

tasks of the top-level manager

If you have been responsible until now for one particular function, such as 
hospital administration, district health management, preventive services, 
laboratories, or a particular geographical region, you now have to consider 
all regions, all specialties, and all functions. In short, you are responsible for 
the entire organization, ministry, or government agency. Th is means that you 
have to learn about everything that aff ects the business you are in, namely 
that of delivering on promises about health and access to services. You also 
need to have some understanding of all the support functions that have a 
bearing on your mandate, such as marketing, public relations, fi nance, and 
human resource management.

Anticipating changes and trends becomes one of your key responsibilities. 
You need to prepare the organization for the future so that it can keep pace 
with the trends, and change organizational strategies if they are heading the 
organization in the wrong direction. Your thinking has to become truly mul-
tidimensional, not focusing on any one strategy but on a portfolio of strate-
gies that, together, fulfi ll all aspects of the organization’s mission. Although 
strategic thinking should not be new to you at this stage, it is more complex 
than thinking through strategies for a particular program or a particular 
region or area of expertise.

critical skills at the top level

Th e skills needed at the senior level include all the skills of the other levels, as 
well as skills in modeling a healthy work climate and encouraging productiv-
ity and excellence.

Understand 
all parts of 
the business

A portfolio 
of strategies 
for the future

Foster 
relationships 
in the public 
sector
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Demonstrating belief in self and others. Th is is the fundamental belief in 
your own worth, the worth of others, and your belief in the inherent desire 
of all human beings to make a contribution. When top-level leaders hold 
this belief, it empowers employees to produce extraordinary results. Recog-
nize and develop potential in yourself and others by being optimistic, car-
ing, trustworthy, and humble. Always be on the lookout for young talent and 
coach others so that they may further develop their talents.

Fostering interdependence. Interdependence is the deep understanding 
of one’s own interconnectedness to others in the larger web of life. Th e suc-
cess of top-level leadership depends on recognizing that organizations are by 
nature interdependent networks. At the top level, you need to know when and 
how to use collaborative processes to facilitate group learning and decision-
making, and be comfortable working across professional, national, gender, 
and ethnic boundaries.

Try to resist succumbing to stereotypes or false judgments. Learn to listen 
to the interests and concerns that are oft en hidden behind position statements, 
verify whether your judgments are correct, then focus on those concerns that 
you can address.

For a helpful exercise, please see “The Art of Listening” in the handbook toolkit.

Modeling integrity and authenticity. More than anyone else, leaders at 
the very top set the tone by acting out the values and displaying the behav-
ior expected of employees up and down the organization. Unless you model 
integrity and authenticity, your words will hold little meaning. Th is requires 
that you be as open and honest in your communications as you can be without 
betraying confi dences and pay attention to what you say and do. If you preach 
honesty and transparency, be honest and transparent. If you want others to 
be frugal, be frugal yourself. If you ask for accountability, be accountable.

Assume that everything you say about someone or some organization will 
eventually reach the people about whom you spoke. It is a much better strat-
egy to talk to people directly so that you can make sure your message is com-
municated correctly. If it is a diffi  cult conversation to have now, imagine what 
it would be like aft er the message reached them indirectly (and presumably, 
somewhat altered). If you want loyalty and trustworthiness in others, be loyal 
and trustworthy yourself.

Using authority wisely. Given their power to aff ect people’s lives, it is cru-
cial that top-level leaders use their authority with the common good in mind. 
Using authority wisely is especially important when there is confl ict. It is a 
common organizational practice in tense or confl icted situations to bypass 
lower-level supervisors to solve problems or use one’s power to deal with 
messy situations. It is an easy trap to fall into, especially if a problem appears 
easy to solve from your vantage point. But by solving the problem yourself 
you undercut the manager whose job it was to manage or resolve the confl ict 
and undermine her success in managing future confl icts. Instead, help her be 
prepared to solve problems on her own.

Organizations 
are complex 
networks

Model 
integrity and 
authenticity 
in your actions
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Being a systems thinker. Systems thinking skills refer to the whole system 
and the interaction of its parts. Systems thinking is the ability to look for con-
nections between seemingly isolated events and to understand the patterns of 
those events. Understanding these invisible connections helps you anticipate 
not just the intended consequences of a change but also possible unintended 
consequences. Th is is a critical skill for policymakers.

You are also responsible for designing eff ective systems and processes that 
enable people to carry out their work eff ectively. Process skills are one sub-
set of system skills: understanding that how you do something has an eff ect 
on the results. “Seeing” the systems can help you understand better how the 
organizational culture and work climate aff ect performance and how features 
of the management systems and external environment shape staff  attitudes 
and motivation.

Being a strategic thinker. Strategic thinking is not a new skill at this level, 
but it now has to pervade how you approach any organizational challenge 
or crisis. Look forward by trying to peek beyond the horizon, read widely, 
and talk with experts in various fi elds to help you discern trends and future 
challenges. Th en try to get a good sense of your organization’s strengths and 
weaknesses and convene a group of good thinkers and practical realists to see 
how you can best position yourselves in ways that respond eff ectively, and in 
a sustainable way, to a changing environment.

leading and managing practices at the top level

Demands on your time are high at the top level. Many more people from 
inside and outside the organization will need to meet with you. You will need 
to be profi cient in all the leading and managing practices (see Table 11) and 
comfortable with working through managers who are leading at other lev-
els in order to achieve results. Your status in the organization increases your 
infl uence on the work environment and the impact your values and work 
style have on others. As a role model, you will be scrutinized, so practicing 
transparency, honesty, and integrity will reinforce organizational values and 
inspire others to do the same.

signs of derailment

Derailment at this level has a direct impact on people’s lives. Chief execu-
tives in the private sector who have derailed have dragged their organiza-
tions down with them, sometimes destroying their employees’ livelihoods 
and even their savings. In the public sector, executives who derail can undo 
years of work, prompt a brain drain of good people, compromise program 
performance at all levels, and create cynicism and ill will among major devel-
opment partners.

Anticipate the 
consequences 
of changes
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In all cases, the consequences are disastrous and have ripple eff ects far 
beyond the immediate stakeholders. At the same time, bringing attention 
to derailment at this level requires tremendous courage from the board or 
carries considerable political cost for senior administration offi  cials. It might 
have been prevented if derailment had been recognized earlier on. Still, it is 
always better to recognize derailment before the damage can no longer be 
undone.

t a b l e  11 Key leading and managing practices 
  for the top-level manager

Practice What to do

Scanning
Focusing
Planning

■ Spend time with each of your senior team members and 
learn as much as possible from them about their goals, 
dreams, how people work, what obstacles they run into, 
and what relationships they have with other programs.

■ Maintain a broad network of contacts across different 
sectors, countries, and professional groups.

■ Scan the professional literature, skim reports, or 
have others produce digests, and fi nd ways to attend 
professional meetings and international conferences.

■ Talk with participants in training events, visit health 
centers, meet the people your organization serves, and 
listen to their concerns.

■ Identify with your top team the three to fi ve issues of 
strategic importance that your organization needs to 
address in the next decade.

■ Address critical challenges for your organization now and 
in the near future.

■ Pay attention to imbalances in your organization and 
establish taskforces to study the issues.

Aligning
Mobilizing
Organizing
Implementing

■ Make sure your organization is represented in 
multidisciplinary and multisectoral taskforces so that 
health concerns are addressed.

■ Look for new donors and supporters outside the usual 
places.

■ Pretest important decisions and major change initiatives 
by running them by a group of trusted advisors.

■ Maintain your relationships and participation in multiple 
networks.

Inspiring
Monitoring
Evaluating

■ Create a work environment that inspires people to put 
forth their best efforts.

■ Act with integrity, be humble, and learn to say “I don’t 
know” and “I will get back to you.”

■ Check how you are doing from time to time by asking 
people whom you know will give you honest feedback.

■ Share results and celebrate accomplishments.
■ Articulate what you are learning and apply it to new 

situations.

Consequences 
of derailment 
at the top
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Signs of derailment at the top level

■ Uninspired communication with employees or stakeholders outside 
the organization, especially people from different backgrounds

■ Inability to shift perspective from a particular technical focus (e.g., 
fi nancial, clinical, evaluation) to focusing on the good of the whole 
organization

■ Inability to put together a strong team or hire strong people outside 
one’s area of expertise

■ Diffi culty with or resistance to grasping the implications of 
sustainability—the fi nancial, the programmatic, and organizational 
elements—or focusing on one element over the others

■ Time management problems (inability to let go of tactical issues, 
putting out fi res without trusting or supporting the team to handle its 
own problems)

■ Ignoring one’s role as custodian of the culture of the organization by 
engaging in unethical actions or actions that compromise long-term 
organizational health, such as squandering reserves or endangering 
the organization’s reputation and stakeholders’ goodwill

■ Little awareness of unspoken norms and of the impact of one’s 
behavior on others

■ Self-imposed isolation from receiving useful feedback from staff (or 
maintaining a culture in which this is not encouraged)

■ Low priority of “soft issues” that are not directly linked to business 
results
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Transitions at the very top: Succession management

“Succession planning is perpetuating the enterprise by filling the pipeline with 
high-performing people to assure that every leadership level has an abundance 
of these performers to draw from, both now and in the future.”

—r am char an et al .
the leadership pipeline

Because of the infl uence top managers and leaders have on the entire orga-
nization or ministry, top-level leadership transition is of critical importance. 
If organizations pay attention to leadership transitions at all levels, managers 
who lead will emerge with a higher level of competence at each transition—
thereby fi lling the pipeline with several strong candidates for the top position. 
Th is leadership pipeline serves the entire organization and reduces the need 
to go outside to fi nd a suitable replacement for the top executive.

In the absence of a properly fi lled leadership pipeline—a reality in many 
organizations—the leadership transition at the top can be a traumatic expe-
rience, especially if the outgoing leader is the founder. Elements of owner-
ship, a deep emotional attachment to the organization, and the fusion of the 
founder’s identity with that of the organization tend to compound the task of 
fi nding a successor, who has the impossible task of striking out in new ways, 
while at the same time preserving some of the old ways. In the public sector, 
political considerations create an equally diffi  cult situation.

For additional resources on how to manage and lead leadership transitions at the 
very top, please refer to “Planning for Leadership Succession” and “Avoiding Common 
Mistakes in Recruiting New Leaders” in the handbook toolkit.

Creating a leadership culture

“Participatory management begins with the potential of people.”
—max de pree

leadership is an art

Th e experience of a leadership transition at the top brings into focus the issue 
of “growing” talent from within or “buying” new talent from the outside. Th e 
trauma or disturbance of succession management can trigger new organiza-
tional commitment to building and maintaining a pipeline of managers who 
lead—a pipeline that is kept full and fl owing at all times. Th is commitment 
means that managers at all levels are taught, coached, and rewarded for lead-
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ing their teams to produce results and for paying full attention to the needs 
and concerns of the stakeholders who depend on those results.

Organizations that want to foster such a leadership culture need to pay 
attention to and encourage transitions at all levels, even the fi rst one, which 
oft en goes unnoticed. It is possible to develop and nurture a leadership mind-
set among managers and staff  at all levels. If top executives cultivate the com-
mitment of all their staff  to the organization’s values and principles, the tent 
will not collapse when the central pole is taken out. In this way, leadership 
can pass into the hands of a new generation that is fully prepared and brings 
fresh views, perspectives, and energy to the evolving challenges.

Three dimensions of managing leadership succession 
in the private sector

Whether a change in leadership at the top is imminent, being contemplated, 
or sudden, there are always three dimensions at play: a personal, an 
organizational, and a cultural dimension.

The personal dimension. The founder or long-term leader may be so strongly 
attached to the organization that it is nearly impossible to let go, since her 
identity is fused with the identity of the organization. If there is no strong, 
credible second and third tier of executives, staff or the key stakeholders 
may not want the former leader to retire, doubting that anyone is ready to 
take over. When a new leader eventually comes on board, he will need both 
the blessing of the outgoing leader and to be seen as competent in his own 
right, as he charts an organizational course that may be quite different.

The cultural dimension. The new leader needs to understand the culture 
of the organization as well as the wider cultural environment in which 
the organization operates and be able to play a bridging role between 
the two. For example, where the organizational culture is energetic and 
entrepreneurial, and the organization needs to negotiate its affairs with 
slower government bureaucracies, the organization should fi nd a leader who 
demonstrates an understanding of those contrasting needs. This dimension 
is easier to navigate for an internal candidate than for an outsider. The 
incoming new leader must immerse herself deeply in the culture before 
trying to change it, especially if she is following in the footsteps of a popular 
and well-respected leader.

The organizational dimension. As the principal governing mechanism 
of many organizations, boards of directors play a critical role—as 
policymakers, evaluators, advocates, and resource mobilizers. To stay 
on track in a leadership transition, an organization needs a board that is 
engaged with staff and the outgoing chief executive in the search for the 
best possible replacement. Board members can also support a culture of 
leadership development by putting the topic on the agenda, even when an 
immediate transition is not planned.
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Questions to consider on . . .

Moving up the leadership ladder
Considering your current level. Think about transitions have you made in 
your work life. Can you identify which level your current position mostly 
resembles?

Reflecting on shifts you have made. When you last made a transition, did 
you notice you had to make a shift in time horizon, priorities, relationships, 
and tasks? If you did, which ones were easiest for you to handle and which 
ones were most diffi cult? If you didn’t, looking back some time later, can 
you see some shifts that you should have made but didn’t? Have there been 
any consequences because these shifts didn’t happen?

Preparing others for transitions. How are you supporting people who report 
to you to prepare them for a role that is appropriate for their level?

Recognizing signs of derailment. Which of the signs of derailment do you 
recognize in others? In yourself?

Keeping staff on track. Review the signs of derailment for the level of 
manager that is below you. Can you see any of these signs in your staff? If 
so, what do you plan to do about it?

Keeping the pipeline full. Is your organization’s pipeline fi lled with people 
who have good management and leadership potential? If yes, how does the 
organization keep it moving? If no, what needs to change about the ways 
you currently groom future leaders and managers?

Planning for leadership succession. How is your organization planning for 
eventual leadership transitions at the top?
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Reorienting roles in the health system

“. . . the territorial and political subdivisions of the State shall enjoy 
genuine and meaningful local autonomy to enable them to attain their 
fullest development as self-reliant communities and make them more 
effective partners in the attainment of national goals.” 

—philippines local government code of 1991

Broad changes in the health system have created new challenges for 

managers. Th ree far-reaching changes over the past decade have 

altered how countries provide and fi nance health services. First, cen-

tral governments are moving away from providing services toward overseeing 

health care and fi nancing health services through health insurance. Second, 

ministries of health are decentralizing their health systems, so that provinces, 

districts, and nongovernmental organizations make decisions about health 

interventions and service mix. Th ird, demand for health services, especially 

services related to HIV/AIDS, is rising.

Th ese changing conditions mean that you need to examine the role your 

level plays in the delivery of health care. Th is chapter looks at how your level’s 

role has to change within the structure of the health system in order to sup-

port and achieve improvements in the health of local populations.

Th is chapter will help you:

■ understand relationships among the district, middle, and central 

levels;

■ become a leader in local health care, if you work at the district level;

■ move from director to steward, if you operate at the central level;

■ balance national goals with local needs, if you work at the middle 

level;

■ promote phased changes in the health system and negotiate new 

roles among levels.

5
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Understanding relationships among the health system’s levels

“Leadership is about understanding the way people and organizations behave, 
about creating and strengthening relationships, about building commitment, 
about establishing a group identity, and about adapting behavior to increase 
effectiveness.”

—manfred kets de vries
“organizations on the couch”

If the national health system is undergoing signifi cant reform, it is critical 

that you understand the new realities that such change oft en brings. When 

you do, you will be able adapt your group’s role to handle the challenges of 

this change. Studies of the eff ects of decentralization (Aitken 1999, Bryant 

1999, Kolehmainen-Aitken 1997, Pillay 2000, Stover 1997) in numerous coun-

tries as diff erent as Haiti and the Philippines have frequently revealed that:

■ employees lose their morale;

■ health services are disrupted for signifi cant periods of time;

■ the fi nancial burden increases for local government or individual 

users of the system;

■ the general population loses confi dence in the system;

■ national health indicators plummet.

Processes that supported service delivery are oft en undermined by turmoil 

and unintended side eff ects of reform such as mistrust, turf battles, unco-

ordinated or mismatched resource fl ows, increased inequities between rich 

and poor areas, and local political pressures that shift  resources away from 

national health priorities. If these sound familiar, they represent your biggest 

challenges. How can you and your team change your relationships with other 

levels and coordinate roles across the system to improve the situation?

reorient the health system to promote 
the health of populations

Understanding the attributes of a good health system is an important fi rst 

step to reshaping your group’s role in a reformed health system. Th e widely 

accepted attributes of a well-functioning health system (Charoenparij et al., 

1999, p. 6) include:

■ orientation toward health rather than disease;

Unintended 
side effects of 
health sector 
reform
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■ equity, quality, and effi  ciency;

■ decentralization of decision-making;

■ accountability and transparency;

■ active participation by the population;

■ collaboration between the public and the private sectors in produc-

ing health services.

Regardless of their original intent, decentralization and health sector 

reform can improve service quality, access, and demand for services—and, 

in turn, improve providers’ response to client demand. Envision the kind of 

health system that has strong local participation and equity, while also serv-

ing clients’ needs. Figure 10 illustrates the massive shift  in mindset that man-

agers must embrace to support a health system, or nongovernmental organi-

zation, that is oriented toward supporting health services that exist to help 

individuals, families, and communities maintain their health. Th ese services 

can diff er from community to community and, if well designed, be quite cost-

eff ective. Because they refl ect local populations’ needs, these services can pro-

mote the health of those populations.

A system driven by local needs can become unstable unless it establishes 

strong safeguards at other levels. Each level has to provide the supports 

f i g u r e  10 Shifting the health system to serve local needs
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Reorienting  a health system toward the local level turns the traditional organizational 
pyramid upside down and changes the way staff need to think and work.
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needed to empower the level above, so that service providers can focus on 

addressing the health needs of the local population. Th is means that district 

health managers, with district administrators and local politicians, need to 

decide what mix of health services will serve their local communities and 

mobilize resources for delivering these services. Th e central level must bal-

ance or stabilize the entire health system (or organization) by establishing a 

strong policy and legal framework that supports equitable and essential pre-

ventive and curative services.

Th is new orientation gives organizational power a new meaning. Under the 

former orientation, managers thought of power only as control over resources. 

Th e new orientation helps managers expand the meaning to include the power 

to support. Th is frees them to focus on relationships between people as a 

source of power (power “with” instead of power “over”).

Like the former health system, the new one represented by the inverted pyr-

amid is composed of the public, private for-profi t, and private not-for-profi t 

sectors (Figure 11). To make eff ective use of available resources and expertise, 

the central Ministry of Health can expand the policy and legal platform and 

integrate these sectors as partners in the government-funded, decentralized 

health system.

f i g u r e  11 Sectors of the health system

POLICY AND LEGAL PLATFORM

PRIVATE
FOR-

PROFIT

PUBLIC PRIVATE
NOT-FOR-

PROFIT

The policy and legal platform integrates these sectors as partners.

support local services

To refocus on local needs, managers at all levels of the health system need to 

support local services that refl ect both national public health priorities and 

local health needs and interests. Table 12 summarizes the roles of each level. 

Note that many countries establish a regional or provincial health offi  ce as 

an extension of the Ministry of Health during health sector reform. If this 

middle level does not exist, these responsibilities belong to the central level.

Th e following sections explore these new roles at the district, central, and 

middle levels and examine specifi c leading and managing practices and pri-

ority actions you can initiate at each level. Once you develop a consensus 

on the challenges that exist at your level, you will be able to identify which 

actions make sense for your context.

Organizational 
power from 
supportive 
relationships

Roles that 
support 
national 
priorities and 
local needs
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Leading local health services: The district level

“Diversity, complexity, creativity and adaptability will be the greatest at 
the local level with an appropriate minimum of regulation to enable the 
individuals to know what the rules are and what is happening, so that they 
can collaborate creatively.”

—robert chambers
whose reality counts

Increasingly, the level nearest to local communities is accountable for provid-

ing the services and information that people need to maintain their health. 

In some countries, this level is the district and municipality. In others, it may 

be one level removed (such as the region or province). As you reorient the 

role your level plays in the system, it is important to accept that you are no 

longer simply the implementer of ministry directives. Now you need to make 

strategic choices in order to serve many needs with limited resources. Deter-

mine what services your populations need most and how to improve access 

to, coverage, and quality of these services.

t a b l e  12 Roles that support effective local health services

Level Roles

District Lead local health services by:
■ empowering local communities and program staff to 

mobilize and apply local and national resources to address 
specifi c health care needs in their area;

■ mobilizing new kinds of resources, especially at the 
community level, to support often underfunded health care 
services;

■ instilling ownership, responsibility, and accountability for 
deciding on local health care objectives and for designing, 
delivering, and monitoring health care services at the 
district level.

Middle Balance national health care goals with specifi c local health 
needs by:
■ advocating for health care needs and actions at the local 

level;
■ respecting national priorities and standards.

Central Become stewards of the health system by:
■ overseeing the delivery of essential services;
■ maintaining national standards and policies for the 

implementation and quality of services;
■ ensuring equity among regions or provinces.
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assume responsibility for health impact

Experiences worldwide indicate that the district level will achieve results if it 

takes responsibility for:

■ planning and managing health services to meet local needs while 

following national policies;

■ deploying and using program staff  as effi  ciently as possible to meet 

local needs and priorities;

■ procuring drugs according to national guidelines where the local 

level has this authority;

■ monitoring and evaluating the delivery of local services to ensure 

quality, impact, and responsiveness to local needs and conditions;

■ facilitating community participation in planning, prioritizing, moni-

toring, and delivering services.

focus on local needs

To reorient toward addressing the specifi c needs of your local populations, 

you will need to lead a shift  in focus. As the Director of Human Resources 

from Nicaragua’s Ministry of Health stated, “Health offi  cials at the munici-

pality level now need to make decisions without their provincial- or central-

level bosses standing around. Th ey need to take risks where they didn’t take 

risks before.” In other words, where you used to take direction from other 

levels, you now take responsibility for local services and local providers. Table 

13 lists the kinds of shift s that managers at this level need to bring about, and 

what you need to do diff erently.

apply key practices to tailor services to local needs

To make decisions that will result in an appropriate mix of cost-eff ective ser-

vices, the district level will need to apply leading and managing practices. At 

this level, you need to:

■ scan to understand local needs by studying data, visiting, and listen-

ing;

■ plan with the community to address local challenges by setting pri-

orities;

Take 
responsibility 
for local 
services and 
providers
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■ organize services responsive to the health needs of clients and local 

populations by making the best use of available resources;

■ align local stakeholders and mobilize resources by discussing their 

stake in your success;

■ “manage up and across” to align other levels and sectors by request-

ing support and fi nding areas in which to collaborate;

■ inspire local commitment by producing results and sustaining own-

ership.

Scan to understand local populations’ needs. Ask yourself and others:

■ What are the important morbidity and mortality patterns in your 

district?

t a b l e  13 Shifts in focus at the district level

If the district level used to . . . . . . the district level should now . . .

Respond to central-level requests to 
develop operational plans to implement 
the national package of services

Think strategically and facilitate 
participatory exercises to rally staff 
around current and anticipated local 
challenges

Comply with unchanging, uniform 
national delivery models

Allocate human and fi nancial resources 
based on local needs and local plans

Utilize staff assigned by the central level Employ, train, and evaluate staff locally, 
based on national guidelines

Assume it has the last word on local 
health-related issues

Understand that health has many 
types of stakeholders with valid 
concerns and interests

Ignore local politicians and community 
leaders, and seek support from other 
levels in the health system instead

Build local political coalitions for 
health and promote local ownership to 
sustain efforts

Adhere to (or quietly ignore) policies, 
fragmented or inconsistent standards, 
and norms for service provision that 
create problems at the local level

Discuss with regional or central 
authorities and lawmakers the changes 
in centrally developed policies, norms, 
and standards that would increase 
local effectiveness

Provide program and fi nancial 
information to the middle and central 
levels

Review program and fi nancial 
information with local community and 
staff and adjust services

React to emergencies and call on higher 
levels to fi x problems

Anticipate emergencies and empower 
staff to deal with them

Have a passive or reactive stance toward 
development partners, that is, donors 
and nongovernmental organizations 
with development projects

Bring the local programs of 
development partners in line with the 
local health agenda
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■ Given the country’s essential public health needs, what services 

would have the most impact on the health of your district’s popula-

tion?

■ What services can be most effi  ciently and eff ectively provided with 

the resources available?

■ How must these services be provided to be used appropriately?

To answer these questions, you will need to examine existing data and 

visit district facilities and communities. Take a look at local data from demo-

graphic, epidemiological, market research, sociological, and anthropological 

sources. Focus especially on signifi cant public health problems in your area 

and consider how your area’s health needs match or diverge from national 

priorities or local interests.

Talk to staff  in your health service delivery sites and in the communities 

about the challenges they see. Also assess the systems that support the dis-

trict’s health service delivery sites, such as facility supervision, supply distri-

bution, in-service training, information systems, fi nancial management, and 

district-level planning. For this assessment, you will need to work with pro-

vincial managers. When you compare all health facilities in your district, you 

can see which ones are the weakest and may need more attention, support, 

Resources for scanning local health services and community health

Management of performance improvement (MPI). MPI is an approach 
adapted from WHO’s district team problem-solving methodology to link 
public health problems with effective interventions. See the issue of The 
Manager, “Managing Performance Improvement of Decentralized Health 
Services” (MSH 2004).

Service delivery management and assessment (SDMA) protocol. The SDMA, 
which was developed in Haiti, provides a detailed form and process for 
collecting data about the management systems and health services of 
service delivery organizations (MSH 2004). Data from the assessment are 
used to create an action plan, including plans for training, rehabilitation of 
facilities, technical assistance, procurement of high-priority supplies and 
equipment, and monitoring.

Functional service delivery point (FSDP). The FSDP is a framework that 
helps managers plan, implement, monitor, and upgrade health services so 
that all the elements needed to deliver high-quality services are present 
simultaneously. These elements include trained and motivated personnel, 
adequate infrastructure, a referral system, information about clients and 
the community, and medicines, equipment, and supplies. See the issue 
of The Manager, “Achieving Functional HIV/AIDS Services through Strong 
Community and Management Support” (MSH 2002).

Use local data 
to assess 
local needs
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or resources. One way you can help weaker facilities is to organize visits to 

better-performing facilities. Staff  can learn from each other and develop con-

nections with the expertise that exists within the district.

As part of your scanning, read policy documents and central offi  ce direc-

tives to make sure you understand and respect the larger context of health 

sector reforms. Inform yourself about the current use of local resources and 

interests of local stakeholders.

Focus and plan to address local challenges with community involve-
ment. You can use all this information to think strategically about local 

health needs and priorities and to identify your challenges. Th is process 

will help you determine which challenges you must address, which you can 

address immediately with the resources in hand, and which another group 

can address, with or without your support.

When you plan district health services, invite key stakeholders to partici-

pate. Consider engaging political and community leaders, current and poten-

tial clients, groups for specifi c interests, health insurance programs, and pro-

gram staff . Wide community involvement is the only way to secure broad 

ownership of a plan and commitment to its implementation.

Once you have agreed on strategic choices, fi nd ways to fi t available resources 

(such as the location and types of services, facilities, personnel, equipment, 

commodities, and supplies) to these choices. If you manage a clinic, clinic 

network, or hospital, analyze costs and revenues to see how services can be 

redesigned and inputs adjusted to reduce costs, increase revenues, and pro-

vide the funds to cross-subsidize less profi table public health services. Th e 

monitoring and evaluation systems you develop will help you determine the 

impact of changes in services and indicate whether you need to make adjust-

ments.

To improve the quality of services at service sites, motivate clinic staff  who 

neglect persistent problems to take responsibility for addressing them. For 

example, low utilization of services and client dissatisfaction can oft en be 

addressed by challenging clinic staff  to improve at least one area that con-

cerns clients. Don’t overlook the importance of coaching health center man-

agers and training them in teamwork, work planning, and the use of informa-

tion systems. People develop their leadership skills when you challenge them 

and provide adequate feedback and support.

Align local stakeholders and mobilize resources. A plan that responds 

to local needs does not necessarily generate the commitment and stimulate 

the energy of all stakeholders. Align your stakeholders by communicating 

your plans to groups that were not originally involved in creating the plan. 

Use existing local channels of communication, such as women’s groups, mar-

ketplaces, village councils, schools, parent-teacher organizations, and rural 

radio. Educate the communities you serve about taking responsibility for 

their health and using health services to prevent illness and restore health. 

Gather private industries (including private providers and insurance com-

Meet with key 
stakeholders

Fit resources 
to plans

Challenge 
and coach 
clinic staff
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panies), media, religious institutions, and nongovernmental organizations in 

your area to discuss their stake in a strong local health system.

Many of your resources will come from local sources. You may be sur-

prised to fi nd that you can mobilize diverse resources locally that will further 

your local health goals. Don’t rely on the power of other levels, however, to 

advocate for local support. Th is can backfi re by creating expectations that are 

beyond your control and may cause diffi  culties later.

Manage relationships to align other levels and sectors. Some of your 

challenges will require regional or even central-level support. Show how you 

will use the resources or expertise by pointing out the diff erence they will 

make. Be as specifi c as you can, stating, for example, “If we had X, we could 

do Y, and that would result in Z. Here is why. . . .” Look for ways to integrate 

with local-level representatives from other ministries, such as education, agri-

culture, public works, labor, or social services. Identify areas of mutual con-

cern, such as transportation, and then show how each group would benefi t 

from working together and pooling resources, for instance, by doing joint 

assessments or sharing cars when making fi eld visits.

Inspire local commitment. Reform eff orts can be derailed by public cyni-

cism about resource fl ows and power. When people see no impact, they lose 

confi dence in your ability to bring about change. Your health program can, 

however, achieve lasting success if all stakeholders become deeply committed 

Tools for improving the management of health facilities

Analyzing costs and revenues

The Cost and Revenue Analysis Tool (CORE). CORE helps managers of clinics 
analyze their costs and revenues service by service. They can also examine 
how their costs and revenues would be affected by changes in prices, staff 
utilization, service volume, and service mix (MSH 1998).

The Hospital Cost Allocation Tool (HOSPICAL). HOSPICAL offers hospital 
administrators and fi nancial and department managers a tool for 
assessing service department costs before, during, and after the allocation 
of administrative, ancillary, and support costs in order to improve 
performance (Newbrander and Lewis 2001).

Improving clinic management

Client-Oriented Provider-Efficient (COPE). COPE is a process that service 
providers can use to build consensus and address challenges in their 
facilities. Developed by Engenderhealth, Inc., it has been used successfully 
for decades in many settings (EngenderHealth 2003).

The Clinic Supervisors’ Manual. This manual contains guidelines for clinic 
supervision (MSH 2004). It can be found at http://erc.msh.org. Click on the 
Health Manager’s Toolkit, “Clinical Services and Quality Management.”

Communities 
take 
responsibility 
for health
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to long-term results. Th is commitment comes about when stakeholders and 

staff  see that they can make a diff erence despite a chronic lack of resources 

and other handicaps.

Local commitment comes from creating a compelling, shared vision for 

better health in your area. Be visible in visiting communities and inquiring 

Mobilizing local resources

Approaching groups for money, materials, space, infl uence, and volunteers 
can take time, but by being persistent, you can gain crucial support for your 
program.

Community leaders. Meet individually and in small groups with community 
leaders and potential benefactors, and paint a picture with them of the kind 
of local health system that is possible. Encourage them to become allies in 
your quest for support and specifi c resources. They will expand your reach 
by calling on their networks.

Politicians. Contact local politicians who are concerned about health and 
ask them to help advocate for a fair share of local government resources for 
the health program. Learn from other sectors that successfully advocate 
for resources. Through supportive politicians and information about other 
politicians, you can encourage those who are less interested to support 
you. Use the language of national priorities if it helps to clarify the political 
benefi ts of supporting specifi c health projects.

Development partners. To support low-resource subdistricts, you can 
appeal to development partners, if you have the authority. These are the 
donors and nongovernmental organizations that have projects in your 
district. Remember that your requests are more likely to succeed when they 
spring from a compelling vision, are consistent with your strategy, and are 
supported by data.

Others’ experiences. You can learn from the approaches of groups that 
have successfully obtained resources, both in your country and outside it, 
through the literature and Internet. For example, in Peru, Comités Locales 
de Administración Salud (CLAS) operate rural community health centers 
and have raised local funds to expand services (Taylor and Taylor in Rohde 
and Wyon 2002). In Bangladesh and India, the Local Initiatives Program, 
with cadres of local family planning volunteers, has turned overlooked local 
resources into assets for reaching health goals and empowering women 
(MSH 2002, “Communities Taking Charge of Their Health”). In Africa, 
community-based health fi nancing schemes are being tested as ways to 
increase local revenues while protecting destitute people from losing access 
to health services (Cripps et al. 2000).

For organizing requests for resources, see “Mobilizing Stakeholders to Commit 
Resources” in the handbook toolkit. For more information on securing resources 
for your program, refer to MSH’s “Mobilizing Local Resources to Support Health 
Programs,” The Manager (MSH 2002), found on the handbook CD-ROM.
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about the health of residents. Listen respectfully without interrupting, and 

reiterate what you have heard. Magnify the successes you fi nd when you con-

duct monitoring and evaluation by publicly celebrating them. Recognize the 

contributions of individuals or specifi c groups. Demonstrate the impact of 

key stakeholders’ contributions so they continue their involvement. If you 

fi nd mistakes, learn from them so that you will not make them again.

In countries around the world, the health sector is fi nding ways to inspire 

local politicians and community leaders to support health initiatives.

Stimulating political will for local health initiatives—
Selected country examples

Local political leaders are gradually realizing that public health is too 
important to neglect. People of all ages want to be healthy, and improve-
ments in health services and the health status of a population can be quite 
visible. Around the world, a variety of approaches have stimulated local 
political leaders to tackle health issues.

Nicaragua. In the Waslala Municipality, a program on values-based leader-
ship and social networks inspired community action in remote communities 
that had suffered from civil war and a devastating hurricane. Mayors 
and community council members participated in workshops on trust, 
reconciliation, solidarity, and census taking. Their ability to communicate 
about community needs and coordinate collective action grew, with 
visible results: completed clean-up campaigns, new school kitchens, and a 
facility devoted to the integrated delivery of child health services. As one 
Nicaraguan mayor refl ects, “We realize we cannot achieve our goals alone. 
We are working together to achieve our dreams. The community sees the 
fruits of our labor, and they trust us and participate more.”

Senegal. In Senegal, the District Health Offi cer of Joal aligned the interests of 
the mayor and other municipal leaders with those of the Ministry of Health. 
This alliance quickly mobilized local and overseas funding to improve sani-
ta tion in the local health center and repair broken ambulances. The new 
partnership between health center staff and political leaders improved 
quality of care: there is more privacy for clients, equipment was updated, 
and the postpartum wards are less crowded. Community use of formerly 
underutilized primary care and maternal health services increased.
                              (cont. next page)

Demonstrate 
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Moving from director to steward: The central level

“The challenge is trying to redefine the center. We are not just decentralizing 
everything and letting everyone go off and do their own thing. We are not 
saying that Headquarters doesn’t matter. But we are redefining what the 
center means in ways that are more inclusive. In ways that allow us to move 
faster and be more responsive to changes in the market place.”

— chairman of monsanto
in fr iedman, the lexus and the olive tree

If you work at the central level or headquarters, your role shift s from direct-

ing to being a steward of the health program. Stewardship means making 

responsible choices about the use of resources (money, time, and talent) that 

serve the greater good. It involves an attitude of “serving” rather than “being 

Stimulating political will for local health initiatives—
Selected country examples (cont.)

The Philippines. In a number of Philippine municipalities, doctors, agricul-
tural agents, and other professionals have been elected as mayors. They 
meet periodically and share their wide-ranging experience. By pooling their 
skills and knowledge, they are fi nding ways to tackle some of their toughest 
health and development challenges, in particular childhood mortality, 
untreated tuberculosis, and risk of HIV/AIDS transmission.

India. Three Indian nongovernmental organizations working in urban 
slums and isolated rural areas have mobilized health committees to 
support basic health services delivered by trained volunteers. In the slums 
of Kolkata, powerful local politicians on these committees have arranged 
for local clubhouses to serve as health posts. In the mountainous states of 
Himachal Pradesh and Punjab, health committees of community leaders 
mobilized support from religious leaders, who provide temples as sites for 
health clinics and advocate for reproductive and child health services. The 
committees were also able to use village funds to buy supplies of essential 
drugs. From 1999 to 2003, the nongovernmental organizations increased 
contraceptive use rates by 78% on average, child immunizations by 67%, and 
prenatal care by 78% among the populations served.

These examples illustrate that as staff from the Department of Health and 
nongovernmental organizations reach beyond the health sector and engage 
(or become) local leaders, they gain the political commitment, resources, 
and public involvement they need to achieve impact.

Sources: Adapted from Quick and Urdaneta 2004; Paxman et al. 2005
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served” and willingness to be held accountable to someone other than your-

self and your close supporters. Older generations are active stewards of the 

common good when they build the capacity of young people to govern them-

selves. Organizational stewardship is based on deep concern for principled 

governance, outcomes, and empowerment throughout the organization.

Th e central level is the ultimate steward of the nation’s health system. As a 

steward, you have to always be on the lookout for threats to the population’s 

health and to the health system, and take action when they are in jeopardy. 

You assume vital responsibilities, for equity, standards, and health manage-

ment systems. At the same time, you shift  your focus away from control 

toward building coalitions to meet local needs and facilitating the eff orts of 

other levels.

assume responsibility for equity, 
standards, and systems

Because of your central position, yours is the only level that can ensure an 

equitable distribution of resources and access to services. When the power 

of the central level is too weak, health care in poorer regions will suff er. For 

example, in Papua New Guinea in the late 1980s, poorer provinces expe-

rienced reductions in per capita spending and health staff  while better-off  

provinces experienced growth (Th omason et al. 1991). Your level needs to 

make the hard choices about how to allocate scarce resources across diverse 

regions or provinces. Your other primary responsibilities include developing 

standards that support eff ective local services and maintaining the necessary 

systems to ensure a continuous, up-to-date fl ow of information about needs 

and use of human resources and essential drugs and supplies. Having good 

information will help you anticipate problems and facilitate resource distri-

bution.

Experiences in decentralization from around the world suggest that the 

central level’s responsibilities within the national health system are to:

■ lead strategic planning and policymaking;

■ draft  norms and standards for services that protect the nation’s 

health (norms and standards for ensuring the equity, quality, and 

sustainability of services and for distributing and using human 

resources);

■ draft  national laws and regulations (such as for an essential drug list 

and for national drug registration);

■ set up a system for accrediting and licensing health institutions and 

professions;

■ develop and maintain a national health information system;

Allocate 
resources to 
strengthen 
equity and 
support local 
services

Serving the 
greater good
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■ monitor and evaluate policy implementation, regulation enforce-

ment, and progress toward national goals (Kolehmainen-Aitken 

1999, Pillay 2000).

To develop or modify a national health information system, you have to 

have a common set of national health indicators. Enlist input from all levels, 

since perspectives will be diff erent. Determine if data items, forms, report-

ing frequency, or the fl ow of data need to be changed. To foster eff ective use 

of information systems, trace how information currently moves through the 

system: at what speed it moves, where it hits obstacles, and how it returns (or 

not) as feedback to those who provided the information.

facilitate the efforts of other levels 
and build broad coalitions

Stewardship does not mean control. Your level will be more helpful if it moves 

away from providing and enforcing guidelines about how to run health ser-

vices day-to-day. Th at power needs to be transferred to government levels 

or private organizations that are closer to local populations. Instead, try to 

become a facilitator for the work that other levels need to do. Treat the next 

level, the provincial or regional level, as your internal customer and make 

sure it has the necessary resources, training, and support to execute its role as 

it supports the district level in implementing the national health agenda.

Providing the support that other levels need involves managing relation-

ships with diverse groups. It is important to:

■ negotiate with the Ministry of Finance for increased funding for 

health through fi nancing policies and public investment plans;

■ remove obstacles to timely disbursements of funds to the district 

level;

■ take action if irregularities in the fl ow of resources between the cen-

ter and districts are discovered;

■ provide technical support to other levels, including national pro-

curement and distribution of drugs (or guidelines for procurement 

at other levels);

■ establish links with international organizations and health depart-

ments of other countries.

Facing major national health challenges requires a coordinated eff ort 

among many organizations. To encourage and harmonize these eff orts across 

the country, you can create opportunities to bring together groups at diff erent 

levels and in diff erent geographic areas so that they can exchange experiences 

A common 
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and coordinate their work. Th e confi dence of local health teams will rise 

when you off er support for district training and reaffi  rm their contributions 

at special events when they assume new responsibilities. At the international 

level, you can present a compelling case for your vision and support it with 

evidence that shows how the additional resources you seek will contribute 

to better health. Getting requested funds will challenge you to fulfi ll your 

promise and show results.

encourage dialogue

Since you will have less line authority over local services, your level will need 

to persuade, negotiate with, and solicit input from other levels and sectors in 

order to implement policies and ensure compliance with national standards. 

Th is role means you will need to shift  your focus to inviting consultation from 

many stakeholders in setting policies and defi ning roles. Table 14 suggests 

some of these shift s.

t a b l e  14 Shifts in focus at the central level

If the central level used to . . . . . . the central level should now . . .

Take a health system’s viewpoint toward 
national legislation

Take a broad, multisectoral view of 
national legislation

Develop policies based on incomplete 
data from the district level

Develop policies through dialogue with 
key stakeholders and affected groups 
at other levels

Enforce compliance with many 
unrelated or incomplete standards and 
norms for services and service providers

Develop coherent, enforceable, and 
equitable norms and standards and use 
them to ensure equity and quality

Maintain power at the central level, 
while giving directives to the district 
level

Actively work through the middle 
level to clarify and agree on new 
management roles and ways to develop 
local capacity

Accumulate data from other levels 
with limited feedback to the levels that 
generate the data

Analyze data from the regions or 
provinces and provide feedback, 
support, challenges, and guidance to 
those who generate the data

Provide direction and resources to 
health offi cials in the districts by 
working through vertical structures

Assist regions and provinces in 
supporting  district health offi cials by 
working through horizontal structures, 
such as coordinating councils, and by 
getting resources released

Focus on matters at the head offi ce and 
leave visiting the fi eld to others

Visit and understand local realities; 
support local ownership for sustained 
performance
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apply key practices to become stewards

To become better stewards, those at the central level need to become skilled 

in leading and managing various divisions, departments, services, and levels 

to implement strategic priorities for the entire national health system. Th is 

role involves:

■ scanning the health, social service, and related sectors to identify 

how each contributes to the population’s health, and considering 

stakeholders who can help address challenges;

■ focusing on a strategic plan to set priorities and bring coherence to 

the health system’s eff orts;

■ aligning stakeholders to ensure equitable services;

■ organizing and mobilizing resources to address priorities that sup-

port strategic goals;

■ inspiring long-term dedication and monitoring impact to sustain 

continued performance.

Scan sectors and stakeholders. Th e central level is in the best position 

to scan factors that aff ect people’s health throughout the country and the 

whole health system. No other level can see the big picture. If your system 

is overwhelmed by simultaneous reforms, you need to scan what is happen-

ing in other sectors to determine their positive or negative impact on health 

care and to fi nd areas where you can collaborate. For example, a civil service 

hiring freeze aff ects the availability of health staff . Find out how health sec-

tor reform or general public-sector reforms are aff ecting the health system at 

each level.

In doing your scan, ask yourself: What are the new challenges? Where are 

the breakdowns? Where do ambiguities or overlap exist in the responsibili-

ties of diff erent levels? Your scan will be more meaningful if you analyze the 

data you collect against the background of information you routinely moni-

tor: trends in the population’s mortality, morbidity, demographics, health 

activities, and fi nances. (For more discussion on scanning the external envi-

ronment and sources of data, please see “Scanning the external environment” 

in chapter 2.)

In addressing your particular challenges, you will need allies among major 

stakeholders at the central level. When you scan to learn their interests and 

concerns, consider how to involve them in supporting the changes that are 

being proposed as part of health sector reform or broader government decen-

tralization eff orts. Look for the forces that are supporting or impeding the 

changes. Among your potential stakeholders, think of people from:

Look at the 
national picture 
of health and 
health care
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■ private industry, including private providers and insurance companies;

■ the nongovernmental community, including faith-based health orga-

nizations;

■ international private voluntary organizations operating in your 

country;

■ labor unions;

■ political parties;

■ professional organizations;

■ regulatory bodies;

■ educational institutions;

■ other ministries.

Develop a strategic plan. It is vital to keep the combined eff orts of the 

health system focused on the right things and in the right order. To do this, 

involve your key stakeholders in periodic strategic planning exercises. Th e 

results of your scan will give you the information you need to set priorities, 

develop scenarios about what could happen, and ensure that your team is 

equipped to face the challenges identifi ed.

Focusing also means making choices about where not to spend your energy 

or resources at this time. In the national political environment, arguments 

that speak to concerns other than health issues may also be important. It 

can be critical to place some public health issues in a larger socioeconomic 

development context where other channels besides health organizations can 

advance them. Th e multisectoral approach toward HIV/AIDS is an example. 

In the mid-1990s in Th ailand, government changes in fi nancial support to 

local governments enabled them to provide nongovernmental organizations  

with support for a broad range of innovative programs for persons living with 

HIV/AIDS.

As part of developing the strategic plan, you will need to clarify which 

challenges can be addressed only at the central level and which should be 

addressed at levels closer to local populations. As much as is possible and 

feasible, both legally and politically, push authority to other levels so that the 

most appropriate level makes decisions. Your job is not to do the work of the 

provincial or regional level, but to ensure quality and equity of health services 

through minimum standards and basic packages of services that rationalize 

health resources. You also need to help your staff  perform well in this new 

central-level role.

Referring to the overall national strategic framework, the district level will 

need to develop realistic health care objectives to address the needs of its 

populations. You can help districts do this by providing technical support 

such as training on how to set strategic priorities and develop plans at their 

Allies from 
diverse 
national groups
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level or how to develop, use, and maintain a management information system 

that facilitates local decision-making about the accessibility, coverage, and 

quality of services.

For more information on strategic planning, please see Strategic Planning: 

Refl ections on Process and Practice (Vriesendorp 1999). To learn more about 

developing scenarios and forming coalitions, please see “Coordinating Com-

plex Health Programs” (Th e Manager, MSH 2003).

Align for equitable services. Reorganization eff orts in many countries 

have led to rising inequities among regions, economic instability, and the risk 

of local governments coming under the heavy infl uence of special interests 

(World Bank 1997). To achieve a more equitable fl ow of resources, you can 

work with relevant departments and colleagues to align stakeholders around 

strategies that benefi t populations in need of basic health care. For example, 

you might:

■ convene a national forum with key health system stakeholders, such 

as infl uential politicians from all political parties, the media, and 

religious, social, cultural, and educational institutions to address the 

pressing needs of vulnerable populations;

■ link partners in development (donors and nongovernmental organi-

zations) with provinces or districts that lack resources or are lagging 

in their health statistics;

■ initiate national campaigns to encourage communities and families 

to take responsibility for their own health.

Organize and mobilize resources to address priorities. Successfully 

implementing strategic health priorities depends on eff ective management 

processes. Strengthen those processes that are related to your priorities. An 

institutional modernization process that has been used in several Central 

American ministries of health and nongovernmental organizations off ers a 

means of redesigning management and operational processes so that they 

fully support an organization’s mission and its core functions. Countries 

undergoing health sector reform have used this approach to modernize their 

internal processes so they can exercise their new roles and responsibilities 

well. Th eir improved processes have helped them to enhance quality, services 

(including effi  ciency of services), and cost-eff ectiveness.

It is critical to mobilize adequate resources to support the health needs 

and priorities you identify. Be sure you have an operational planning process 

that helps managers anticipate resource needs and integrate activities at all 

levels so they are consistent with the national or organizational strategic plan. 

When you cannot meet resource requirements with available resources, look 

for new sources of funding and attract donor interest with compelling pro-

posals or business plans. To be sure you have the people necessary to imple-

ment the strategic priorities:

Redesigning 
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■ work with the Ministry of Finance and civil service to adjust person-

nel deployment and remuneration policies to support fair distribu-

tion among regions and provinces;

■ develop staff  projections and work with the Ministry of Education to 

adjust preservice medical and nursing education.

Determining how the system is functioning

There are many approaches to scanning the health system. Focus on those 
that will give you information on areas you suspect are weak and that will 
contribute to supporting the system’s reorganization.

Management responsibilities. You may need to look at managerial 
responsibilities for health system functions that may not be working, such 
as health service delivery, personnel, drugs, supplies, and transport. To do 
this, you can assess what managers at all levels perceive as their current 
responsibilities and authority. When you compare these perceptions 
with the design for national health sector reform (the intention), you will 
probably uncover areas of confusion, confl icts, or gaps that you can address. 
The Decentralization Mapping Tool at http://erc.msh.org provides a process 
for assessing managers’ perceptions of their actual responsibilities and 
authority at various levels during health sector reform.

Financial flows. Financial allocations for health services come from diverse 
fi nancial sources. To fi nd the resources to achieve national priorities, 
you can begin by tracing the fl ow of a nation’s health expenditures from 
all public, private (including households), and donor sources. Involve 
policymakers as you use these data and nonfi nancial health data to inform 
and adjust funding allocations, such as overspending on curative care and 
underspending on preventive care. National Health Accounts (NHA), a 
methodology developed by Partners for Health Reformplus (implemented by 
Abt Associates and its partners), can help you in determining the fl ow of a 
nation’s health expenditures and working to improve funding streams. For 
more information, see the NHA Training Manual: Guide for Trainers (Partners 
for Health Reformplus 2003).

Supply of human resources. With HIV/AIDS and the migration of skilled 
personnel, many countries are experiencing a severe shortage of the people 
they need to deliver health services. If your country is experiencing this 
problem, review the current use and deployment of health personnel, 
enrollment statistics, trends in graduation, HIV/AIDS-related morbidity and 
mortality among health workers, and migration statistics. This information 
will help you determine if appropriately skilled labor will be available to 
reach your results. Resources about the supply of human resources include 

“Tackling the Crisis in Human Capacity Development” (MSH 2004) and 
Kolehmainen-Aitken 2004. You may also want to look at the reasons why 
some of these statistics are high or low.
                              (cont. next page)
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Inspire long-term dedication and monitor impact. All eff orts to bring 

about fundamental change require willingness to remain engaged for the 

long term. Without inspired leadership, major setbacks will discourage sup-

porters. Higher pay and better working conditions in other countries can lure 

away your best workers. To inspire commitment from other levels and stake-

holders:

■ show how you can transcend group interests by encouraging open 

communication and negotiating about critical health needs;

■ recognize the eff orts and successes of others;

■ be trustworthy and show willingness to trust others by asking them 

to become partners in reaching national health goals and giving 

them the authority and resources to do the job.

Since visible, measurable results are a tremendous motivator, your moni-

toring and evaluation systems should take a “long view” and examine results 

from later Demographic and Health Surveys, epidemiological reports, sur-

veillance, and large-scale client satisfaction studies. Make sure health work-

ers see the results of their eff orts in the improved statistics. Celebrate victo-

ries with all who contributed.

Th e example on the next page illustrates the experience of one Ministry of 

Health in reorganizing its management processes to better support district 

health services.

Determining how the system is functioning (cont.)

Proven practices. Programs around the world have developed effective 
ways to address public health challenges and organizational management 
issues. When you are planning interventions, survey the country’s public 
and nonprofi t sectors for innovative and proven approaches to apply. If you 
do not fi nd any sources for learning about proven practices in your country, 
you can look on the Internet for practices used in other countries. Two 
sources of proven practices are the Best Practices Compendium for Family 
Planning and Reproductive Health (http://erc.msh.org) and the systematic 
reviews of health care interventions from the Cochrane Collaboration, an 
international nonprofi t organization (http://www.cochrane.org/reviews/
index). Summaries of the Cochrane reviews can be read at Informed Health 
Online (http://www.informedhealthonline.org/).

Positive and negative forces. Systemwide changes mandated through the 
political process rarely state clear outcomes; their goals leave room for 
interpretation. As a result, various local or national political groups vie with 
one another to shape the implementation of these changes. Sketching a map 
of positive and negative forces—political mapping—may help you clarify 
where you need to focus on advocacy and negotiation (Lindenberg and 
Crosby 1981).

Use data from 
research to 
validate results
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Reorganizing a Ministry of Health to support new roles—
Example from Nicaragua

When the role of the central level shifts to stewardship of the nation’s 
health system and the middle and local levels become more decentralized, 
the health ministry’s structures, systems, and processes must be changed 
to support this new role. As part of Nicaragua’s health sector reform and 
decentralization process, the Ministry of Health initiated a host of changes 
and developed a new national health plan. One group began work on a new 
health care model, another on the role of the regional and municipal levels, 
and still others on health care networks. Yet there was a sense that the 
reforms lacked a coherent vision. There were contradictions among different 
parts of the health care system in the structure and systems.

The big picture. A multidisciplinary team in the Ministry committed itself to 
working full-time on reorganizing the Ministry. They fi rst identifi ed how all 
the different pieces of the health system would fi t together: Offi cial health 
policies would be expressed in the new health care model that defi ned the 
basic package of health services. A Ministry structure with fewer levels 
would support districts and their local networks of facilities in delivering 
health services. The Ministry would draw on WHO guidelines to defi ne core 
public health functions and roles at different levels, as well as its vision for 
the future.

Redesigned support systems. Next the team members defi ned the 
operational and management systems needed to support the new roles. For 
each system, they identifi ed essential processes, procedures, activities, and 
tasks. Based on extensive input from Ministry of Health staff at every level 
and interaction with decision-makers, they set performance standards for 
each administrative and service delivery process. These processes, together 
with a facilitative supervisory approach, are helping staff do things well the 
fi rst time, on time, all the time.

Expected results. Teams at the central and service delivery levels are 
planning the implementation of the redesigned Ministry systems and 
processes. When all the changes are in place, the country will have a fully 
decentralized Ministry of Health. Managers and staff will exercise new 
roles and functions at different levels, supported by effi cient systems and 
processes that will enhance the delivery of health services to Nicaragua’s 
population.
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Balancing national goals with local needs: The middle level

“Middles live in a tearing world. It is a world in which people are pulling you 
in different directions.”

—barry oshry
the possibil ities of organization

Many countries have established an extension of the central Ministry of 

Health that operates between the national offi  ce and the level nearest the local 

population. Th e roles of this middle level are oft en ambiguous and vary from 

country to country. Th ey are oft en defi ned by what they are not: neither poli-

cymaker nor operations manager, yet perhaps a little of both. Working away 

from the capital city, you may enjoy great autonomy and irregular supervi-

sion, or you may resent it that your role has been reduced to serving as a 

conduit of funds (which you cannot spend) for use at the local level and as a 

cheerleader for local eff orts. You may buff er the head offi  ce from receiving the 

brunt of local complaints but also take the blame from the head offi  ce for the 

lagging performance of districts.

Regardless of your assigned functions, being in the middle gives you a 

unique advantage: you can see both sides. Your level is the only one that can 

integrate what happens at the central level with what happens at the periph-

ery. By comparing how diff erent districts and communities perform, you can 

identify where further investigation or immediate action is needed. You can 

use the successes in one place to help those who are struggling in another by 

spreading innovative approaches. Disadvantaged districts and communities 

also need you to be their advocate with headquarters.

To eff ectively fulfi ll the role of balancing national goals with local needs, 

you will need to shift  your mindset from being a passive conduit of informa-

tion and resources to actively supporting local needs. In applying the leading 

and managing practices, you can initiate, encourage, and infl uence changes 

that will result in better health care for local communities.

provide support above and below

Your primary task is to support both the central and district levels. You can 

ensure that on the one hand, national standards meet local needs, and on the 

other hand, local services meet national standards. For this, you can carry 

out specifi c responsibilities:

■ arrange technical support to the district level as needed to plan and 

implement services that meet national and local priorities;

A unique view 
of the central 
and local levels
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■ ensure timely distribution of resources to the district level, if you 

have the authority;

■ advocate for additional support for specifi c and unique local health 

care needs;

■ help the central level monitor and facilitate local compliance with 

norms and standards;

■ encourage continued attention to national priorities;

■ perform epidemiological surveillance and take necessary measures 

to control epidemics;

■ communicate to the central level inspiring stories of local eff orts that 

improved health.

It is critical that you and other middle-level managers see yourselves as 

advocates for what is needed to produce lasting results at other levels. Depend-

ing on how the functions and fi nancing of your level have been defi ned, you 

may fi nd that the shift s in Table 15 apply.

apply key practices to link the efforts of all levels

To link the eff orts of all levels, managers who lead at the provincial or regional 

level can use the leading and managing practices to:

■ scan to fully understand the current health situation and its deter-

minants, anticipate problems, and know who the key stakeholders 

are, along with their interests and concerns about health system 

performance at the district level;

■ focus on regional challenges, district performance, and national 

plans;

■ align stakeholders and mobilize their resources;

■ organize people and expertise around health priorities by building 

skills;

■ support implementation of plans by facilitating local decision-mak-

ing and stimulating communication with other levels;

■ look for encouraging results at the district level to inspire all those 

involved and encourage those who are watching;

■ monitor and evaluate to make sure lessons learned are used and 

mistakes are made only once.

Advocate for 
what is needed 
to produce 
results
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Scan for information to support the district level. You cannot allow 

unfunded mandates and diff ering priorities to create confusion among local 

planners and resource providers on how to allocate resources. Work with 

your team and others to scan your environment and system. Like managers 

at the central offi  ce, you should research the reasoning behind reorganization 

as well as its current legal framework. Regularly analyze the health status of 

the population you serve and discuss the fi ndings with managers and service 

providers in your districts to increase their understanding of the larger pic-

ture.

If you were not involved in creating the country’s overall strategic health 

plan, make sure you understand its priorities for health promotion, protec-

tion, and services. Refl ect on how well your region’s health needs and pri-

orities match centrally determined needs and priorities. Examine the current 

t a b l e  15 Shifts in focus at the middle level

If the middle level used to . . . . . . the middle level should now . . .

Adhere to (or ignore) policies, unrelated, 
inconsistent standards, and norms for 
service provision and service providers 
that impede the middle or district levels

Participate in defi ning policies, 
standards, and norms with the central 
level and advocate for adjusting those 
that hinder performance at the district 
level

Collate district reports and send them to 
the central level

Analyze district reports, synthesize 
them, and provide meaningful 
feedback to district health managers to 
help improve performance

Bundle district plans into regional or 
provincial plans for submission to the 
head offi ce

Add value to regional or central plans 
by ensuring that equity adjustments 
are made to district or municipal plans 
and that the plans from different levels 
form a coherent whole that supports 
regional or provincial health goals

Ignore or avoid dealing with politicians Actively work with politicians to 
infl uence how they allocate resources 
for health at the provincial or regional 
level

Obtain funds from national line 
(Ministry of Health) departments and 
account for their use

Bid for most of its budget from 
provincial nonhealth authorities and 
account for funds to these authorities

Look to the head offi ce for direction and 
infl uence

Look “sideways” to colleagues in other 
sectors to build coalitions and foster 
synergies that will promote progress 
toward common goals

Take a receptive stance towards 
development partners

Actively work with development 
partners to make sure their 
interventions are consistent with 
provincial health goals and distributed 
according to need and ability to 
implement

Untangling 
priorities 
that confl ict
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use and deployment of health personnel in your province or region as well 

as the curricula and number of students at the educational institutions that 

train them.

Find out who your stakeholders are and what their interests and concerns 

are. You should involve some stakeholders during your planning activities, 

while others may be more important as allies during implementation. Your 

stakeholders will include:

■ political parties and infl uential politicians who have a stake in 

improved health services;

■ other development sectors;

■ faith-based organizations and other nongovernmental organizations 

operating health services in your region;

■ groups of clients with various health care needs and preferences;

■ popular organizations (such as women’s groups, youth groups, 

student organizations, sport associations) representing a variety of 

citizens;

■ development partners who have been asked to work in your region 

by the central government.

Focus on regional challenges as well as national plans. To focus on what 

you can most eff ectively do at your level, pay attention to both national plans 

and district needs. Th en make strategic decisions about where to put your 

greatest eff ort by identifying a few major challenges that your region is fac-

ing. You need to sort out which of these challenges your level can address 

on its own and which require action from the head offi  ce. Your challenges 

may involve removing obstacles to the delivery of local services, for example, 

a national policy that interferes with service quality in your region. Work 

with districts and municipalities to ensure that their plans are consistent with 

national, regional, or provincial goals, yet fl exible enough to meet unique 

local needs. Provide technical assistance to districts in planning and imple-

menting their plans, if they lack the skills to do this.

Align stakeholders and mobilize their resources. You will need to share 

information with all your stakeholders and build coalitions to garner support. 

For example, to achieve equity among your districts, you may need to advo-

cate for civil service and fi nancial policy reform so that personnel deploy-

ment and remuneration policies are geographically equitable. Th is advocacy 

will have to be sustained.

Organize staff and expertise around health priorities. To help middle 

and district levels carry out strategic priorities, fi nd out what technical and 

managerial skills staff  need. Make sure that staff  at the district level have 

the capability to determine costs of services and to use this information in 

planning and decision-making. It is important that you evaluate district per-

Recognizing 
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formance and take action to address causes of underperformance in specifi c 

districts.

Lessening inequalities among districts in your region or province involves 

skills that the staff  at diff erent levels may need to develop. You can evaluate 

the skills of the district level by keeping informed about local health needs 

and managing the performance of services. Also determine how well staff  at 

your level can carry out the role of the middle level. Look at their negotiating 

skills and their ability to be subcontractors of services (especially to private-

sector organizations) and coordinators of the health initiatives undertaken in 

the province or region (Pillay 2000).

Look for results at the district level. Extensive reorganization eff orts at 

the middle level are undermined when staff  at this level cannot see direct 

results from their eff orts. Th ey may despair if their roles and responsibilities 

Advocating and coordinating support for health services

Your sources of support will come from the central level and from a number 
of groups in your own region. You can tailor your approach to each to secure 
resources.

Central support. Advocating for central-level support is a long process. You 
can start by building a foundation for advocacy and preparing yourself 
mentally for the time it will take. Build coalitions with other provincial 
health staff, and seek advocates for your cause at the central level. Then 
you will be ready to begin a conversation with the central level to explore 
changes in roles, responsibilities, and policies that would boost needed 
reform and gain more support for local services.

Regional support. Nongovernmental organizations and donors operating 
in your area have resources that potentially can be used to focus on the 
needs in your region. Through discussions with them, you can work to 
link their support with geographic areas that lack resources. You can 
also bring together private industry, media, religious institutions, and 
nongovernmental organizations in your region to address pressing health 
needs. You may need to persuade regional authorities from other ministries 
or state agencies to give you a fair share of provincial resources. You can 
fi rst try to persuade regional authorities and political parties to focus on 
high-priority needs. Then you can persuade them to allocate resources to 
address these needs.

Coordinating support. As groups contribute resources and time to your 
priorities, it will be important to coordinate their efforts with yours. Gather 
representatives of these agencies and determine the categories of technical 
expertise you need to fulfi ll your program’s mandate. Ask each participating 
agency to identify what they currently do in each technical area. By 
engaging the group in a discussion about who should take the lead in each 
area, you can come to an agreement about which agency is the lead agency 
for an area and what its task involves.

Raising 
performance 
and lessening 
inequalities 
among districts
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are ambiguous. To inspire staff  to lead health improvements, work with your 

team and stakeholders to:

■ create a compelling vision for better health in your region;

■ keep your promises to others and convey your expectations that they 

do the same;

■ delegate some of your tasks to districts and support them while they 

learn;

■ visit the districts as a supporter and facilitative supervisor, not as an 

inspector;

■ look for measurable results, discuss them with district managers, 

and bring them back to your staff  to learn from;

■ use fi ndings from monitoring and evaluation to celebrate successes 

and learn from mistakes;

■ recognize the eff orts of all who work for better health throughout 

your region.

Th e following box illustrates the experience of one middle-level team that 

reconnected with local facilities and communities.

Improving morale and resource fl ows through district outreach—
Example from South Africa

The Government of South Africa is moving toward a primary health care 
delivery system based in municipalities. Local governments run by locally 
elected politicians will eventually assume responsibility for managing 
primary health care services. Health managers in the Eastern Cape 
Provincial Department of Health have been working to ensure that, once 
fully decentralized, primary health care services for very poor populations 
will continue to improve.

Team visits. The Head of the Provincial Department of Health realized 
the challenge he faced: how to build consensus around a common vision 
of improved health for local populations and develop supportive working 
relationships. To address this challenge, he initiated an outreach program. 
His top provincial team visited the district with the poorest health 
indicators and spent most of the day in its various facilities, working side by 
side with local service providers; meeting with community boards, elected 
offi cials, and health councilors; observing services; and talking with staff. 
During debriefi ngs after the visit, the team focused on commitments made 
during the visits, priority activities required to meet these commitments, 
and ways in which team members could support one another in 
implementing the activities.                (cont. next page)

Show staff 
the results of 
their efforts
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Improving morale and resource fl ows through district outreach—
Example from South Africa (cont.)

Before the visit, tensions between various stakeholders had led to despair 
over inequities and other problems. The trip served to open the provincial 
managers’ eyes to the desperate conditions faced by local health workers 
and their clients. All involved became committed to one thing: improving 
health services so that local health (as measured by health indicators) would 
improve.

Obstacles overcome. The head of the Provincial Department of Health used 
his outreach program to mobilize key stakeholders and inspire them to 
devote their energy to solving stalemates. This program helped to dispel 
negative feelings that each group had about others. The health councilors 
became more aware of the provincial team’s goodwill and constraints. 
The hospital board members, elected by the community, expressed their 
concerns and helped devise ways to improve hospital services. The 
provincial team gained a better understanding of pressures in the fi eld. The 
district health managers felt supported by the top team’s visit, and this 
attention boosted their position in the eyes of local politicians. Each group 
witnessed other groups’ commitment to better health for the people of the 
Eastern Cape Province.

Roles aligned. Bringing people together, linking conversations to a common, 
desired future, and showing how each group has a critical role to play 
were the building blocks for implementing change. These nurtured faith in 
people’s ability to make a difference, no matter what their level in the health 
system.

Results. As a result of this visit, some longstanding staff vacancies were 
quickly fi lled, and badly needed equipment and supplies were ordered. The 
visit also carried great symbolic value. It indicated to the people working 
far from the provincial capital that they were important enough for the top 
provincial team to work with. It greatly motivated clinic and hospital staff. 
To be involved in problem-solving was unusual and encouraging, especially 
when the visit resulted in the immediate resolution of some longstanding 
concerns. Ongoing collaboration and communication between district health 
managers and local politicians generated progress, enthusiasm among 
providers, and optimism.
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Promoting phased changes and negotiating new roles

“We can refuse to accept and accommodate to familiar realities; we can say 
no to the predictable responses to the common conditions of organization life; 
we can create new responses and new, more powerful realities. . . . We can 
become central to creating what our organizational lives will be.”

—barry oshry
the possibil ities of organization

Knowing the role of your level is an important fi rst step. Now you and others 

need to lead other people at your level to adopt this role fully. Every national 

health system (or organization) going through reorientation and structural 

change has policy directives (or written guidelines, in the case of nongovern-

mental organizations) that outline new structures and functions. Generally, 

these documents do not provide the details of how the new design should 

work, yet experiences worldwide indicate two important lessons for making 

these designs work:

■ widespread structural change should be made in planned stages and 

with selected sectors (or organizational departments), to allow for 

monitoring results and adapting the next stage to fi eld realities;

■ managers at all levels need to negotiate (among levels and stakehold-

ers) a realignment of roles, functions, and management systems to 

address gaps in the design and to make design features work.

To communicate with stakeholders and other levels about realigning roles, 

you will need to cross lines that separate you from them. Such lines, or bound-

aries, help you and other groups defi ne yourselves but oft en create psycholog-

ical barriers. For example, people may look outside their level and think “You 

are Central, we are District. We have our own ways of doing things.” To cross 

boundaries and form partnerships, you become aware of your group’s ways 

of working and stay open to the norms, language, and constraints of other 

groups. Th en you can engage other groups in meaningful conversation and 

create working partnerships.

negotiate new roles

Conversations between people can trigger profound changes in their think-

ing and interactions with others with whom interactions have been diffi  cult 

in the past. Th rough conversation and discovery, people learn about things 

that are not working as they should, and fi nd that many people want these 

things to change. Translating this awareness into action oft en takes negotia-

Sorting out 
new roles for a 
better future

Making the 
redesign 
of health 
systems work
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tion. While everyone may want the same future, they may not want to give up 

what they have always done. Th ey may also have diff erent ideas about how to 

get to the future. When topics or issues that were not discussed before are on 

the table, people have the opportunity to negotiate new roles that will better 

serve the future.

Renegotiating roles among health system levels and stakeholders

Roles that people assume are set in stone are often negotiable. But to 
negotiate roles, different groups have to talk; many problems arise because 
people forget to talk with one another. Through structured conversations, 
people working at different levels and different stakeholder groups can 
renegotiate their roles so they can cooperate in a reorganized health system 
to serve local needs and services.

Meet with other levels. Work with representatives of other levels to call a 
meeting of decision-makers at all levels. You may need the assistance of 
an outside facilitator to do this. When everyone is gathered, you can set 
the stage for the participants by turning the pyramid of the health system 
upside down (see Figures 10 and 11). Then lead a discussion about what each 
party can do to better support service providers in meeting the needs of 
local populations. To help shift roles, each level needs to stop blaming and 
complaining about the other levels and instead make explicit requests for 
support or information.

For tools to engage other levels and groups, you can refer to “Renegotiating Roles 
among Health System Levels” and “Making Requests for Better Coordination” in the 
handbook toolkit.

Create a shared vision. Creating a shared vision creates excitement, 
generates ownership, aligns different stakeholders and produces a positive 
atmosphere even in groups that might otherwise be in confl ict. While there 
are different ways to create a vision, you should always involve diverse 
participants and try to include representatives from key stakeholders, even 
those with the power to derail implementation. (Be aware of people who 
may want to undermine the event, and plan countermeasures.) Focus on a 
measurable result, not on how to get there. The goal is to make people aware 
that there is agreement about a desired result and that progress will occur if 
everyone works together.

For an exercise that leads to a shared vision, please see “Creating a Shared Vision” in 
the handbook toolkit.

Harmonize efforts to achieve a vision. Positive energy created during 
a visioning exercise may disappear quickly in the face of political or 
professional differences about how to realize the vision. People at the 
district level in charge of realizing the vision in their area may need training 
in how to keep the vision alive during the next phases. It is important that 
the same groups develop plans together to implement reforms and improve 
systems, and work together to execute these plans. Managers should 
monitor performance results through indicators, such as the percentage of 
certifi ed facilities, and evaluate impact on the population’s health.
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Negotiating well takes skill. You can learn to solve your diff erences with 

people in other levels and other agencies by focusing on their interests rather 

than their stated positions. You can fi nd ways to establish connection with 

them, advocate for your point of view, inquire into theirs, and choose a strat-

egy for what you want from them.

The guidelines in “Negotiating to Achieve Intended Results” and other exercises 
on negotiation in the handbook toolkit can help you negotiate new roles with other 
levels and stakeholders.

Creating a health system driven by local health needs

“Born of neither the left nor the right, this mosaic of community efforts is 
not led as much by charismatic leaders or political parties as it is shaped by 
partners—from neighborhoods, from city hall, and from business.”

— curtis johnson

A health system that successfully reorients its managers’ roles toward pro-

moting health will actively seek to meet the needs of local populations and be 

directly accountable to them. Its levels will align toward common goals and 

work collaboratively and productively.

Th is signifi cant shift  in roles and responsibilities requires that managers at 

each level use leading and managing practices to change how diff erent levels 

relate to one another and coordinate their work. Th ese shift s will, in turn, 

produce new and convincing results:

■ When the district level directs health services and makes good deci-

sions about their mix and their referral networks, then communities 

are more likely to use the services and maintain their health.

■ When the central level sets fair standards for essential, equitable 

services, and when it facilitates other levels’ eff orts to meet these 

standards, then basic community health care becomes more acces-

sible to the people who need it.

■ When the middle level successfully links resource fl ows from the 

central level to results at the district level, then health services can 

function without interruption and respond better to emerging local 

health needs.

When these linkages are established, the health system can empower peo-

ple, especially those most vulnerable to diseases and other causes of poor 

health, to take responsibility for their own health and to actively seek access 

to services from the health care system when they need them.

Shifts in roles 
will produce 
convincing 
results
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Questions to consider on . . .

Reorienting roles in the health system

For all levels

■ How do you see your role vis-à-vis the other levels (above and below 
you)?

■ To what degree does complementarity, overlap, or confl ict exist in 
your current roles?

■ What are the issues that render your level ineffective? In what 
programmatic and geographic areas do you want to be more 
effective?

■ Of all the issues you consider to be normally controlled by your 
superiors, which ones could you address given current legal 
frameworks for reform?

For the district level

■ Which health indicator would you like to improve over the next year?

■ What support would you need from the middle level to make this 
happen?

■ What do you need to change in your relationship with the middle 
level to make this happen?

For the central level

■ How could you help address the lack of skilled staff or another 
challenge that directly affects the delivery of health services at the 
district level?

■ What changes do you need to make in your relationship with the 
middle level to help this happen?

■ What do you need to change in the way personnel are deployed and 
remunerated, and how can you advocate for these changes?

■ What key strategic alliances do you need to cultivate to make these 
changes happen?

For the middle level

■ Which districts’ performance could you help improve within in the 
next year?

■ How could you distribute resources more equitably in the areas you 
are responsible for?

■ What are the most important changes you need to bring about in your 
relationship with the district and central levels in order to help the 
district level be successful?
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Leading change for better health

“A principal challenge for managers will be to think about things 
differently and to get people to do things differently. First, governments 
need leaders who can imagine a different future. Then, the government 
needs to be able to communicate this vision in a clear, inspirational, 
and carefully articulated mission.”

—margaret neuse
us agency for international development

To make signifi cant improvements in health care and in the health of 

the population you serve—improvements that will last over time—you 

need to know how to lead and how to infl uence change within and 

outside your organization. Whether you are introducing a new clinical prac-

tice, making large-scale organizational changes, or scaling up policies and 

programs nationally, the changes need to be led and managed well using the 

eight leading and managing practices.

To be successful, you will have to discover new ways to address old prob-

lems and face new challenges, and help others embrace and implement new 

approaches to respond to the changing internal or external environment. 

Because the health care environment is constantly presenting new challenges, 

you will need to help your team, and your organization as a whole, to adapt to 

and thrive in a complex environment. To foster positive change, you will have 

to examine and adapt your values and practices.

To help you be eff ective in leading change, this chapter discusses:

■ framing your challenge and defi ning its scope and complexity;

■ leading organizational change;

■ creating a climate that encourages change;

■ supporting change with management systems;

■ scaling up changes within and beyond your organization.

6
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Defining the challenge of leading change

“No problem can be solved from the same level of consciousness that created it.”
—albert einstein

To face the enormous challenges of improving the health of the clients you 

serve, you will have to initiate and carry out many types of changes. You will 

need to be clear about what you are changing, at what level the changes need 

to take place, and how to navigate through the change process.

Any country or program that is facing challenges such as the HIV/AIDS 

crisis, protecting family planning programs in light of competing demands 

for resources, dealing with infectious diseases, undergoing health sector 

reform, or responding to reduction or growth in funding for health is expe-

riencing challenges that require leading change. Depending on the scope and 

complexity of the challenges you are facing, you may need to lead changes in 

some or all of the following areas:

■ clinical or management practices

■ organizational structure and systems

■ national or organizational policies and strategy.

To lead a change process, you fi rst have to identify the types of challenges that 

need to be addressed. Th e Challenge Model discussed in chapter 2 provides a 

process for addressing your challenges. In most cases, changes will need to be 

made in multiple areas. By applying the leading and managing practices con-

sistently, managers can make and institutionalize improvements that allow 

organizations to serve clients better and realize sustainable improvements in 

the health of their populations.

Revisiting the Leading and Managing for Results Model (Figure 12) is 

instructive here. Th e model illustrates how applying the leading and manag-

ing practices, fostering a positive work climate, building eff ective management 

systems, and strengthening the ability of both the staff  and the organization 

to respond to change all contribute to achieving positive results in health. To 

start, it is important to understand the complexity of the challenges manag-

ers and organizations are facing.

distinguish between routine problems 
and complex conditions

Leadership means enabling others to face challenges and achieve results under 

complex conditions. What do we mean by complex? A complex condition is 

Addressing 
health care 
challenges 
requires 
leading change
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one that is constantly changing or unpredictable. In these situations, we can’t 

apply a prescribed set of steps and count on a predefi ned outcome. Instead, as 

conditions in the environment evolve, we must change the way we think and 

respond. Th is type of change requires that we learn from day-to-day experi-

ence and adapt by applying new values, new ways of thinking, and new prac-

tices. Th ere are no easy answers.

To be able to lead change eff ectively, it is important to understand the dif-

ference between routine problems and complex conditions. Table 16 high-

lights the distinction.

Th e example on the next page illustrates the diff erence between routine 

and complex health problems.

f i g u r e  12 Leading and Managing for Results Model

managing

improved
work

climate

improved
management

systems

improved
services

improved
health
outcomes

scan

focus

align/
mobilize

inspire

plan

organize

implement

monitor and
evaluate

Results

Leading and managing practices

leading

improved
capacity

to respond
to change

When applied consistently, good leading and managing practices strengthen organizational 
capacity and result in higher-quality services and sustained improvements in health.

t a b l e  16 Distinguishing between routine and complex

Routine problems Complex conditions

The problem is well defi ned and 
the solution is known.

The situation must be analyzed and the 
immediate solution is not known.

The problem can be solved with 
existing knowledge and practices.

People need to adjust their values, ways 
of thinking, and practices to address the 
condition effectively.

A prescribed process can be 
implemented to solve the problem.

Implementation requires learning new 
approaches and practices and being fl exible 
as new conditions emerge.

The solution can be applied by a 
single person or group.

Collaborative work by several stakeholders is 
required to achieve the solution.

Source: Adapted from R. Heifetz, J. Kania, and M. Kramer, “Leading Boldly,” Stanford 
Social Innovation Review v. 2 no. 3 (Winter 2004): 20–31.et al. 2004
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For a routine medical problem, such as a simple throat infection, the physician 
can prescribe a treatment that the patient applies following the medical 
guidelines. Th e patient does not need to respond with a change in values 
or behaviors. In a complex medical condition, such as high blood pressure, 
there are also treatments the physician can prescribe. But in order to realize 
a lasting change, the patient needs to adapt his or her values, practices, and 
behaviors in order get better, and stay healthy. (Heifetz et al. 2004)

In this example, the complex condition of high blood pressure requires 

that the patient make some fundamental changes in practices and behaviors 

(such as diet and exercise) to make lasting improvements in his health. In 

public health programs, a routine problem would be providing specifi c drugs 

to rural health posts when they are needed through an existing drug distribu-

tion process. A complex challenge would be increasing the vaccination rate in 

the local population, since people’s health care–seeking behaviors and beliefs 

about the value of immunizations span a wide range.

As a manager who leads, you need to help people distinguish between 

routine problems and complex conditions, and help them respond appropri-

ately to each situation. Encourage them to think of new ways to approach 

their work that are responsive to changing conditions, and support them as 

they try out new approaches. People who stick rigidly to outdated practices 

and continue to apply old rules to new situations—whether these situations 

concern managing people or programs, or how to serve clients and deliver 

services—will have the most diffi  culty functioning in this rapidly changing 

environment.

We will look at the factors that contribute to successful change eff orts to 

help you respond in the best possible ways to the challenges you face in today’s 

health care environment.

Leading organizational change

“How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to 
improve the world.”

—anne fr ank

All successful change eff orts require a champion—a person or group of people 

committed to leading the change process over time and working to overcome 

the obstacles along the way. Th e champion (or change team) fi rst needs to 

clarify her own commitment to the change and believe strongly that the new 

practice, process, or system is needed to address the challenge the organiza-

tion is facing.

Encourage 
staff to try new 
approaches
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Th e champion will also need to communicate a compelling case for the 

proposed change. As part of a strategy for aligning senior management and 

key stakeholders and gaining their commitment, the champion needs to show 

that the proposed change is consistent with organizational values and priori-

ties, and explain how the changes can be implemented without seriously dis-

rupting other important organizational activities. Gaining this critical com-

mitment from other stakeholders will help ensure that necessary resources 

will be made available to support the change eff ort. At the same time, the 

champion must regularly monitor and report on the progress of the eff ort, 

and those involved in implementing the changes must be responsible and 

accountable for using resources appropriately.

The handbook toolkit provides a group exercise, “Understanding the Process of 
Leading Change,” to help you and your staff learn more about what is involved in 
leading change.

lead the change process

Once you are certain that a change is needed and have identifi ed the types of 

challenges you are facing, your job is to initiate and lead the change process. 

Doing so requires knowing and incorporating the critical success factors in 

your change eff ort.

Th e challenge of leading organizational change is enormous. Many change 

eff orts fail because they are not led and managed well. Such eff orts waste pre-

cious organizational resources and create pessimism about the organization’s 

ability to change.

Th e eight factors shown in Table 17 largely determine whether a change 

eff ort will be successful. Th e lessons are drawn from John Kotter’s work in 

researching thousands of organizations undergoing organizational change. 

Th ey also draw on MSH’s approach to developing managers who lead at all 

levels of an organization. Th ese lessons can serve as guidelines for managers 

leading a change process.

For an exercise that helps reinforce these success factors and helps a change team 
apply them in a change effort, please see “Applying the Factors of Success in Leading 
Change” in the handbook toolkit.

To be successful in implementing these success factors, managers need to 

create an environment that supports and encourages change. Th is means cre-

ating a work climate that rewards staff  for trying new ways of doing things 

and acknowledges them for their eff orts and commitment while also holding 

staff  accountable for their work.

The champion 
must believe 
in and fi ght for 
the change

Apply the 
eight factors 
of successful 
change
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t a b l e  17 Key factors in leading organizational change 

Success factor Consequences of not taking this step

Communicate urgency by framing 
the challenge clearly

Complacency. People will not be mobilized 
to change if they think everything is fi ne 
the way it is. They need to understand the 
challenge they are facing and how it affects 
their work and their organization.

Build the core team Going it alone. If there is not a group of “early 
adopters” who are committed to the change, 
it will falter in the face of opposition. Include 
key stakeholders and authority fi gures on the 
change team in order to get organizational 
buy-in.

Create a shared vision Lack of commitment. If the vision is not 
created together with all of the stakeholders, 
there is no clear picture of and path toward a 
desired future, and energy and commitment 
will be dispersed. Be inclusive in creating the 
vision.

Include others in planning and 
implementation

Lack of involvement. If the vision is not 
communicated clearly and regularly and 
used as a guide for shared planning, it 
will not have an impact on organizational 
activities. Engage others in creating the 
implementation plan.

Overcome obstacles together Demoralization. When obstacles remain 
in place, and little or no effort is made 
to remove them, people will not be able 
to sustain the energy to continue. Work 
together to identify the root causes of 
obstacles and overcome them.

Focus on results and create 
short-term wins

Lack of sustained effort. When people do not 
see any positive results in the short term, 
it is hard to keep them engaged. Focus on 
results and how to achieve them.

Maintain support for facing 
ongoing challenges

Shifts in attention. While the fi rst positive 
results may be encouraging, they are not 
a substitute for lasting change. The risk of 
declaring victory too soon is that people’s 
attention shifts to something else, and the 
effort to keep the change moving is lost. 
Continue to frame the new challenges.

Make change stick in 
organizational systems and 
culture

Changes that don’t last. If the changes do not 
become part of the organization’s systems 
and culture, it is unlikely that the changes 
will last. Incorporate new values, behaviors, 
and processes into routine organizational 
systems.

Source: Adapted from “Leading Change: Why Transformation Efforts Fail” by John P. 
Kotter, Harvard Business Review, March–April 1995, p. 61.
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Creating a climate that encourages change

“The most powerful agent of growth and transformation is something much 
more basic than any technique: a change of heart.”

—john welwood

Any successful change process—whether it is a single practice or an organi-

zation-wide system—relies foremost on a manager’s desire to make changes. 

Th e manager needs to be willing to refl ect on his own values and behaviors. 

Th is proactive attitude is a prerequisite to leading any change eff ort. Indeed 

no signifi cant changes are made that don’t begin with a change in oneself. 

Change requires that you think about and be willing to question long-held 

beliefs, since oft en our beliefs are the biggest obstacles to change.

Managers also need to help staff  examine their own attitudes and behav-

iors so that they can respond appropriately to changing conditions. Change is 

a learning process and requires that you have the ability to question assump-

tions and test new ways of acting. You will be much more credible as a leader 

of change if you show in your daily life that you are also making the changes 

you request of others.

help others respond to change

When a work unit or organization is undergoing a change, people will have 

a range of responses. Some adapt quickly to new changes and seek them 

out. Others are more reluctant and need time to understand and accept the 

changes before they can commit to them. People have to absorb what the 

changes mean to them and make their own shift s in attitudes and behaviors 

before the change will take hold in their daily work.

Th e diagram in the box on working with people’s responses to change 

shows the range of responses that people have to change. Th e important job 

of those leading a change eff ort is to understand these responses, recognize 

Model changes to infl uence others

As a manager who leads, you model your attitudes and values (sometimes 
even without knowing it) and infl uence how others act and respond. If you 
show that you want to learn and adapt, that you are willing to admit when 
you are uncertain, do not know the answer, or when you are wrong, then, 
in time, others will do the same. Setting an example will support a climate 
in which people are engaged in thinking and working together to address 
challenges and achieve results.

Change begins 
with oneself

Support others’ 
shifts in 
attitudes and 
behaviors
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where people are in the change process, and know how to work with them so 

that they can help support and institutionalize the changes in the long term.

Working with people’s responses to change

It is important to understand the responses people have to change and 
provide support and encouragement that is appropriate to where people 
are in their own process.
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address resistance to change

Resistance is a common response to change. People usually resist change 

because they view it as losing something that is important to them. Th ey may 

oppose changes and seek to sabotage them because they weren’t included in 

the decision-making that led to the changes. People also resist change if the 

proposed changes strongly contradict their ideas or appear to threaten their 

survival.

When you run into resistance, allow people to express their fears and feel-

ings of loss. Don’t rush them into seeing things your way, but consider how 

the change appears to them.

Scan to understand who is resisting and why. Diff erent people or 

groups may resist a change for diff erent reasons. Find out what people think 

they stand to lose. Look for examples elsewhere of successful change eff orts 

that you can learn from. Sharing experiences and providing support to one 

another is important. Tap into networks of people who may have dealt with 

similar challenges.

Focus on the early adopters. Look at the causes of the resistance, not just 

the symptoms, and form a strategy for dealing with the resistance. One strat-

How to . . . 

Deal with resistance
Use reason. Make the case (as in a legal argument) for the change you 
propose, by pointing out the pros and cons of the change, showing the 
consequences of not addressing it.

Debunk myths. Directly (but tactfully) challenge myths stemming from long-
held beliefs, wrong or outdated ideas, or misinformation passed on by others.

Reinforce the desired new behaviors or practices. Provide resources 
and rewards (which may be publicity, public recognition, awards, extra 
resources, or opportunities for growth) to those who apply the new 
behaviors or practices.

Describe the vision in a variety of ways. Provide opportunities for people to 
“try on” the new vision for themselves.

■ Tell a compelling story about the vision and show how the changes 
are inevitable.

■ Recognize that people take in information in different ways. Some 
need to see numbers presented in graphs or tables. Others prefer to 
see pictures or hear or see quotations.

■ Use movies, poetry, or visual arts to help people understand the 
benefi ts of the change.
                          (cont. next page)
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egy is to focus on early adopters, those people who buy in and become change 

agents themselves early on, especially those who are already opinion leaders. 

Start by including them in your deliberations. It will be a small group at fi rst, 

but each additional member increases your momentum.

Align and mobilize other people with your change efforts. With your 

core group, seek allies and the support of infl uential people to get political 

support and credibility. Mobilize the opinion of others who are in favor of the 

change both inside and outside your work group by connecting the benefi ts of 

the change to the expressed needs of the clients you serve.

Inspire others to work toward the vision. Appeal to a shared vision and 

to people’s deeply held values, such as equity, justice, and fairness. Th is advo-

How to . . . 

Deal with resistance (cont.)

Look at yourself. Refl ect on your habitual ways of communicating, of telling 
the story. Maybe something you do needs to change. Your own style may be 
strengthening the resistance!

■ Maybe you are moving too fast and are too impatient.

■ Maybe you need to use a different way of communicating with people. 
Presenting slides from a podium may not be the right way. Consider 
sitting around a table and exploring the implications of the change 
with those whose support you need most.

■ Spend less time communicating your point of view and more time 
listening.

See the exercise “Balancing Advocacy and Inquiry: Changing the 
Pattern of Conversation” in the handbook toolkit.

■ Practice what you preach. If the change involves setting and 
maintaining high standards, then you too should live up to those 
higher standards. If you tell people that treating clients with respect 
is your message, then show respect in every interaction; if you made a 
mistake, admit it, apologize, and move on.

Expose the resisters to other people or places. Arrange meetings with other 
people who have been through signifi cant changes. Take staff to visit clinics 
to see or talk with clients to make the impact of the change visible. These 
contacts will help demonstrate the (possible) positive effects of the changes 
you are proposing.

Address slow changers indirectly. Studies on the diffusion of innovations 
show that a small percentage of almost any group will lag behind in making 
a change. Do not focus your efforts on this group, sometimes called “slow 
changers,” but let improved results speak for themselves. When a change 
in practice becomes offi cial, changes in standards will eventually motivate 
these slow changers to adopt the new practice (Rogers 2003).
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cacy will build a common foundation with others and cause them to refl ect 

on how they can connect what is most meaningful in their lives with the 

changes that are underway or being proposed.

learn and share knowledge

An important factor in supporting a climate in which people think about new 

ways to approach new challenges and learn from others’ experience is to sup-

port systems and norms for regularly sharing and exploring what has worked 

(or not worked) well and why. Having a process for exchanging information, 

synthesizing it, and making it available to people when they need it supports 

an environment in which people learn from each other and fi nd new ways to 

improve performance.

Knowledge management involves establishing processes and work norms 

that support generating knowledge (information sharing and synthesis); col-

lecting, storing, and packaging the information for easy access; and helping 

people to apply the information. Create opportunities for sharing knowledge 

and reward people who engage in this process.

Provide opportunities for sharing knowledge and experience

Share experience in public forums. Encourage people who have completed 
a project, gone on a mission or fi eld visit, or presented at or attended a 
conference to present what they learned to the rest of the organization.

A common practice in the United States is to conduct a “brown bag,” named 
after the brown paper bag that people often use to carry their lunches. These 
presentations occur around lunch time and people are invited to eat their 
lunches while listening. (Because the atmosphere is informal, eating is not 
considered disrespectful.) In this way, the organization does not have to 
disrupt work schedules and the presentation is limited to one hour.

Brown bag presentations give people a chance to learn about colleagues’ 
work (challenges and successes) and also provide an opportunity for people 
to practice their presentation skills. These presentations also allow those 
who have little direct contact with the ultimate benefi ciaries of their work to 
see the connection between their work and the well-being of those served 
by the organization.

Write up and publicize your results. When a program or intervention has 
been underway for some time, particularly when it has yielded signifi cant 
results, work with a small team to produce a fl ier, brochure, book, newsletter 
or journal article, curriculum, guide, video or photo montage, or even a 
conference (virtual or traditional). Creating a product compels you to distill 
the essential lessons from experience in a form that is accessible to others.
                              (cont. next page)
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Supporting change with management systems

“Pit a good employee against a bad system and the system will win most 
of the time.”

— geary rummler

Systems are the interdependent processes that support and enable an organi-

zation to do its work and reach its intended results. Good management sys-

tems support an organization’s capacity to manage resources well and pro-

vide better health care. As the Results Model indicates, well-functioning and 

effi  cient management systems are essential in order for an organization to 

eff ectively produce its intended results as well as to manage change.

As a manager who leads, you have to make sure that your systems can sup-

port you, your team, and the entire organization in addressing your current 

challenges. Do they provide you with the critical information you need in a 

timely manner? Do they enable you to respond quickly to opportunities and 

requests? Do they help you see trends and problems, and provide warning 

signals in time? Can they compensate for the inevitable knowledge and expe-

rience gaps when you lose seasoned staff ?

Th ose leading the change process must make sure that the organization’s 

management systems are appropriate and functioning well—or that they are 

modifi ed, if necessary—so that they align with and support the changes being 

Provide opportunities for sharing knowledge and experience (cont.)

Evaluate progress and share lessons learned. Routine monitoring and 
periodic focused evaluations allow you to continuously learn from your 
activities. Be sure to look carefully at data and information from routine 
monitoring, discuss the results of evaluations, and apply what you have 
learned so that you can improve your organization’s ability to serve your 
clients and communities.

Another way to discuss lessons learned is to hold an “after-action review” 
meeting. The after-action review brings together members of a team who 
have worked over a period of time to achieve an objective. The members 
discuss what worked well (and should be continued in another initiative) 
and what didn’t work as well as intended (and should be done differently 
next time). To be effective, this process requires that the participants 
be honest and provide constructive feedback, be open to hearing others’ 
perspectives, and be willing to make changes.

For an exercise on conducting after-action reviews, please refer to “Learning from 
Experience: The After-Action Review” in the handbook toolkit.

Align 
management 
systems with 
changes
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The role of management systems in supporting change

Whether you are leading a senior team or a team at a lower level within a 
program or organization, how well your organization’s management systems 
function affects your ability to achieve results and the sustainability of 
your entire organization. All the systems need to be aligned with the larger 
change effort so that you can achieve your intended results.

Operational planning. Operational plans specify the projects and activities 
that will be conducted over the short term and establish the measurable 
objectives, timetable, resources needed, and persons or groups responsible 
for completing the activities.

By developing operational plans that refl ect and address the changes you 
are making, you help your organization align people, ideas, and resources 
to take effective action. By conducting annual or semi-annual operational 
planning, you can signifi cantly increase your ability to reach your goals year 
after year.

Human resource management. Good organizational performance is more 
likely if you have appropriate staffi ng levels and (at a minimum) people 
who perform their jobs according to established job standards. If you do not 
have enough staff who are performing to these standards, all your other 
management systems will be compromised. To sustain strong performance, 
your human resource management system should support:

■ planning of human resource needs

■ deployment of staff in response to changing work requirements

■ creation of a resilient and motivated workforce

■ a culture of shared learning and teamwork.

Quality assurance. Assuring the quality of services that your organization 
provides is central to improving the health of your client population. A 
good quality assurance system provides managers with critical data from 
their most important stakeholders—clients. By establishing a system for 
assessing and improving the quality of services and training staff to use 
the system regularly, you will be supporting ongoing improvements in 
your organization’s performance. You will also build client satisfaction, 
which will likely increase demand for your services (a key ingredient of 
sustainability).

Information management. Good information systems (including data 
collection, analysis, and use of information), coupled with effective 
monitoring and evaluation, are essential to support the scanning and 
focusing functions of managers who lead. Data can be used to inspire your 
teams when they show progress toward meeting organizational objectives. 
Analysis of data and the causes of not reaching objectives can help you 
make midcourse corrections so you can reach your goals by the end of a 
performance period.
                              (cont. next page)
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implemented by the organization. Th e management systems to pay attention 

to are:

■ operational planning

■ human resource management

■ quality assurance

■ information management (data collection and use of information)

■ monitoring and evaluation

■ fi nancial management

■ revenue generation

■ supply management.

The role of management systems in supporting change (cont.)

Monitoring and evaluation. Monitoring and evaluating are critical not only 
for checking that planned activities are completed, but also for analyzing 
whether the work is resulting in the achievement of objectives. Evaluation 
helps you determine whether you are “doing the right things” to align staff 
and make a lasting and positive impact on health, and not just “doing things 
right.” Institutionalizing evaluation practices across the organization is 
critical to supporting change and learning. A well-functioning monitoring 
and evaluation system also enables you to share knowledge on best 
practices, and sustain program and organizational improvements.

Financial management. The fi nancial management system allows the 
organization to implement appropriate fi nancial controls, collect and 
analyze fi nancial data, and make sound fi nancial decisions based on the 
analyses. Sound fi nancial management is essential for good organizational 
performance, including fulfi lling commitments to donors, whether they are 
your government or an external funding source.

Managers who are leading change efforts need to be skilled in using 
fi nancial information for planning, implementing, and analyzing activities 
and for making decisions. In the current environment of health reform and 
the decentralization of responsibility for health programs to lower levels 
in the health system, it is more critical than ever that managers be able to 
apply sound fi nancial management practices and have a strong fi nancial 
management system to support them.

Revenue generation. One element of organizational fi nance is identifying 
and generating new sources of revenue to support services and other 
organizational programs. Leadership in this area centers on creating and 
implementing a long-term revenue generation strategy that will mobilize 

                              (cont. next page)
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All these systems infl uence how eff ective the organization will be in achiev-

ing results as it evolves and grows over time.

Analyzing the management capacity in your organization, including how 

well your management systems function, and making plans for improve-

ment are important components of leading organizational change. Th ere are 

many tools and processes available for assessing management capacity. One 

tool developed and applied extensively by Management Sciences for Health 

is the Management and Organizational Sustainability Tool (MOST). MOST 

guides you through a process, over the course of a few days, to assess your 

organization’s mission, values, strategies, structure, and systems, and pro-

vides a framework for developing an action plan to make organization-wide 

improvements.

You can use MOST as part of a change process to help align your strategies, structure, 
and systems with your vision for change. The complete MOST tool and guidelines for 
applying it are available on the handbook CD-ROM.

The role of management systems in supporting change (cont.)

diverse revenue sources and allocating those resources to meet current 
and future program and organizational needs. Leading a change effort may 
require that you to fi nd new ways of generating revenue to support your new 
or expanded activities.

Supply management. An effective supply management system ensures that 
the right drugs or other commodities (equipment, expendable supplies), 
in the right quantities, get to the right place at the right time and are 
used correctly. The availability of drugs is as critical to organizational 
performance in health as is the availability of competent staff. You can use 
the pharmaceutical and commodity management cycle as a systematic 
approach to make certain that all drugs for services are available and 
appropriately used according to an effective treatment strategy and timeline. 
This cycle covers:

■ selecting essential pharmaceuticals

■ procuring selected pharmaceuticals

■ distributing procured pharmaceuticals

■ using distributed pharmaceuticals.

For further information about the management systems discussed here, please refer 
to the many issues of The Manager that are available in full text on the handbook CD-
ROM.

For extensive information on operational planning and program management, please 
refer to The Family Planning Manager’s Handbook (Wolff et al. 1991). For a comprehensive 
manual on supply management, please refer to Managing Drug Supply (MSH and WHO 
1997).

Assess and 
strengthen 
management 
capacity
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Scaling up changes within and beyond your organization

“Whatever you can do, or dream you can do, begin it. Boldness has genius, 
power, and magic in it.”

—johann wolfgang von goethe

Scaling up is a type of change that involves building on a successful experi-

ence in addressing a challenge and expanding the approach to a wider arena 

or signifi cantly larger population. To scale up an initiative, new practice, ser-

vice, or national policy, you will need to work closely with others within and 

outside your organization. You must have compelling evidence fi rst that the 

positive results from the approach applied on the smaller scale are signifi cant 

enough to make the approach worth scaling up. Scaling up can occur only 

when results are evident to others.

Th ere are many innovative initiatives underway to improve public health. 

Many are experiments being conducted in small areas, targeting specifi c groups 

that receive special attention and extra resources for a specifi c period. Crit-

ics sometimes claim that these small-scale interventions are not appropriate 

models for expanding beyond the experimental phase, because the enormous 

amount of attention and resources lavished on the pilot project or site cannot 

be maintained when the project scales up beyond its narrow boundaries.

Th e encouraging news is that there are many examples of small organiza-

tions or working groups that have introduced innovations and spurred huge 

changes in the larger health and reproductive health environment, within 

and across national borders. Such examples usually begin with a small num-

ber of committed leaders, who end up making dramatic and oft en perma-

nent improvements in the health of their fellow citizens. In some parts of the 

world, such projects have been remarkably eff ective in lowering maternal and 

child mortality rates, increasing the use of family planning, and preventing 

and treating devastating infectious diseases like tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS.

For example, Fazle Hasan Abed, the founder of BRAC—a large Bangla-

deshi NGO—took on the challenge of testing a formula for oral rehydration 

solution to save the lives of children with diarrhea. By the end of 1990, BRAC 

had trained 12 million families to prepare this solution at home. Community 

women who worked as trainers created their own innovative practices to sim-

plify the process of preparing the solution and help mothers make accurate 

measurements.

apply the leading and managing practices

To scale up a policy, program, or practice beyond your local group or orga-

nization, use the leading and managing practices, and be sure to incorporate 

Build on 
successful 
experience to 
expand to a 
wider area
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the eight key factors of successful change in your plan (see Table 17, Key Fac-

tors in Leading Organizational Change). Th ese will support you as you reach 

wider audiences and adjust management systems to support the scale-up.

You will need to scan the larger environment and the factors that inhibit 

and support change. Th is scan includes seeking to understand new stake-

holders and their needs, and creating strategic priorities that respond to their 

needs. You will have to work hard to align and mobilize resources for the 

change. It takes “political” skill to build larger coalitions to support scale-up: 

You will need to know with whom it is critical to align and how you can best 

mobilize them to support the change.

Your management practices are also very important in scaling up, because 

to be successful you must create a solid plan, achieve buy-in for it from other 

stakeholders, and make sure that the necessary resources have been commit-

ted to implement that plan. You may also need to enlist others who are espe-

cially good at managing large projects to lead the scaling-up process.

What are the lessons we can learn about eff ectively scaling up our suc-

cesses? How can we share what works with others in ways that will allow them 

to adapt and use the lessons to produce results in their own situation? Th e fol-

lowing examples illustrate a few of the many successful initiatives to change 

the way managers work. Th ey began small and gained momentum through 

strong leadership, management, and collaboration, which led to broader com-

mitment and participation as more people saw the positive results.

work with multiple stakeholders 
to scale up changes

Th e challenge of scaling up is particularly relevant in the fi ght against HIV/

AIDS. Th e urgency of addressing the pandemic and dealing with its conse-

Scaling up clinical practices

When you have found, through experience or research, a practice that has 
effectively addressed a challenge you are facing, fi rst test the practice in 
your own organizational setting. Once you have established that the new 
practice is effective in a pilot test and have decided to scale it up within your 
organization or in the entire region or country, you will need to build a broad 
base of support.

To scale up the new practice, use all the leading and managing practices, 
attend to the key factors of successful change, and work closely with a wide 
range of stakeholders. It is important to be persistent and patient, since it 
often takes a long-term effort to change and scale up even simple practices 
throughout an organization, region, or country.

For a detailed discussion on leading changes in health processes and practices, please 
refer to The Manager, “Leading Changes in Practices to Improve Health” (MSH 2005), 
found on the handbook CD-ROM.

Scan for factors 
that inhibit or 
support change
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share lessons 
with others
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quences calls for concerted action on a large scale. Large global and multi-

donor funding arrangements (such as those used to support initiatives focused 

on eradicating a specifi c disease), sectorwide funding strategies, and basket 

funding mechanisms oft en carry an imperative to create partnerships among 

sectors and stakeholder groups in order to use the funds to scale up national 

programs eff ectively.

Scaling up changes in the way health managers work—
Selected country examples

A variety of approaches that change the way local health managers work 
are being scaled up. Some focus on leadership skills while others develop 
district-level decision-making. These approaches all engage managers and 
their teams in intensive work on just a few real organizational challenges 
(one to three) over several months as part of their regular work day. These 
approaches also encourage managers to rely mainly on local resources to 
achieve results, but scaling up often depends on some central-level support 
for materials, guidelines, or facilitation.

Nicaragua. The Nicaragua Leadership Development Program has effectively 
improved staff morale and work climate as it has helped municipal health 
managers develop their key leadership competencies. The program has 
grown rapidly since its inception in 2001 in 12 rural municipalities in 
northern Nicaragua with 36 participating district managers. It has reached 
thousands of managers, who oversee 70% of the primary health care 
facilities, and has covered the majority of the municipalities in the country. 
In an initial Leadership Dialogue across the Ministry of Health, the Ministry 
identifi ed its challenges and needed leadership competencies. A pilot test 
gave the program a solid start.

Close partnership among the Ministry of Health’s central, regional, and 
district levels was the key to scaling up the program. An extensive network 
of Ministry facilitators at all levels received training, participant materials, 
and a facilitator’s manual. Now a champion for the program in the Ministry 
of Health’s human resource offi ce promotes its spread through continuous 
education programs regularly offered by the Ministry and municipalities.

Egypt. When Aswan Governorate’s pilot Leadership Development Program 
ended in June 2003, the 10 participating teams were so enthusiastic about 
the results that they continued the program with their own resources 
and worked with local facilitators. By the beginning of 2005, the program 
had spread to cover over 78 rural health units in fi ve districts of Aswan 
Governorate. At the same time, groundwork is being laid to scale up the 
program nationally. Program materials are standardized, new facilitators 
are recruited and trained, and a management process for achieving 
sustainability is being created to provide continued support for this program. 
Other governorates across Egypt are benefi ting from this process of working 
in teams and using the Challenge Model to achieve results. 
                              (cont. next page)
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Coordination across sectors is absolutely necessary to address most pub-

lic health crises. When many organizations operate in the same general area, 

they must coordinate activities to serve the needs of their client populations. 

Whether it is HIV/AIDS, education of women and girls, family planning, or 

the elimination of harmful practices, coordination requires planning with 

key stakeholders. Coordination eff orts usually illuminate common hopes and 

dreams, along with potential confl icting agendas.

Scaling up changes in the way health managers work—
Selected country examples (cont.)

Guinea. After participating in a Leadership Development Program, seven 
regional health directors, who formerly worked in relative isolation, joined 
forces with a number of central-level directors and advisors to become a 
strong team, even though they work at a distance from one another. They 
consult regularly and come to each other’s aid on challenges ranging from 
diffi cult employees to dealing with fraud or leakage of resources. The 
group has created a culture of “questioning oneself fi rst” and become more 
systematic in dealing with crises and new challenges using leadership 
practices. In their regions, as they use more teamwork and delegate more, 
their staff have gained confi dence and developed their skills. The regional 
and central directors are also conducting the Leadership Development 
Program in districts and district hospitals in these and other regions.

Indonesia. As the Indonesia Ministry of Health rapidly decentralized 
authority to the district level, it also worked to improve the performance of 
health services. The central level developed a framework to defi ne essential 
public health functions and minimum service standards. At the district 
level, managers assessed district performance of essential public health 
functions against the standards and used a performance improvement 
planning and budgeting process called PROSPEK to identify the essential 
services most in need of strengthening. They designed and implemented 
cost-effective interventions related to these services to rapidly enhance 
service delivery performance.

Over two years, the national mandate for essential services and minimum 
service standards, a committed team of national and provincial facilitators, 
and clear, tested procedural guidelines, made it possible for 18 districts 
in fi ve provinces to carry out the assessment and planning process. The 
Ministry of Health has published and distributed the syllabus for the 
assessment and planning process to all provincial and district/municipal 
health offi ces. Schools of public health are using the methodology to train 
health managers, and donors are funding the use of this process in the 
provinces and districts they assist.
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define roles and rules of collaboration

When coordinating with other stakeholders, a group composed of represen-

tatives of each organization needs to develop a shared vision, fi nd common 

ground, and establish a common language. In doing so, they make visible the 

intricate interdependencies among the various partners. Leading such a pro-

cess requires the kinds of skills we have discussed throughout this book. If it 

is done well, each stakeholder group will understand how it can contribute 

its unique strengths, expertise, experience, and position to support a success-

ful scale-up. If it is done poorly, it will create cynicism, waste resources, and 

compromise the most precious resource we have: people’s energy and their 

commitment to a common cause.

Because the professional and organizational cultures of the various stake-

holder groups will vary, it is important to be clear about how you will work 

with other stakeholders so that together you can realize the greatest bene-

fi t from your collective interests, experience, and capabilities. To eff ectively 

engage with other stakeholders, you will need to know:

■ how decisions will be made (Will the leader make the fi nal deci-

sions? Will you vote? Will you seek consensus?);

■ what the criteria will be for accepting or rejecting plans, or modify-

ing them when circumstances change (Are you looking at time, cost, 

scope, impact?);

■ who will need to agree on which kinds of decisions (Will consul-

tative groups need to agree only on broad strategy but not on the 

details of implementation?).

Deciding together on the process and structure of your collaboration 

will establish a strong foundation for the future. Irritations frequently arise 

out of mismatched expectations about how people will work together, what 

processes and outcomes are acceptable (and which are not), and how credit 

and accountability will be handled. Establishing ground rules is important 

because they state what people’s responsibilities are for approving, imple-

menting, and evaluating activities. By agreeing on the rules, people will know 

what they will be held accountable for and what the consequences will be if 

they don’t follow through on their responsibilities.

In the end, change is always a process of aligning and mobilizing stake-

holders. In most situations, other people have commitments, beliefs, and 

expectations that diff er from our own. If we are really going to lead change 

successfully, we have to consistently seek to understand others’ views and cre-

ate shared visions to bring new realities into being.

Establish 
interdependencies 
among partners

Be clear about 
expectation and 
accountability
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Taking the lead in scaling up

Coordination is an important mechanism for managing large-scale change 
or scaling up small successes beyond one group’s pilot project. Coordination 
involves more than meeting periodically. To turn a coordinated effort into 
a true partnership you need to actively shape it. The following actions 
will help you lead a diverse group of partners as they prepare to scale up a 
practice or service on a regional or national scale in partnership with one 
another.

Develop a common view
■ Alignment is key. Develop a common view of the central challenge 

that the partnership needs to address.

■ Coherence provides focus. Agree on the central goal of the initiative or 
program. Make sure everyone agrees with “what success looks like.” 

Recognize opportunities and constraints and plan to address them
■ Recognize that each group contributes in specifi c ways to addressing 

the common challenge and achieving the partnership’s goal. Defi ne 
clear roles in line with each partner’s strengths.

■ Acknowledge that individual groups cannot do everything even in 
limited geographical zones. Map out who will do what and where in 
order to build on each partner’s strengths and geographic presence, 
and look for complementarities within and across regions.

■ Be aware that coordinated action creates new work or tasks that may 
require additional resources that are not already programmed in 
annual plans and that pose human capacity challenges in particular. 
Include plans for how the additional resources will be mobilized and 
deployed.

■ Know that when diverse groups work together, confl ict is inevitable. 
Discuss at the outset how you will address obstacles to good coordina-
tion (such as competition, technical and style differences, resource 
needs and uses) and make agreements or ground rules to fulfi ll the 
potential that your diversity offers.

Help partners grow and develop
■ The scope of the collective task may require individual partners to 

move beyond their traditional roles and geographic area. Therefore, 
help them to take on their new responsibilities.

■ Working in partnership makes new demands on managers and 
leaders. Help them look at their leadership and management roles in 
the scale-up effort and determine where they need to strengthen their 
capabilities to carry out their roles successfully.

For additional guidance on working with stakeholders and gaining their commitment, 
please refer to “Analyzing Stakeholder Interests and Concerns” and “Mobilizing Stake-
holders to Commit Resources” in the handbook toolkit. For further discussion on 
coordinating with stakeholders, please see the issue of The Manager “Coordinating 
Complex Health Programs” (MSH 2003) on the handbook CD-ROM.

For a comprehensive manual on scaling up HIV/AIDS programs, please refer to Scaling 
Up HIV/AIDS Programs: A Manual for Multisectoral Planning (Helfenbein and Severo 2004).
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Turning visions into reality

“If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to 
live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in 
common hours.”

—henry david thoreau

Th is chapter has made clear the critical role that managers have in leading 

change. As a manager who leads, your commitment will inspire the commit-

ment of others. Be clear about what you want to create, and align and mobi-

lize others around a shared vision. You can make these changes, although 

they may seem overwhelming at times.

Change takes time. You will be making incremental changes along the way, 

and then one day a major stakeholder who was not fully committed aligns 

with you, or a new group adopts the change. If you are working with integrity 

and are consistent in your approach and clear in your values, you will make 

steady progress toward your vision.

You will know you have been successful when you see:

■ people who are free to question and innovate;

■ relationships between supervisors and staff  that inspire and motivate;

■ initiatives that promote continuous learning and seeking out of best 

practices;

■ a climate in which people are acknowledged and held accountable;

■ programs that are supported by the community and clients.

Mahatma Gandhi once said, “We must be the change we wish to see in 

the world.” When you take on this challenge, you allow yourself to think and 

act in new ways. In turn, you give permission to others to do the same. Face 

your fears and your challenges. Make sure to ask for and get support from 

others, and know that your vision can be achieved only by working with oth-

ers—never by working only by yourself.

To improve the health of the world’s most under-served people is a great 

challenge. By taking the responsibility to lead your teams and organizations 

to face this challenge and turn your dreams for a better future into reality, 

you are changing the world.

You follow in the footsteps of others who are committed to health for all. 

As you move forward and make progress, you form new pathways—creating 

opportunities for others to lead as well. We need to continually expand this 

body of leaders to create a world in which all people have access to high-qual-

ity health care. We share this challenge with you and hope that this handbook 

will support you and your teams in facing your challenges and realizing last-

ing improvements in health.

Inspire and 
model change
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Questions to consider on . . .

Leading change for better health

Infl uencing and leading change

■ What are your organization’s most important challenges in its efforts 
to improve the health of those you serve?

■ What do you need to change fi rst?

■ What will be your biggest obstacles in leading this change in your 
organization?

■ Who can you work with to make this change happen?

Encouraging a climate for change

■ With respect to the change you are considering, ask yourself and your 
staff:

• How might this change benefi t my team or my organization?

• What might I/we learn from this change?

• What new opportunities will this change present?

■ What qualities do you need to develop in yourself and your staff to 
encourage an environment of fl exibility and change?

■ What can you do to encourage people to have meaningful 
conversations about the needs in your organization?

■ What do you do to promote learning among the members of your 
team?

Supporting change with management systems

■ How will the change that you are advocating for be institutionalized 
in the organization’s systems?

■ What are you doing to ensure that the management systems and 
practices you have developed and supported will endure if you leave 
the organization unexpectedly?

Scaling up changes

■ What processes, systems, or practices have to be adjusted to scale up 
this change within your organization?

■ Are the potential benefi ts or improvements in health worth the cost 
of the resources required to make the change (people, time, energy, 
money, supplies)?

■ Who are the key stakeholders with whom you need to align yourself 
to implement and scale up your proposed change?

■ What are the stakeholders’ interests and how will you gain their 
commitment?
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